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I Am that I Am, Adamus of very Sovereign Domain. 

Welcome to this gathering. Hm. Hm. It’s like suddenly waking up and realizing I’m in a brand new place, 
but with beings I’m very familiar with.

You know that this gathering started weeks ago. Weeks ago. Not this morning. Weeks ago we began gathering 
in the celestial realms, in your dream state, even, to a degree, in your waking state. Hm. At no additional 
charge! Didn’t cost anything extra! (some laughter) But then, you don’t remember, do you? 

No, see, we started weeks ago with this discussion. Going through some experiences, some exercises – hello 
sir – in going beyond the mind.

You allowed me – those that I work with – to set up some … ooh, a good stare down here. Yes, who’s 
going to blink first? It will be you. (some laughter) Everybody else can go lunch. We’ll be here a while. 
(Adamus chuckles)

So, we’ve been working together, giving you some examples of going beyond the mind. Some of you particularly 
in the last week or so have felt some of the challenges in the mind, junk coming through. Then you tell me, “I 
thought I got over all this. Why is my brain acting so crazy?” Hm. It’s because you’re preparing yourself for 
exactly what we’re going to do here the next few days – preparing to go beyond the mind. 

Sounds intriguing. Ah, yes. Have to stop for the picture. It sounds mystical. A few more, please. It sounds 
… yes. (laughter) And then one kissing the beautiful lady. (Adamus kisses her) Thank you.

Going beyond the mind. Oh! See, that’s beyond the mind. Intriguing, mystical perhaps, but one of the 
hardest things you’ll ever do. You know what the other thing is? Other hardest thing you’ll ever do? Love 
yourself. They kind of go together – going beyond the mind and loving yourself – because what stops you 
from loving yourself? Your mind. Absolutely, and all the stuff that’s built up in there.

I am here and happy to be here, by the way. Very happy to be here. You know, there are some entities that 
are called in by the human channelers that really maybe don’t want so much to be there. But I want to be 

Session 1
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here. You have all called me to be here, didn’t you? (someone says “Yes”) Sí, sí. Yeah, sí. Big sí. Síííí. 
Síííí. (laughter) 

I want to be here, because my passion is to help you go beyond the mind. My commitment to this work – 
the work that Tobias started that I’m now assuming – my commitment is to help you go beyond the mind. 

Why? Because I don’t have anything better to do in my Third Circle? No. Because I feel sorry for you? 
(someone loudly says “No”) A little bit. Un poquito. (laughter) I look sometimes at the human predicament 
and say, “Ohhh, it hurts just to look at it! To feel the limitations, to feel the entrapment.”

But the real reason that I want to do this, the real reason, is that for a long, long time I was trapped much like 
you. But I was trapped in a crystal. Where you going, Linda?

LINDA: Checking the recording. I hope you’re okay with that. 

ADAMUS: Good. I thought she was leaving. 

For a long time, let’s say, 100,000 years I was trapped in a crystal. The crystal was literal. It was real, but it 
was also my imagination. 

I tried everything to get out of this crystal. Tried breaking my way out, thinking my way out, praying my 
way out, begging my way out, manipulating my way out. It was hell, but then you can probably relate to 
that. It was so frustrating, so suffocating, so limiting to be in this crystal, to be in this prison. 

I finally realized how to get out. I finally realized that I had gotten myself into the crystal. Oh, I blamed it 
on all of you back in the Atlantean times. Have you heard the story before? Good, I’m glad you haven’t, 
because then I’ll continue. (audience says “Uh-oh”; some laughter)

I blamed it on all of you saying that by your using your Atlantean powers that you zapped me into this 
crystal. But when I finally realized, no, I’d gotten myself in there, and if I had gotten myself in, I could get 
myself out. It’s that simple. Same with the condition that you’re in right now. You are in a mental condition 
supported by physical reality. Trapped, desiring to be with your spiritual self – God. You want to be an angel 
again, floating around in heaven with wings, not a care in the world. 

But here you are in this human mental condition, trapped, stuck. You blame it on your body once in a while. 
If it wasn’t for your damned physical body, maybe you wouldn’t be here. And you think that when you die, 
when you let go of the physical body that suddenly you’re going to have grand enlightenment. You’re going 
to have a realization of how all things work. You’ll be dancing with your soul in heaven. No! You’re still 
going to be in your mental condition without a physical body. It’s almost worse, because at least with the 
physical body there’s something to blame it on. At least with the physical body, you can have the sensual 
experience of touch, taste, smell, sight, all those things. When you go to the other side, you lose a lot of that 
ability, but you’re still basically mental. 

I hope I haven’t shocked anybody here. You’re thinking that when you leave this grand planet suddenly, oh! 
relief. No. Physical relief, but you’re still in the mental condition. 

Who got you here? Your parents? Tobias. Really? Not Tobias. You got yourself here. You put yourself into 
this condition. Why? For experience. I’m glad to see somebody is listening to the Shouds. You got yourself 
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into this physical condition, into this mental prison, into this separation of your divine and your human, and 
you can get out. 

Interesting thing is you don’t need any tools, gadgets, healing therapies, magic incense, Egyptian healing 
wands or even me. No. You don’t. You don’t. All you need to do is make that choice that says, “I’m ready 
to get out.”

But you know what’s interesting? You’re probably not going to. Probably not going to, at least right now. 
Maybe at the end of these three days you’ll make that choice. Maybe just before you die, you’ll make 
that choice.

By the way, death, I laugh. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha! I laugh at death. Huh, really. (Adamus chuckles) Ah, the face! 
The face! I laugh at death. It’s nothing. You’ve died a thousand or more times. It’s easy. It’s easy. Birth is 
hard. Whew! Knowing that you’re going to endure another hundred lifetimes in this physical reality. Birth is 
hard. Being in this little infant body, vulnerable to all of these energies, this loco world. That’s hard. Death’s 
easy. So that’s why I can ha, ha, ha, laugh at death. Oh, not very funny, am I? (audience isn’t laughing) Let’s 
laugh at death! Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha. (audience responds “Ha, ha”) Ha, ha, 
ha, ha, ha, ha. (someone shouts “Ha! Ha!”) Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha. (laughter) 

I love playing with you like this, because, see, when I say death, that’s your worst nightmare. Oh, and it’s 
actually, in reality, it’s not the worst thing. But the human – that’s the worst thing. You think cancer; you 
think getting Alzheimer’s; you think of your body withering away. And then I say death, and you can hardly 
crack a smile. Oh, it is truly funny. Ah! (Adamus chuckles) (the audience is not really responding) Didn’t 
go over so good. 

But I tell you what. When you cross over to the other side, I’ll be there to greet you. I guarantee I will be 
there to greet you, and we’ll laugh. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, 
ha! (laughter) And you’ll say, “Am I free now?” And I’ll say, “Yes, of your body.” Ohhh. And I’ll say, 
“Remember that workshop that we had in Medellin, and remember I said you can make a choice to step out 
of your prison any time you want.” You thought about it, and you thought about it, and then you kind of 
forgot about it, and then you didn’t do it. And then I laughed and said, “You should have done it back then!” 
(some laughter and Adamus chuckles) I don’t think I’ll win a popularity contest, but I am amusing myself! 

LINDA: Very good. Very good. 

ADAMUS: Yes. So.

LINDA: Good for you.

ADAMUS: Cheers too and to life.

So, dear Shaumbra, I made a commitment when I stepped out of my crystal prison, and I said, “If I ever hear 
a voice from a human that says, ‘I am ready to go beyond. I am ready to step out of my prison.’ If I ever hear 
that voice, I will be with that person every step of the way.” I will be with that human not to do it for them, of 
course, but to guide them, to motivate and inspire them, to say, “Yes, you are enlightened! Yes, you can step 
out of the mental condition whenever you want.” I’m hear to hopefully get you to laugh. Maybe not today. 
Maybe tomorrow. Hopefully, provoke you a bit. Hopefully, make you consider the prison that you’re in, the 
condition that you’re in. Hopefully, get you to see that this condition is not being inflicted on you. You’re 
actually choosing it. Hopefully, for you to realize that you can step out of it any time. 
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Mental condition is a very tricky one. Right now even as I’m speaking, your mind is working, going away, 
cranking away, thinking, “What’s he saying? Makes no sense at all? Why am I here? When are we going to 
get into some maybe om-ing and chanting, because that’s really what will get you beyond the mind.” 

Mind is thinking, “Is Adamus doing something else while he’s talking. Maybe he’s doing something that I 
can’t see. Maybe he’s playing with the energies in the room.” (someone says “Sí”) Sí, sí. Maybe he’s like 
the magician distracting so that something else can happen. Sí. 

But I’m not doing that something else. You’re doing that something else. You’re the one that’s saying, 
“Maybe I can feel safe in this space.” (someone sneezes) Gazuntite. “Maybe … maybe I can slowly open up 
and expand myself. Maybe I can let myself experience what it’s like to go beyond the mind.”

All this time the mind is evaluating and judging, sending out little signals. Sending out signals to your body 
right now. Kind of caution warning signals to your body, telling your body don’t get too comfortable here. 
Don’t get too relaxed, because we have to – we, the body and the mind – have to be vigilant. What’s going 
to happen? Will suddenly the lights start blinking? Will suddenly other entities come in? Will something 
happen beyond the control of the mind? 

So all of these dynamics are going on. Another very interesting dynamic that’s occurring right now. I told 
Cauldre – this physical presence that I have a partnership with. I told him the other day as we were landing 
into Medellin, I said this is call – on our side – this is called the Valley of the Spirits. (audience responds 
“Ooh”) Ah! Oooh! (audience responds “Oh!”) Ahhh! Interesting. Mysterious. Fun? (someone says “Sí”) 
Mmm, mmm, mmm, mmm, mmm, mmm.

Put it this way. There’s a lot of ghost noise in this beautiful valley. A lot of it. A lot of spirits roaming around. 
Some of them – some of these spirits have been roaming since the Atlantean time, hanging around here. Why? 
It’s a beautiful place. Good energy. A lot of them still connected with their ancestors. So they linger around. 

A lot of energy and entities and ghosts in this valley, because they represent the nature spirits, the devas, the 
entit- … little entities, the fairies. There’s a lot of them. There are a lot of ghosts lingering here from times 
past with the indigenous ones. A lot of wars in this valley. Wars often time causes spirits to roam. They get 
trapped in their trauma, and they stay here. 

In recent years, a lot of trauma in this valley. So you have an interesting blend of spooks, ghosts, nature 
elements. There is a – it’s like a very busy traffic, and I’m not talking just about your cars. I’m talking about 
energy traffic, because a lot of the nature entities are leaving. They’re leaving. They’re departing. They’ve 
been holding the energy for a long time, and now they’re leaving.

And there’s new nature elementals being birthed here. New species of energy beings. Not in human form, 
but from the animal and the plant kingdom. Right here in the valleys and the mountains being birthed. And 
they could some day assimilate into physical body, but right now a whole new breed of energy beings. So 
there’s a lot going on right now. 

A lot of you are feeling it. Felt it when you arrived here. Maybe feeling it right now in the room. You’re 
attracting a lot of attention from the spirits in this valley. Sitting here right now, even though you think 
you’re just kind of getting a little sleepy, even though you think you’re listening to me, there is a radiance 
coming from you right now, and it’s attracting these energies.
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So in addition to this work that we’re doing of going beyond the mind, in addition to your own aspects 
hovering around you right now wondering what’s going on, you have all these other energies. Plus you have 
mass consciousness. It’s very heavy. It’s like a dense mental cloud, and that’s all here and it’s having an 
effect on you.

So let’s take a deep breath with that. Hm. Let’s take a deep breath.

(pause)

Matter of fact, let’s do something I call a merabh. Some of you who came to some of our recent gatherings 
in person or energetically maybe have heard the word merabh. Would you mind writing it on the board?

LINDA: I forgot how to spell it.

ADAMUS: M-e-r-a- … m-e-r-a-b-h. Merabh. Merabh. 

A merabh is an experience. It means – it’s an ancient word – it means a shift of consciousness that occurs 
suddenly. A shift of consciousness that doesn’t need an outside stimulation. In other words, we don’t have to 
play any music, although we could. We don’t need to chant or om. Oh, we could, but it would be a distraction. 

A merabh means that we can be in a safe space like this with all of the energy and all of the consciousness 
that you bring in. We could take a deep breath and let the consciousness shift on its own. No mental forcing. 
No closing your eyes and saying, “Push, push, push” to expand the consciousness. 

No, it’s just taking a deep breath … taking a deep breath and allowing it to happen.

So let’s do that. Let’s do a merabh of consciousness expansion as our first step of going beyond the mind.

Take a deep breath … 

(pause)

Feel it expanding into your body.

(pause)

Take a deep breath and relax …

(pause)

Merabh actually means natural or in divine order. 

(pause)

Now, you should not be writing anything down on your pieces of paper during merabh. Why?

LINDA: Distraction.
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ADAMUS: Distraction! You’re studying it. You’re going to go back later and study the word merabh. It’s 
written on the board. You can write it down at lunch break. 

A merabh is a natural expansion of energy. A merabh asks you for your trust that it’s going to happen, but 
you don’t need a guru doing it for you. A merabh means that you don’t have to go through a mental exercise. 
You don’t have to imagine anything. You don’t have to force anything. You don’t have to breath the right 
way. A merabh is about trusting yourself saying, “I can just be here.”

Take a deep breath of this sweet, sweet air. 

Ah! And just let it happen. Let it happen. 

You don’t need any accoutrements. (Adamus is shaking something) Oh, trying doing a merabh with this. 
(Adamus continues shaking it) Ah, ya, ya, yah, ahh, ahh. Ahh, ahh, ahh. (Adamus imitating a chanting 
sound) Oh yeah! Ah-yah-ya-ya-ya-ya-ya-ya-ya. Ya! Hah! Hah, hah, hah! Ah!! Ah-ya, ah-ya. 

Is used to be a shaman. I used to be a shaman. That’s a distraction! (laughter) That’s an impediment. It’s fun, 
maybe, and maybe you’ve even been to ceremonies where they go on for hours. Ah-ya-ya-ya-ya-ya! Calling 
in the gods! It’s makyo! (laughter) It is … Ah-ya, ah-ya, ah-ya, ah-ya!! It is a distraction!

LINDA: Ha, ha. Ha.

ADAMUS: If merabh means a natural movement, this is a distraction. 

LINDA: Like your toy?

ADAMUS: Oh yes! A great … oh, I used to have many like that. A great distraction. Thank you.

LINDA: You’re so shy.

ADAMUS: Oh, there’s still a lot of people, spiritual seekers, that want that. Hours and hours of it. With 
drums, with all sorts of ritual. It serves a purpose up to a point. It served a purpose for you in some past 
lifetimes. It got you a little focused perhaps. But at a certain point, it’s a huge distraction, because energy 
does move naturally. The merabh. Energy seeks resolution. You desire spiritual enlightenment, integration 
with your divine. So why not just let it happen. 

It could be difficult to do sometimes when you’re out in the world on your own. Difficult to do just to find 
the time. Difficult because of all the intrusive energies of mass consciousness. But you can do it. It’s easier 
to do when we’re together like this in a group of like souled beings. A safe space with me distracting you.

So you take a deep breath. 

Let’s try it again. The merabh. 

We’ll breathe in the sweet air … 

(pause)
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You could almost feel your soul. It’s right here. 

You take a deep breath, and you know your heart’s desire. You feel your heart’s desire every day. 

So you take a deep breath …

(pause)

… and you allow the natural movement of energy. 

(pause)

You don’t have to force anything … you don’t’ have to know the way, because the way is already here. It’s 
already you. 

You don’t have to worry about doing it right or doing it wrong, because it’s you, therefore, it’s going to 
be perfect. 

So take a deep breath …

Pause)

In this space of loving yourself … 

(pause)

In this space of support from others in the room … 

(pause)

Take a deep breath … and let it occur naturally.

(pause)

That’s a merabh. 

We’ll do some more of these throughout our weekend, and by the end of the three days, I know you’ll have 
a much better feeling for it. It’ll feel much more naturally. 

So right now, there’s still part of you that’s wondering, “Am I doing this right? Should I be sitting up 
straighter? Maybe I shouldn’t have had that cigarette at the break? Damn! Now I missed out!” (Adamus 
chuckles) Maybe you’re thinking that, “Well, I’m a little uncomfortable here right now. I’ll try this later at 
home.” But no, this is a good place to try it.

At the end of the three days, I would hope that this merabh comes easily and naturally. Then you’ll understand 
at that point perhaps why the Masters – most of the Masters – will tell you you get to a certain point on your 
spiritual evolution. I don’t like that word so much. It’s really your – let’s replace spiritual path with human 
release, mental release. 
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So you get to a certain point on the path and you could take just a deep breath. You don’t need to pray 
anymore. No. You don’t need to meditate anymore. Nothing wrong with it if you do, but suddenly you 
realize you don’t need to even do that.

Can you imagine – for those of you who are meditators – can you imagine not having to meditate anymore? 
Can you imagine being released of that discipline? Oh, I know it’s going to irritate a few of you. “No! 
Adamus, I need that meditation. I studied meditation with a guru. I have to meditate to keep my spiritual 
balance.” Uh-uh. Just a simple breath. Just a simple breath. That is the real meditation. With your eyes wide 
open, walking around, interfacing with other humans. Eating. That’s meditation. 

With a merabh, there’s no need to do any of these disciplines, any ever again. Ever again. (someone says “Wow”) 
Yeah, wow. (Adamus chuckles) You just take a deep breath … and let the consciousness expand naturally. 

Now, while we’re doing this, there are a lot of influences taking place. As I mentioned, we have this Valley 
of the Spirits, all of the energies bouncing around right now. The overlay of mass consciousness, your past 
life aspects, even current life aspects, they’re all lingering around. And then the mind. The mind … trying to 
figuring its way through all of this. And the interesting and difficult thing is that to go beyond the mind, you 
can’t use your mind. It’s like giving your mind permission of how to go beyond itself. 

Going beyond the mind is about trust. It is a merabh. Going beyond the mind is the release, even of your 
spiritual journey. I’ll repeat that. Going beyond the mind is even the release of your spiritual journey. Why 
is that? Linda. Any idea. 

(there’s a pause and no response from Linda.

Because, my dear friends, the spiritual pursuit is basically very mental – is very mental. It’s a mental process. 
It’s inspired by your heart, by your passion, to be all that you are. But then the mind takes over and it starts 
planning and directing the program, the path. Then the spiritual journey gets very, very mental. Then you 
start thinking, “Well, here’s what I should be doing as a spiritual being. Here is what I should be thinking.” 
And then you start thinking how to attain this spirituality, and it all gets tied up in here. And then you get 
frustrated. Then you get depressed. Oftentimes, it leads to mental imbalance or mental disease, and it gets 
all balled up. And then you think that you’re not worthy of enlightenment because you haven’t gotten it. It’s 
only because – it’s only because, my dear friends, you’ve just got mental about it.

Over the next few days together, we will take a deep breath and naturally expand beyond the mind. And the 
interesting thing to note is the mind actually wants to expand. It’s programmed to do exactly what it’s doing 
right now, but it wants to expand. It knows that it is not the truth. It’s part of the truth, but it is not the whole 
truth. It knows that. But yet with all of its programming, it’s been taught to do exactly what it’s doing now.

So please understand, please realize that the mind does want to go beyond, but it’s been programmed to do 
what it’s doing. 

So let’s take a deep breath with that …

(pause)

And let’s turn the air on just for a few minutes. 
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LINDA: Mm hmm. Thank you. 

ADAMUS: Yeah, getting a bit stuffy in here. Just for a few minutes.

So let’s take a deep breath, and let’s do another thing here. 

As we move into this new beyond the mind realm, it’s going to cause some imbalances – energy imbalances 
– to take place. Have you ever noticed that when you’re really moving into some new consciousness, when 
you’re really expanding, everything seems to go a little wacky. The electronics. When you bring in large 
amounts of energy, it affects your computers or your appliances at home, other people. Suddenly, they’re 
irritated with you. It throws your third dimensional setting out of balance at times. So with what we’re doing 
here in the next few days, there is the perfect opportunity for things to go a little wacky.

The reason is because we’re expanding consciousness, growing the consciousness. Therefore, it brings in a 
whole different type of energy. That energy comes rushing in, and it tries to move out the energies that were 
already here. Tries to displace them. So it’s like suddenly opening up a dam for water and letting all that 
water into the existing lake, and it creates a lot of commotion. That commotion, all that chaos, gets the mind 
back on alert thinking that it needs to control things. So the mind will try to stop that flow of New Energy 
by shutting down the expansion of consciousness. It’s typical. It happens all the time.

We could take a moment right now to pre-balance the energies, to pre- … yeah, to pre-balance all of the 
energies so that we don’t have to deal with a lot of chaos. 

Let’s take a deep breath right now. 

(pause)

Feel into all of this expansion that you’re allowing yourself to do. Feel into the consciousness opening up. 

(pause)

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

Now, feel into these New Energies coming in. Feel into these New Energies coming in to support a new 
consciousness.

(pause)

Breathing into them … without resistance … 

(pause)

Imagining them flowing in calmly and smoothly …

(pause)
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Imagine all those energies without disruption …

(pause)

Take a deep breath. 

This is another merabh. Just take in a deep breath …

(pause)

Take a deep breath, preparing your energies … 

(pause)

Good. Deep breath. Good deep breath.

(pause)

Excellent. Good. One more good deep breath. Let it out. Good.

(pause)

Next. Switching gears here a little bit. Next. 

This workshop has been called beyond the mind. But it’s actually not totally accurate. Workshop really 
should be called beyond the mind into the soul. Into the soul. So for the next few days, as we break down the 
barriers of the mind, it’ll also be about inviting the divine, the soul, right here into this room, into you, into 
your body, into your mind. And the question then is are you ready for that? (audience says “Sí!”) Are you 
really sure you’re ready for that? (audience responds louder “Sí!”) Have you read the fine print? (someone 
says “Nooo!”) Nooo! (laughter) Nooo. (someone says “We don’t care”) We don’t care. Okay. 

So if you say sí, we don’t care, the question is does it matter if you die? (audience says “No”) It matters to 
Linda. She doesn’t want …

LINDA: It definitely matters to me.

ADAMUS: She doesn’t want all of you on the floor. 

LINDA: Too complicated. (laughter)

ADAMUS: No, it doesn’t really matter. But there is this fear. What if. What if suddenly you have this 
integration with your soul, and poof! you disappear. You’re off the planet. You have a physical death. That’s 
what most people on the spiritual path worry about. When they’re crossing over this threshold, when they’re 
just about to have enlightenment, and they’re like, “Well, I don’t know, because I might die. I might lose 
everything. I might lose my job.” (some laughter) And it sounds stupid; it sounds ridiculous, but it happens 
every day. People on the spiritual path not ready to go to that next step, because they’re going to … they 
think – think – that they’re going to lose their job. They fear that they might lose their families and friends, 
their money. 
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I actually keep a record of some of the amazing excuses spiritual people have for not ascending. I’ll write a 
book someday. One of the other ones, and this is a true story, I’ve actually heard spiritual beings say, “But if 
I ascend, will I gain weight? Will I get fat?” It is true, because why? Well, they see the pictures of Buddha. 
(laughter) He used to be very skinny. He got fat! So they say, “I don’t want to ascend if I’m going to get fat.” 
This is a true story.

LINDA: I get it. I absolutely get it!

ADAMUS: True story! (Adamus chuckles) I didn’t want to reveal who it came from. (laughter) Busted. 

So there are a lot of interesting strange reasons for people not ascending, for waiting right at the threshold, 
right at the doorway of ascension. One of them, and perhaps a very valid one, is the concern that if you 
ascend, suddenly what if none of this was real. What if, just like the nun said, you should do the rosary every 
day. Don’t stray from the path. Stick with Mary and Jesus. Don’t get caught in these occult movements. 
Suddenly, you make that decision to cross into ascension, and it’s like oh! Satan is here! Hah! (laughter) Am 
I not right, sister? (more laughter and Adamus is chuckling)

So there’s a lot reasons. But when I say are you ready to receive your divinity in this reality? (audience 
responds “Sí”) Sí, sí. But there’s a lot of resistance, mental resistance. Yeah, a lot of mental resistance. Why? 
Because the mind really doesn’t know what divinity is. To the mind it’s a foreign being. It’s an alien substance. 

So the mind says, “I really need to know what divinity is. What am I inviting in? What is this divinity?” And 
actually, most people on the spiritual path, and actually most people even involved in religions, are doing it for 
a very interesting reason. Doing their spiritual path. Why? Most people that I’ve worked with on the spiritual 
path are doing it for what reason? To become more perfect humans. To become more perfect humans. 

Actually, it kind of makes sense if you’re working from the mental, because when you’re spiritual, there’s a 
sense that you’ll be more serene, more peaceful, less problems, walk on water, turn stone into gold. If you’re 
really, really good at it, you can just manifest manna from heaven. You can create dust in your hands and 
impress millions of people. Sorry. (some laughter) You’re going to be young forever. The perfect weight, big 
breasts. Uh, uh, uh! (laughter) Cauldre said that. I didn’t! (more laughter) 

LINDA: My eyes rolled back in my head. Ha, ha, ha. 

ADAMUS: Charming. Everybody will love you. Those … healthy. No worries about anything in the physical 
body. My dear friends, those are human desires. They really are. Have nothing to do with spirituality. But 
the mind will lead one to think that by being spiritual, they get extra favors from the angels and God, that 
they attract very beautiful human energies to them, and that they’re just going to be these serene peaceful 
beings – very rich serene peaceful beings. (some laughter)

And it’s very true. Very true. That’s why when I came out of retirement – I was retired for a while. I was just 
hanging around my Third Circle talking to Jesus, talking to Buddha, Kuthumi. But I came out of retirement 
to work with humans who wanted true spiritual consciousness while they were still in human form on Earth. 
Not later when they die and go into the other realms. But I want to do work with humans who wanted to go 
beyond the mind into their soul. And that’s why I’m here, and that’s why I believe you’re here.

So I say are you ready to go beyond the mind and into the soul? And you say síííí! (audience is saying “Sí”) 
Good. What in the hell is the soul? Do you have a concept? Do you have a clue? What is the soul? Is it a big 
golden angel who’s going to swoop down? What is this soul? Soul, and would you mind writing this down. 
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Soul. I define – my definition – number one, it’s wisdom. Your wisdom. Wisdom is the essence of every 
experience that you and your soul have ever had. Right now you are having an experience. Listening to me, 
writing notes, thinking. Maybe your stomach is growling. It’s all an experience. But your soul takes that and 
distills it, simplifies it into wisdom. 

I say that wisdom – I see it as this drop of golden honey-like sweet essence. Simple and pure. Very, very 
simple. And the soul is filled with the wisdom of every experience you’ve had in your life. It doesn’t care 
about the details. The soul doesn’t care if your mother or father beat you. It really doesn’t. No, it doesn’t. 
It’s indifferent. Doesn’t care. The human cares. The soul doesn’t care how intelligent you are – and you are. 
It doesn’t care what kind of tests you got in school. It just wants the wisdom, the experience.

The soul doesn’t care if you are broke, if you are poor, if you have no abundance. It doesn’t care. It really 
doesn’t. It’s just the experience. 

The human cares. The human cries out, “Ohhh, I need abundance. I have no money. I can’t pay my bills.” 
The soul just doesn’t care. It sounds a little indifferent maybe. Maybe sounds lacking in compassion. If the 
soul says, “I don’t care if your body has aches and pains, if you’re going to die of cancer, kidney failure, 
Parkinson’s disease.” Perhaps it sounds a little incompassionate. But it’s not. It is actually total compassion. 
Total compassion, because the soul knows you’re going to live on. The soul knows that there really is no 
death. The soul knows that you’re always abundant even if you don’t live that way. 

Take a deep breath, and let’s do another merabh here.

The soul only knows abundance. It does not know lack. It does not know bankruptcy. It does not know 
being broke. It only knows abundance. Can you feel into that? Can you feel into the soul just knowing how 
abundant it is?

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

The soul has never lacked abundance. 

(pause)

The soul has never been unhealthy. 

(pause)

The soul has never had a broken relationship.

(pause)

These are human concepts. 

When you called out, when you were younger and called out and said, “Dear God, dear Jesus, dear Mary, 
save me. Give me a sign. Fix this problem.” You were really calling out to your soul, in a way. And the soul, 
in its wisdom and simplicity, said, “I do not know of the problem that you speak.” 
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(pause)

“Truly, I do not know of what you’re talking about, because I am abundant. I am healthy. I am filled with 
love. Therefore, how could I even understand what you’re going through?” Sounds a bit strange. Some of 
you are saying, “You mean, my soul doesn’t get it?” (laughter) Like, “Duh! Really?! I’ve gone through all 
this and my damn soul doesn’t even get it!” (laughter) That is a correct statement, and that is a blessing. 
That is a blessing. 

Why? Because you don’t want your soul to be vulnerable to the things that a human is. You realize the 
beauty of the soul is it can never be corrupted ever by anything. Ever. Your soul can never be broken, taken 
by another. It can never be influenced to the dark or the light. Ah. The soul can never be corrupted. It can 
never be bought by someone else. I can never be seduced. It can never have addictions. It can never have 
incompleteness. And that’s the beauty of it. That’s the beauty of it.

You should be rejoicing. You should be dancing in the aisles right now saying, “What a brilliant creation. 
The soul cannot be polluted!” That’s why it doesn’t understand lack of abundance, physical imbalance. It 
doesn’t understand the mind, the brain. Doesn’t at all.

And you don’t want it to. Oh, could you imagine if your soul got mental. Uh! Uh! You’d never get out of the 
crystal ever! (Adamus chuckles) No, the soul – the soul is the wisdom. 

Every experience you go through it breathes that in. It distills it into its simplicity, into wisdom. That allows 
the soul, the consciousness to continue expanding. That allows every experience that you have, no matter how 
traumatic it is – to have your head cut off in another lifetime. It won’t happen in this lifetime. Don’t worry. 

You drop a pan on your foot and it hurts. All of that is simply distilled by the soul, and it just breathes this 
in. It doesn’t know the human pain. It doesn’t hear your curses. It just breathes that in. And, you know, an 
interesting thing happens each time the soul breathes in the experience from you the human. In the most 
compassionate and loving way, the soul falls in love with itself again and again and again. 

No matter what you do here today, tomorrow, the rest of your life, the experience that you have brought into 
the soul, into the wisdom, and each time the soul just falls in love with itself again thinking how amazing. 
I Am that I Am.

Let’s take a deep breath. Ah!

I hope I’ve told you something that you already know this morning. I hope I’ve told you something that you 
didn’t know but you agree with. (a cell phone is ringing) Run your ass off! (laughter) Run, run, run! It’s your 
soul. (laughter) Wake up call! (Adamus chuckles) I hope I’ve told you something that you didn’t know that 
you agree with, and I hope I told you something that you didn’t know that you don’t agree with at all, or at 
least you’re wondering about, you’re thinking about. 

I hope during this talk we’ve shifted a few things around. While we were up here distracting, keeping your 
mind busy, I hope some other things were happening along the way. 

Let’s take another deep breath. Hmm. 
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A merabh. A merabh, the natural. You know, the merabh calls – invites in the soul. When you’re being 
unnatural, when you’re thinking about things, it’s hard for your soul to come in. When you’re studying your 
way to spirituality, it keeps the soul away. But in the merabh, the natural, the I Am, that soul says, “You 
know, I’ve been waiting a long time for the direct experience of being in physical form on this planet. I 
created an aspect and created you, the human, to go kind of down there secondhand or once removed.” But 
now the soul is saying, “You know, maybe it’s time. Maybe it’s time to join the human. Maybe it’s time to 
come down into this reality. Maybe it’s time to get off my pedestal up here in soul land and come down and 
join my human self right now.” 

An interesting thing is – very interesting is that so many of you have thought that it was maybe you resisting 
the soul. Maybe you weren’t doing this right – this whole spiritual thing, and maybe you thought that that’s 
what was causing this delay in integration. To a small degree, yes. To a big degree, the soul has been waiting. 
Just waiting for the safe space, for the invitation from you, for the proper balance of your physical, mental, 
divine energies, also called Body of Consciousness. 

So it’s been waiting, and now it’s feeling that it might just be the right time. 

So before we take a break for your lunch, a couple of other things so we can feel into this. What else is 
the soul? The soul is your wisdom. The wisdom of your experience. What else is the soul? (someone says 
“Love”) Love – so… I’ll cover that later. But I wouldn’t say it’s – I would say it’s learned love, but it is not 
love. Very interesting dynamic. And I’ll just throw this out so to shake some of you up before lunch.

Love was created here on Earth by the humans. Love was not really known to God or even to your soul until 
you discovered it here on Earth. You think, “But I thought God was all love?” Eh, God had no clue about 
what love was until humans discovered it or created it, is a better word. Had no clue. 

Your soul really didn’t understand love until its human self came to this planet and learned, discovered, realized 
what love was. So I’m not going to put love up here. We’ll talk about that later. I hope some of you go to lunch 
thinking, “Did I just hear Adamus right that humans created love?” Pretty weird. Pretty strange. Sí.

The soul is also your potentials. Your potentials. Potentials. When you left Home, when you crossed through 
the Wall of Fire, you could feel every potential of every thing you and your aspects would ever do, would 
ever say, would ever think. You felt all of these potentials, and that is many. If you could imagine that right 
now – you’re sitting in the potential of going beyond the mind. Yeah. That’s a potential. The probability is 
that unless we allow a big shift in the next three days, that you’re not going to go beyond your mind. That’s 
the probability, because basically if you’ve listened to my dissertations lately, you’re following a linear path. 
You’re going to sit here for three day, get some interesting information, go home and think about it, but not 
actually experience it. 

But the potential is there. It’s there. The potential for you to ascend is here right now, but the probability is 
very slim. So we’re going to talk about the difference between potentials and probabilities after lunch. 

So what else is the soul? It’s all of the potentials. All the potentials. You could already say it’s already done, 
because the potential exists. You just haven’t chosen to experience it yet. Hmm. Hmmm. I can hear you 
thinking. Hm. Good. 

So the soul is all of your potentials. Anything you want. It’s already been created. Now it’s just choosing to 
experience it.
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Most humans won’t. It’s like I see your energy fields. Potentials everywhere. Potentials for things the human 
mind couldn’t even imagine. Let me use you for an exam- … so everybody can see.

LINDA: Be nice.

ADAMUS: Just imagine with me for a moment. So here’s beautiful Linda in physical form. Now, imagine 
potentials are little sparkling lights all around her, thousands, millions, billions of little sparkling lights. 
These are the potentials. She has the potential to just stand here. That’s a potential. She has the potential to 
say a bad word right now. 

LINDA: Oh fuck, I don’t think so. (laughter)

ADAMUS: Now, one minute ago, that was not a probability. Probabilities are kind of where you’re heading, 
kind of the most likely things to have happen. One min- … two minutes ago Linda would not have even 
thought about standing in front of the group and saying that bad four letter word. 

LINDA: What the fuck?

ADAMUS: Yes. (laughter) I’ve been told not to say. It was a potential, but not really a probability until I 
suddenly shifted reality, brought her up here, had her feel into the potential of saying a bad word. You don’t 
need to say it now. And then it happened. 

So it’s kind of like your soul. It holds all of the potentials. The potential to ascend. The potential to have 
a fight with your partner on Sunday night when you get home. The potential to have a really good time 
Saturday night at your party. The potential to twist your ankle later on this weekend, because you weren’t 
really grounded in your body. So pfft! All those potentials. 

Your soul has – is carrying those potentials for you. That’s another thing the soul is. Thank you, my ear. 

LINDA: You’re welcome.

ADAMUS: Lovely potentials. 

So one other thing that the soul is – my definition, of course – one other thing. Awareness. Awareness. Some 
may call it consciousness. The soul is very simple, but yet it can have grand awarenesses. You, as a human 
mental being, are very complex. Very complex. If we could kill the air for just a moment here. Very noisy. 
Going to do a little merabh before lunch.

Your soul is simple and has a potential for grand awareness. The human is very complex and has very little 
awareness. Why? Because the mind – the mind doesn’t really like awareness. I’ll say that again. The mind 
really doesn’t like awareness. It likes intelligence, because then it says, “I am so smart.” But awareness is 
painful. Painful to the mind. 

LINDA: That’s true.

ADAMUS: The mind is very good at pretending things don’t exist. The mind is very good at hiding things, 
denying things. That is the antithesis or the opposite of awareness.
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The soul is awareness. It loves awareness. The awareness is the I Am. I Am that I Am. That’s the ultimate of 
awareness. The mind has no idea what that means. I Am that I Am. I’ve been saying it for eons of time. I Am 
that I Am. And then some of you say it too – I Am that I Am – and the mind goes, “What the … What does 
that mean?” I say, “I don’t know, but the human is spouting off some weird words.” Makes it feel good, so 
we’ll let the human keep doing it. I Am that I Am. 

What does that mean? Anybody. What does that mean? (someone says “Acceptance”) Good. Acceptance. 
Acceptance of self. I am awareness of self. I Am that I Am. I exist, therefore I Am. So we won’t go down 
that road right now. But … 

So the soul I say is wisdom, potentials and awareness. The human is intelligence, probabilities and limitations. 
So you see how we got a little bit of – a little bit of expanding to do here. You see how it brings in all these 
elements into the room right now, elements that would appear to be at odds with each other or resisting 
each other. But by taking a deep breath right now, doing another merabh, we can actually allow the natural 
melding, the natural reshaping of all of these energies and consciousness.

Let’s take a deep breath before our lunch break today. 

A merabh. A natural shift. A nonlinear shift. A non-aggressive, non-powerful shift. 

(pause)

The mind uses power. The soul has no idea what power is. 

(pause)

It doesn’t need to power anything. To the soul, everything is. 

(pause)

The soul doesn’t use force.

(pause)

So take a deep breath … as we go beyond the mind into the soul. 

(pause)

The invitation to the soul to be here in this reality, to join you, itself in physical form right here. 

(pause)

Deep breath … 

(pause)

Allowing a quantum shift … but a shift you don’t have to think about. 
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(pause)

A shift that you don’t have to force. You don’t have to effort for. It’s just there.

Deep breath …

(pause)

Good. With that, my dear friends, we’ll return after your food and biology break. Return for more discussion, 
more insights and hopefully more energy movements.

With that, I Am Adamus, delighted to be in service to you. Thank you.
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I Am that I Am – don’t blame it on me – Adamus.

Welcome back. I’m going to sit right down and write my soul a letter. So let’s do it. Get out your papers and 
pens, your writing instruments. Ah, we’re going to write your soul a letter. Yeah, right now. Right now. Right 
now. We’ll play the song once again, and we’ll ask for some translation of the words. 

So this time when the song is playing, really feel into it, because in a moment I’ll ask you to write your soul 
a letter. Ask you to write your soul a letter. 

You can start it when you’re ready to write. Don’t write now. Don’t write now. Just papers and pencils out. 

Dear soul, I invite you to join me in my life here on Earth. Do you need paper? Paper? Anyone need paper, 
pencil? A few. A few. Raise your hands high so they can see. 

So we’ll listen to the song once again with the words – goings to sit right down and write my soul a letter. 
You could start out with dear soul, I invite you into my life, and here’s why. Then you’ll write some of the 
reasons. Why would you want to invite your soul into your life? It could be anything that you want.

So let’s play the music again. We’ll have the translation for the words. After the music, sit right down and 
write your soul a letter. Good.

[MUSIC BEGINS]

There we go. Feel free to tap your feet. Shake your body. Hum along. 

(Adamus sings along) I’m going to sit right down and write my soul a letter. Mm-mm. And make believe it 
comes from you. Mm, mm, mm. I’m going to sit … so sweet. Ah! … Oh! (Adamus makes kissing sounds) 
I’m going to … feeling better … mm, mm … 

[MUSIC CONTINUES]

Session 2
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(Adamus continues singing) And make believe it came from you. Pah, pah, pahdump, pah!

[MUSIC CONTINUES]

(Adamus joins in again) And make believe it – make believe … I want to make believe … believe it came 
from you. Pahdump, pah, pah, pah, pah!

Good. So write your soul a letter, inviting it here to be with you, explaining why. Why do you want your 
divine to be in your life? Take your time. No hurry. 

(pause)

LINDA: Two more minutes to finish your letter to your soul. 

(pause)

ADAMUS: Good. First of all, thank you for doing this. Your soul thanks you. Second, make sure to keep 
this. (there’s a whistling noise) Hm. I thought I heard a cell phone. I must be delusional, because I know 
none of you would have your mobile phones on right now. Hm. 

So make sure to keep these. Look back at this a month from now, six months from now, ten years from now. 
Well, you think that you’re just writing, maybe thinking it’s even a little silly. There’s really a lot of energy 
in there.

So who would like to share why they would like their soul to be here? Linda’s going to seek out volunteers. 
Why would you want your soul to be here? Your divine?

LINDA: We should probably have the other mike too, because then one can be in Spanish and one can be 
in English.

ADAMUS: Good.

LINDA: So Norma can translate to English and we’ll get the house mike to do the Spanish. It’s good? Okay, 
waiting for the house mike. 

NORMA: Gracias, señor.

ADAMUS: Good. So, Linda, are there any volunteers?

LINDA: Oh, there’s plenty of volunteers.

ADAMUS: Oh, I see about 80 volunteers.

LINDA: Yes! Everyone is volunteering. 

ADAMUS: Why would you want your soul to be here?

SHAUMBRA 1 (woman): (she begins but cannot hear her clearly)
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LINDA: Wait, wait, wait. If you do it in Spanish, then she’ll do the English. 

SHAUMBRA 1: I don’t have it in Spanish.

LINDA: Oh, you don’t have it in Spanish. Okay.

ADAMUS: That’s okay. 

LINDA: Okay. 

ADAMUS: Malut will translate.

LINDA: Okay. Thank you. So how are we going to do this? So Malut …

MALUT: (says something in Spanish)

LINDA: Okay, if it’s in English … sorry, she’s going to do it in English and then Malut will do it in Spanish. 
If they do it in Spanish, then we’ll give it to …

SHAUMBRA 1: The other way around.

LINDA: Yes.

SHAUMBRA 1: Okay. “Dear soul me, come join me here in this big blue Earth. It’s fun, if I let it …” Oh, 
slow down. “It is fun, if I let it. It’s sad, if I let it. I want to integrate all what I am, and you, my soul, is a 
very important part of all. Come. Come to Earth to experience what you never had, and I won’t – and I, what 
I had never have – and together dance.”

ADAMUS: Good. Very poetic. 

SHAUMBRA 1: Thank you.

ADAMUS: Thank you. Thank you.

LINDA: Okay, Spanish or English?

SHAUMBRA 2 (woman): Espanol.

LINDA: Espanol? Okay.

SHAUMBRA 2: “Dear soul, I want you to come to my life, and this is the reason, because united to me, 
everything is easier. I don’t have to get mad for routine things that happen in life, because you don’t care, 
and thus everything can be magic in my life. And I don’t get complicated. I don’t have to feel sorry for 
myself. There’s no drama, and I’m experiencing a new magic for me here and now. And I want us to be 
together always from here on.”

ADAMUS: Good. 
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LINDA: Cesar. Cesar, how about you?

ADAMUS: Let me make one point though. Just because your soul will integrate doesn’t mean you’re not 
going to get mad anymore. Maybe your soul would like – your soul might like to feel what it’s like to be 
mad or irritated. But you are right that eventually it won’t be important, so you probably won’t get upset 
anymore. Thank you. Very beautiful.

SHAUMBRA 2: Gracias.

LINDA: Cesar.

CESAR: I’d like to keep it to myself right now. 

ADAMUS: Good. Personal. 

LINDA: This one. Here we go.

DANIEL: “Happy day, my beloved soul. I invite you to come into my life completely. The reason is that 
I’m already bored of being separated. I have gone through wonderful experiences, and now I feel like I still 
go through these experiences together. That we laugh, that we love and play together. There are beautiful 
potentials. I have chosen the greatest potentials. And you, my beloved soul, are one of those potentials. And I 
want to share with you this wonderful experience of being a human. I invite you, my dear soul, so that together 
we enjoy a glass of wine, a cigarette, a delicious meal, travel all over the planet, enjoy other humans, make love 
a lot, a lot and enjoy together. I love you. Blessings, my magnificent soul, I am Daniel Simon.”

ADAMUS: Good. Thank you. Very good. 

LINDA: Miss Ecuador. 

MISS ECUADOR: “Dear soul, I must say that your presence is immense and invaluable. The feeling and 
intuition of your presence. I have searched so much to feel this way, so sincerely wanting to achieve our 
union. It has been such a struggle feeling loneliness and fear. But now I want you to come into the radiant 
light of our union, in the delicate touch of beauty that my love offers you. Fresh and pure like a drop of the 
morning dew that will refresh so much desert, and to reflect the immensity which has been so longed for. 
Thank you for the assurance of being here today.” Thank you.

ADAMUS: Thank you. Two more.

LINDA: Okay.

NORMA: Hers is short.

SHAUMBRA 4 (woman): “I have been separated from you for such a long time. Now I choose to acknowledge 
you as part of my being, and I choose you to go through this human experience with me. We have gone 
through painful and disagreeable experiences. We already have that wisdom. Now I choose to live while I’m 
human experiences of happiness, ecstasy, fulfillment, without pain and grief. Come and live with me in joy.”
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ADAMUS: Good. One more. 

LINDA: Ah. The outfit’s quite expressive Adamus. You haven’t noted either of these beautiful outfits. Quite 
great costumes. 

SHAUMBRA 5 (man): “My dear soul, I invite you to my life fully to smile, to share together every moment, 
every breath, to live together in adventure. No matter if it’s good or bad. To make of every day an adventure 
full of wisdom, of abundance and joy. Because of my own choice to travel and share together and to see 
in the face and the continence of each human being the potential God that is within them. To share every 
morning, every dawn, the sun, the moon, but also the misery, which is the experience of others. And thus, 
I invite you now together every moment we can say and to say to God and to the history of our past. And 
finally say I Am that I Am. Yes! I am enlightened! And so it is.”

ADAMUS: Thank you.

LINDA: Thank you.

ADAMUS: Good. 

Now, wonderful. Good letters. Insightful, meaningful letters. Excellent.

Now, let’s listen to the song again – listen to the song again – but this time the words change to I’m going to 
sit right down and write my human a letter. So now the song is being song from your soul to you. Listen in 
that context. Listen from that. Imagine your soul singing this to you now. Okay, so. Music. 

[MUSIC BEGINS]

The soul to you … 

[MUSIC CONTINUES]

…to my human. 

[MUSIC CONTINUES]

Pretty sweet. Soul singing this to you. Don’t you know that your soul longs to be with you? Probably even 
more than you long to be with your soul. 

[MUSIC CONTINUES]

… A lot better. 

[MUSIC ENDS]

Now, reread your letter, but instead of rereading it as “dear soul,” imagine, feel that this was your soul 
writing to you. Dear human, dear human. Read your letter back like it’s your soul writing to you.

(long pause)
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Beautiful words. Beautiful words. That’s why I say keep this. Read it a month from now, a year from now. You 
see, the mind says that you sat here and wrote this letter to your soul, but the reality is beyond the mind that 
your soul wrote you the letter. Oh, your soul says, “I miss you so much.” The soul says, “I want you to be in 
my experience.” Soul says, “I’m tired of the separation. I’m tired of the loneliness.” The soul says, “We can 
make love.” The soul says, “Wouldn’t you really want to be here sharing every moment, every experience?” 

It raises an interesting question – philosophical question. Is it the human that’s here and the soul that’s there? 
Or the soul that’s here and the human somewhere else? It raises another philosophical question. Is there 
really any separation? Is the soul really somewhere else or has it been here the whole time? Has the soul 
itself created this amazing experience of pretending that it was human so that it could come back to itself? 

In other words, there aren’t two pieces. Just one. One with an amazing experience. One that caused it to feel 
so much desire for itself. Could this be a magnificent experience of the soul, another way to realize the love 
it has for itself? To fall back in love with itself by just pretending that there was a separation. 

Maybe it was the soul that wrote the letter to the human after all. Hm. Something to think about or to feel. 

Let’s take a deep breath.

My dear Linda, how are you doing?

LINDA: Very well.

ADAMUS: Good. Linda was concerned before. She said, oh! She was feeling so, how did you say? Out in 
the zone.

LINDA: Out in the zone. 

ADAMUS: Some of you feeling a bit sleepy, trying to resist thinking that if you fall asleep, I’m going to 
come and beat on your head a little bit. No, actually I invite you to – if you want to doze off, that’s fine. If 
you want to just close your eyes … the energy in here is very thick. The energy here is very comfortable and 
safe, of course. The energies in here are moving, but in a beautiful way. The way a river moves gently, deep, 
quiet, nurturing. Thank you. So do feel free to drift off any time you want. 

Working with this Keahak group. Familiar with the Keahak group. Small number of Shaumbra. A one year 
very intense process. Every Wednesday night we gather in the other realms. It’s not really the other realms. 
They’re all together, but I tell them it’s the other realms. (some laughter) Every Wednesday night is dream 
night for the Keahak group, and their mind thinks, “Good. We’re going to go into some amazing dream 
states, into the other realms,” but actually what we’re really doing is getting some sleep, you see. 

Wednesday night is really sleep night for the Keahakers, because so many of you are not getting good restful 
sleep, and I don’t blame you. There’s so much going on right now. So many changes and activities, you find 
it very difficult to sleep anymore. So with Keahak particularly with all the energy we’re going through, it’s 
just sleep time. Oh, there are dreams at other times, but we really focus on rest. 

While you’re here right now … (Adamus yawns and chuckles) You could actually rest your body, relax your 
mind. You can drift off if you want. You’re not going to miss a thing except me. Oh!
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So, dear Shaumbra, let’s … where were we before on the board? We were talking about the soul. Good.

By the way, take a deep breath. We’re shifting gears here. It’s a little merabh, a little consciousness shift. 
Deep breath. Good.

We talked about the soul. It is wisdom, it is potentials and it is awareness. 

Now, I want to spend a moment here talking about potentials. If you don’t mind, I’m going to move the board.

LINDA: Please, please.

ADAMUS: Would you like this other chair? 

LINDA: It doesn’t matter. Wherever you prefer.

ADAMUS: The potential for everything …

LINDA: Oh! You want to … might try that!

ADAMUS: The potential for everything you can possibly do or experience is available to you. As I pointed 
out with Linda before, it’s in your – it’s not your energy field – it’s in your … ehh, trying to get the right 
word through to Cauldre. Not your light body, it’s in your field of potentials. It’s all there. 

Any action, any thought, any feeling, it’s all there. Billions … (Adamus chuckles) billions of them. Every 
one of you has that. You have the potential right now to ascend in a poof of smoke. It’s a potential. You have 
the potential to suddenly be 20 years younger. It’s a potential. It’s very real. You have the potential suddenly 
to get up and sing. Yeah, go ahead. (someone starts singing) Yeah, really! Really! (laughter) Yeah, really. 
What would you like to sing?

SHAUMBRA 6 (woman): (singing a Beatles song) In the town that I was born lived a man who sailed sea. 
And he told us of his life in the land of submarines. Sky is blue and sea is green in our yellow submarine. 
(Adamus now joins in) We all live in a yellow submarine, a yellow submarine, a yellow submarine. We all 
live in a yellow submarine, yellow submarine, yellow submarine. 

And that’s all I know. 

ADAMUS: Good, excellent. (audience applause)

By suddenly experiencing that potential – that was always there – by manifesting it, suddenly it actually 
changes a lot of your probabilities. I’ll explain that in a moment. 

But, you see, every one of you has already created the potential of ascending, of being enlightened, of 
having 50 more lifetimes, of suddenly becoming wealthy, of suddenly becoming singular or integrated with 
every part of you. It’s all there. You actually don’t have to create it. You just have to choose it, and then 
experience it. 

That’s really good news. It’s already there. But the mind, oh, the dreaded mind, says, “Yes, but I don’t know 
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how to do it” or “I don’t have that capacity” or “I’m not sure what’s going to happen if I choose it.” So the 
mind basically blocks out the potentials. The potential to stand up and sing, as you did. It was blocking 
that out in a way. And in the moment I said sing, it’s like, ooh! The mind jumped in. “Oh! how can I!” But 
actually the soul jumped and says, “But we must! We must express ourselves.”

My point is this that you are filled with potentials. Imagine for a moment anything – magical potentials – 
fulfillment, happiness, anything. But the probability is that you’re not going to do it. 

Now, a potential is basically something – it’s like an apple on the tree. You can pick it off any time you want. 
A probability means the likelihood or the chance that you’re going to do it. Probability is the limitation. As 
I talked about recently in my tube discussion … could you get a roll of toilet paper for me?

LINDA: Seriously?

ADAMUS: Sure. Yes. If you’ve heard my discussions recently about the tube – tube of wrapping paper – I 
say that you live in a tube. You live inside, and all around you are potentials and realities, but you’re living 
and traveling inside this tube, if you could imagine. It causes you not to see outside of it. Causes you to 
basically – not just you, but all humans – to basically continue on the same path that you’ve been on. Those 
are the probabilities. 

The probability is that … ah, thank you.

LINDA: It’s complicated.

ADAMUS: Okay. 

LINDA: You have to give me a moment.

ADAMUS: Yeah. I’ll draw a picture instead.

LINDA: No, let me run and get it. I love running errands for you! I love being your servant, because only a 
Master can be in service! Oh please! Please! 

ADAMUS: So we talked about the tube. 

LINDA: I’ll be right back.

ADAMUS: Yes, please. Talked about the tube, and that’s what it’s like. Living inside a – imagine a long 
tube and not really realizing all the potentials that are out here. Now, there are some potentials in here, but 
not many. 

So as humans – humans tend to live the probability. The probability is that unless something drastically 
changes in the next three day, probability is that there may be two of you even have the chance of ascending 
in this lifetime. Means the rest of you – the probability is the rest of you are going to come back for more 
lifetimes on the planet, because you’re traveling along in this tube. That’s the probability. Ninety-eight 
percent chance. Yes. 

The probability is that about 83 1/2 percent of you are going to get some life-threatening illness in the 
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next 15 years. As we are here in this space right now, the majority of you will get a life-threatening illness. 
Doesn’t mean you’re going to die from it. That’s the probability. 

You’re traveling along in this tube – limited potentials. Probability that, oh, about 92 percent of you are going 
to have extreme anxiety before this year ends – before 2012 ends. That’s a lot. These are all probabilities. 
They’re statistical facts that are going to occur based on the way you’re traveling down the tube right now. 

Probability is that 100 percent of you in this room right now and includes … (laughter) are going to die with 
some, what I would call, big regrets. Big regrets about your life. Either things that are incomplete, things 
you wanted to do or issues with other people that are unresolved. Hundred percent are going to leave this 
planet with regrets.

Now, you know what happens when you go and there’s a lot of regrets. (someone says “Come back”) You 
come back. Yeah, and that’s a big probability. That’s why I said so many of you will incarnate. 

Probability that about 17 percent of you are going to throw your hands up and let go of any more spiritual 
pursuit in your life at some point. You’re going to say it’s all a bunch of crap. Crimson Circle, Kryon, any 
of these – Ramtha – any of these groups. Scientology, anything. Mormons. It’s all a bunch of crap, because 
it’s not going to have gotten you where you want to go. 

Probability that about 11 percent of you are going to lose a lot of money this year, because of a stupid thing that 
you did, yeah, because of a dumb mistake. These are all probabilities, and maybe you don’t like to hear them. 
Maybe I should tell you how wonderful you are and how you’re going to ascend and have big golden wings, 
and we have a big party for you. How what a wonderful master you are. But … but the probabilities based on 
being in the tube, going along life in a linear fashion are exactly as I stated them. Would you like any more 
probabilities or did I make my point? Ah! I would say about seven percent of you are going to get divorced 
again. (laughter and Adamus chuckles) Oh, I could go on and on, but Cauldre’s telling me I’m too cruel.

But it’s important. It’s important to take a look at the probabilities, because it’s not me doing this. I’m not 
pushing you along in this tube. I didn’t make the tube. You did. You did. 

So you’re following along in this, and there are certain things that are going to happen next because of what 
you’ve chosen. The good news is that you can shift that in these next couple of days. You can do it by going 
beyond the mind, getting outside of the tube and feeling into all of these other potentials. The potential for 
total integration with your spirit, the potential for total abundance, the potential for grand physical health. 
All of these. 

What is separating you from these potentials that are really there? What’s … what’s … thank you. (laughter) 
Is this … (audience applause) Yes. Thank you. Yeah, my gift to you. (more laughter)

So, I guess it’s a very appropriate example. Life is like toilet paper. Yes. (laughter) No more comments about 
that, but. 

No, really most people, most humans just follow along in here, and, as I’ve talked about in the Shouds, if 
you look inside, it’s kind of boring, but they feel it’s very safe. It’s kind of limited, but you know, the mind 
is generally more comfortable with limitations.

There is not a lot of potentials in here that I can see. Most of them are out here. But people go along in 
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the tube hoping for better, wishing for better, but actually just experiencing their probabilities rather than 
their potentials. 

You, we, can shift. Shift! We can basically just open up this tube, get rid of it, be in all of the potentials, and 
the amazing thing is it really doesn’t take a lot of work. Doesn’t take any work. It doesn’t take any force. It 
doesn’t take a magician to do it. It just takes the willingness, and … the willingness and the awareness that 
right now it is only the mind that is creating the tube. Only the mind. 

So what do we do? Shoot the mind. (some laughter) Drugs for the mind?! No. Beat up the mind. No. 
(someone says “No”) No. What do we do? (someone says “Go beyond”) Go beyond. How do we go beyond? 
(someone says “Breathing”) Breathing, up to a point. (someone says “Choosing”) Choosing. Choosing.

Now, there’s another very interesting philosophical question that we’ll go to our break on. Who or what is 
choosing? Mm hmm. Is it your mind that is choosing to get out of the tube? Is it your heart? Is it the human 
aspect or is it your soul? 

You say, “Yes, we can just choose and breathe.” You’re right, but who or what is choosing? 

Take a deep breath with that. Feel it for yourself. 

Is it your brain that’s choosing? Because if it is and if it’s only your brain, it’s probably deceiving you. It’s 
probably saying, “Yeah, that sounds good. I’ll go along with it. I paid a lot of money for this workshop. 
Yeah, I’ll say, ‘Good, we’ll choose.’” But then the brain has a bad habit later of saying, “It didn’t work! I’m 
not good enough. I didn’t listen. I fell asleep.” (Adamus chuckles) Or, “None of this works. It’s all a bunch 
of crap.” And then you go back to the probability of just totally get out of all the spirital work.

So is it your soul that’s choosing it? Is it your heart that’s choosing it? Is it your human self that’s choosing 
it? Is it your soul that’s choosing it? 

Take a deep breath … 

Are you choosing it at all? Or are you just totally confused? 

(pause)

And I have to ask, while we’re at it, you know, I tore up the tube, but, you know, it can be kind of comfortable 
in here. It can be fairly safe in here. In the tube, you don’t have to encounter a lot of the spirits that are 
hanging around, a lot of the demons and dragons, because any time they come around, you just close up the 
tube a little tighter so you don’t have to be aware of all these other things. And then you can just get up in the 
morning, have your coffee and go to your job and come home and have a glass of wine and wish and hope. 
And so there is a little bit of comfort in this tube. 

So before you choose to get out of it, what are you really in for? 

With that, we’ll take a break for your reflection. Reflection. And when you go to the toilet … (laughter) 
When you go to the toilet or you have your cup of coffee, stop for a moment. Who is really peeing? Is it your 
soul? Is it your human? (laughter) I am totally serious. Stop for a moment. Stop for a moment, because as 
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strange or perhaps vulgar as it sounds, one day you’re going to be sitting on the toilet and you’re going to 
be going, “Oh my god! My soul is peeing!” And you’ll realize you’ve integrated.

With that, I return for a final session after your biology break. Thank you. (audience applause)
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I Am that I Am, Adamus in service to you.

As we enter into our final session today, let’s prepare the room. First, let’s turn these off, if you don’t mind. 
Yes, turn them on; turn them off. Yes, but they’re noisy, and these electrical motors, ah, they create a lot of 
interference. So let’s have a very calm, quiet room. 

Ahhh! Much better. Much better. 

Now, it might get a little warm in here, but just take a deep breath and perspire, sweat. It doesn’t matter. I’m 
going to get comfortable. I invite you to do the same. 

A Shoud … a Shoud, like what we’re doing now, is when we combine the energies, the consciousness and 
the words of each and every one of you, of Spirit, of me, of Cauldre, Linda, all of us meld together. A true 
Shoud is when there was a balance of one-third of you – one-third of these two, one-third of me – all joined 
together. That’s why at all of the gatherings, all of the workshops, the message is different, because you are 
the one that are really creating it. It’s not that I have a rehearsed script. I usually don’t even tell Linda and 
Cauldre what we’re going to talk about. It happens in the true moment.

So, now, with this group, a very passionate, very loving beings – you – in the room.

I’d like to do something that I’ve not done before. I’d like to try something a little different. Oh, you smile 
now, but … (Adamus chuckles)

So I do invite each and every one of you to get very relaxed. Get comfortable. You’re welcomed to lay 
down on the floor if you want. You’re welcomed to take off any articles of clothing, but not all – but some. 
(laughter) Your shoes, whatever it is. Get very comfortable. 

Talking about going beyond the mind. Good. Lay up here if you want. (Adamus chuckles)

We’re talking about going beyond the mind. It is a choice, but it changes your reality, changes everything. 
When we go beyond the mind, it also creates an opening for your soul with its divine consciousness to come 
in, to be here with you. 

Session 3
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I’m now going to channel you – channel each and every one of you – talking to your soul. So I’m going to 
gather up all of your thoughts and your words. I’m going to gather up your feelings and have a little talk 
with your soul. 

So you can imagine this is like you talking to your soul, coming through Cauldre, coming through me. Let’s 
have a conversation with your soul.

This is a merabh, an energy movement, without force. An energy movement that allows a shift to occur, but 
in a little bit different way. 

So go ahead and take a deep breath. You’re welcomed to close your eyes, keep them open if you want. Drift 
off to sleep. You’re welcomed to totally ignore what’s going on. But you’re welcomed to really feel into it.

So first, I’m going to gather up all of your voices … I’m going to gather up each and every one of you – 
what’s in your heart. 

(pause)

I’m going to gather up your desires, your longings …

(pause)

And now I’m going to feel into your soul …

(pause)

… your divine …

(pause)

And now have a conversation with your soul. It’s like you talking to your soul, but coming through my 
words.

(pause)

Dear soul … I don’t know you so well. I know you’re there. I felt you before. But, dear soul, I don’t know 
how to describe you. I don’t know what you look like. I don’t really know where you are. But yet, there are 
times when I feel your presence. I feel your beingness. And, dear soul, I feel there are times when you want 
to be with me.

Dear soul, we’ve been separated for so very long that I’ve forgotten what you’re really like. Dear soul, I 
am here on Earth in a physical body, but sometimes I feel you’ve abandoned me. Sometimes I feel you’ve 
forgotten about me. When I call out to you, I don’t even know if you can hear. 

Dear soul, how very much I want you to join me. 

I know you’ve been busy – busy with very spiritual things, of course; busy with all of the aspects that you’ve 
created; busy taking a deep inner look into the I Am. I know you’ve been busy even helping to maintain the 
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balance of my energies here on Earth. I know you’ve been busy with all of the expansion and the experience 
of yourself. 

I know you’re not really familiar with my reality – a reality of time and space, the reality of a physical body 
and a mind. I know you can feel it, but I also know you have yet to really experience it through my eyes, 
through my ears, my body and my mind. 

Dear soul, I have been pursuing you for many, many lifetimes. I have been trying to pray into you, meditate 
and breathe into you. And while I can feel you at times – most of the time – I feel a distance, a separation.

Dear soul, I feel I’ve been trying to climb a mountain so that I could find you. Dear soul, I feel like I’ve been 
on a journey of 10,000 miles and more to try to find you. Dear soul, I have wandered in my dreams at night 
hoping to find you. Dear soul, how I have longed for just one sign from you. 

But dear soul, dear divine, I’m ready now. 

I have to tell you, dear soul, that I’m not going to climb any more mountains. I’m not going to walk any 
more paths. I’m not going to try to suffer or study. I’m not going to seek anymore. 

Dear soul, I know you’ve been reluctant to come here, to join me on Earth. You’ve been reluctant because 
of your great compassion for me. You’ve wanted to give me the opportunity to live by my choices, to live in 
my own experience without interference. But, dear soul, those days are gone.

You’re not an interference. I am ready. This illusion of separation has gone on too long. My search is now over. 

Dear soul, I send you an invitation to join me in my life. I’m not going to keep inviting you over and over. 
I’m going to give you this invitation right now very clearly. It’s coming from my heart, dear soul. It’s 
coming from every part of me – this invitation. It’s time for you to come to me.

I do this with all of the love that I know, because, dear soul, I know you’re going to enjoy this experience with 
me on Earth. And, dear soul, as you already know, you’re never going to get stuck here. As a matter of fact, 
dear soul, together we are going to find freedom. Me – the freedom of the illusion of our separation. You – the 
freedom of having parts and pieces and aspects that have to be tended to, watched over, connected to. 

When we’re together, dear soul, you and I here in body, here on Earth, it’s going to free you as well. 

Dear soul, ever since we left home, you’ve been taking an inner look, feeling into the I Am, trying to discover 
the I Am, trying to discover and to understand your own sovereignty, dear soul, through me, through your 
other aspects. I know you felt what that’s like. I know it’s time for you, dear soul, to accept your sovereignty, 
to accept your unique beingness, to accept your I Am.

So, dear soul, here I am. My human self is attending a workshop in Medellin, Colombia with many other 
like-hearted beings. My human body is sitting in a room feeling the warmth, breathing the air, feeling what 
it’s like to sit in a seat, in a chair, hearing the noises outside … feeling my tummy wanting some food.

Here I am, dear soul, giving you this invitation to be with me. 

I’m not asking anything of you. I’m not asking you to come here and solve my problems, because you know 
what, dear soul, I’m realizing I really don’t have any problems other than with you, other than our separation. 
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I’m not asking you to come here and take over my life and to manage my life, because you know what, dear 
soul, I’ve done a pretty good job in learning how to do that myself. I’m not asking you to come here and 
give me a million dollars, a hundred million pesos. It doesn’t matter anymore. I’m not asking you to come 
here to bring my soul mate or my twin flame to me, because I am my soul mate. I am my own twin flame. 

No, I’m asking you, dear soul, to join me here in this amazing experience, because I’ve learned to love it. 
I’ve learned to love me. I’ve learned to come back to myself, and, dear soul, you are part of me. So I’m 
inviting you – nay, I’m making it very clear to you that I want you here. You could almost say, dear soul, 
I’m commanding you to be here. It’s time. It’s time. 

Let me tell you a few things about life in the physical reality. Life in the physical reality is amazing. It’s 
sensual. I know you love sensual. It can be irritating at times. There are times when I want things to move 
faster. There are times when other humans try to feed off of me. There are times when I’ve struggled to get 
out of my own mind. But I’m learning now. As a matter of fact, I’m getting very confident. As a matter of 
fact, I’m not having to struggle with it any more. I’m just letting it happen.

Dear soul, here on Earth we have things like traffic. We have things like rainy days. We have things like 
having to clean our houses, brush our teeth. But I think you’ll love it. I think you’ll love feeling what it’s 
like to be in this very beautiful, amazing jungle of life.

Dear soul, I’m inviting you in not because I need you to complete me, not because I need you to fix my 
mistakes. I’m inviting you in because I found it so amazing.

Dear soul, I can’t wait to introduce you to some people that I love. I can’t wait to introduce you to my family 
and my friends, so you could be there in your full presence. I can’t wait to sit down for a meal and have you 
lift up the fork, taste the food, feel it go into your belly and mine as well.

I can’t wait for you to see the beauty of nature all around – the trees. You know, dear soul, I helped to 
create trees here on Earth. I did. I helped to bring life force energy to this planet, and I want you to see now 
what I created. I want you to see the lakes. I want you to experience what it’s like to have a lightning and 
thunderstorm move in over the horizon. Sometimes it’s a little scary. Most of the time it’s beautiful.

Dear soul, I want you to breathe the air with me, to feel what it’s like to have air fill your body. I want you 
to feel what it’s like to have life force energy come in.

Dear soul, I want you to experience something very, very special with me. I want you to be so close with me 
that you can feel every moment of this experience I’m just about to go through. 

Dear soul, I’ve had a thing called a mind or a brain. It’s kind of like your divine intelligence, but it’s 
different. They say that my brain or my mind is a chemical and electrical device that stores information, that 
thinks through problems, that perceives reality in a given set way. 

It’s interesting, this mind of mine. I’ve done a lot of thinking up there, of course. I’ve made a lot of judgments 
as well, and I’ve created a lot of limitations. But this chemical-electro device of mine, this mind, has actually 
allowed me to experience life in a way, well, maybe you couldn’t even imagine. Maybe you have to be here. 

But I want you to join me as I go beyond my mind. It’s my biggest graduation ever. Yes, bigger than 
graduating from high school, college or graduate school. It’s bigger than when I went from puberty into 
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adulthood. I think it’s a bigger experience than death itself. Going beyond the mind. I want you to be here 
right with me as I do this. 

I’ve made a choice to be in this class with other people. I’ve made a choice to go beyond my mind. I’m not 
really sure what’s going to happen. I’m not really sure how it’s going to happen. But I do know it will happen. 

I know when I go beyond my mind, I’m going to have a new understanding of you. When I go beyond my 
mind, I’m going to have a new way to receive you and to experience you. When I go beyond my mind, I’m 
going to stop trying to analyze you. I’m just going to be you and let you be me. 

Dear soul, when I go beyond the mind, I know it’s going to change everything. Let it change what’s important 
to me. Let it change the way I perceive reality around me. And I heard Adamus say today that it will also 
change my understanding of potentials. The potentials that are available to me. 

When I go beyond the mind, I’m going to choose different potentials than I’ve chosen before. When I go 
beyond the mind, I’m going to exist much more multidimensionally, much more clearly, much more freely 
than ever before.

I used to think that you were going to liberate me from my mind, but I know now that it’s me. It’s all me 
that is creating this opportunity.

So, dear soul, I invite you to be here to be part of the experience of going beyond the mind. 

I have to admit, I’m a little anxious, a little nervous about this. Not really sure what’s going to happen, but 
I felt something today. I’ve actually been feeling it for a week or so now. I’ve been feeling that when I go 
beyond the mind, it will be the most amazing thing, the most liberating thing, the most creative thing that 
I’ve done. 

Just so you know, dear soul, my mind is okay with this. It’s ready. Just like my body is ready for New 
Energy, for new ways of bringing in energy. Oh, I’m so ready, dear soul. I’ve been practicing and rehearsing 
for lifetimes. I’m ready right now. 

I live in an interesting time here on this planet. They call it the year 2012. There are energies coming in like 
never before. Things are changing so quickly. I know this is my time, my year, my place. 

So, dear soul, hear me clearly right now. I’m inviting you to be with me – without expectation, without 
limits. I’m inviting you to be with me. I’m letting go of all the guilt  that I’ve had, letting go of all the 
conditions that I’ve placed on myself, because this is my time. I don’t want to wait anymore.

I invite you into my body, into my mind, into my life, into me right now. I welcome you with an open heart 
and certainly with an open mind. 

Dear soul, dear soul, I know you can hear me. I know you can feel me. Dear soul, I know you’re right there. 
I invite you in. 

You don’t need to hold back. You don’t need to be reluctant. It’s a wide open, very conscious choice that 
I’m making.
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Dear soul, I’m done with the begging and the meditating and the praying and the searching. I’m done with 
the illusion. So let’s make it right now. 

Come in, dear soul. I breathe you in. I breathe you into my body.

And as I take the breath, it’s the breath of acceptance, the breath of openness. Oh my, you’re going to enjoy 
our times together here on Earth.

Dear soul, I want to tell you right now, you’re going to wish you have done this sooner. So, dear soul, I’m 
going to breathe you in right now. I’m going to breathe you into my life. I’m going to meld with you and 
become you and let you become me. 

Dear soul, in just a moment I’m going to let you see through my eyes, feel through my body, even think 
through my mind. Dear soul, let’s walk together through life. Let’s never be separated again. 

Dear soul, I am human. I am divine. I am receiving you. 

And, dear soul, and so it is between us. 

(long pause)

Now it is I, Adamus, again. And I invite you to gently open your eyes so that your divine can see through 
them. Listen with your ears now so your divine can hear through them. 

(pause)

Breathe in through your nose so the divine can smell … and breathe …

(pause)

Feel your body right now … so that your divine can feel it as well.

(pause)

Even taste the air with your mouth so the divine can taste as well.

(pause)

No need to push anything. You just take a deep breath … you open your eyes gently …

(pause)

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

Now, here’s the important part for you, humans. This very beautiful delicate essence in you called your soul, 
your divine – ready for the experience, opened to being with you. When you walk out of these doors, there 
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may be a tendency for your mind to jump back in, either try to start figuring it out, wondering if it’s real. 
That’s when you take a deep breath … that’s when you take a deep breath and say, “No. No more. No more 
mind games.” 

Come up with a little key word for yourself as a reminder. Something like boing! or wow! or just no more. 
Some little phrase to remind yourself that, yes, your mind is still – it’s programmed. We’re going to work 
on that tomorrow, but right now it still is a lot of programming, doubt. It overrides certain aspects of reality. 

That’s when you take a deep breath and say, “Eh-eh – no mas, no mas.” Yeah. That’s when you say, “We’re 
not going to go back down that old road. We’re not going to get into the doubt.” Take a deep breath and say, 
“My soul and I are just going to enjoy this experience.”

Crazy is being trapped in the mind. Being balanced, being real is going beyond.

So take a deep breath … 

By the way, your soul’s not going to run away. It kind of likes this. Take your soul around. Go for a walk. 
Beautiful day. Take a bath or a shower. Just start letting your soul experience these things that you know 
quite well, but now with the divine – the divine within. 

So let’s take a deep breath … 

The conclusion of our first day. Tomorrow, we’re going to work on deprogramming the mind. Pah-dump. 
Oh, it’ll be fun. And your soul will be right here to experience with you what that’s like. Yes, we’re going to 
deprogram the mind. We’re going to break through some of the old programming. It won’t hurt too much. 
A little bit. (laughter) 

But actually in seriousness, some of you may experience headaches tomorrow, because there’s been a lot of 
pressure up there, and we’re going to be doing some changing. So when you get that feeling of a headache, 
just breathe in and let your soul what it’s like to get a headache. You’ve been carrying the burden of that. 
Now let it know what it’s like.

So with that, dear friends, enjoy your evening. We’ll be back here tomorrow. And remember whenever 
you’re in doubt whenever you’re in doubt, whenever you worry about something, whenever you become 
irritated, full of fear, forgetting who you are, stop, take a deep breath and remember all is well in all of 
creation. 

Thank you. Thank you. (audience applause)
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I Am that I Am, Adamus, in proud service to you.

Welcome back. Ready for another day. I heard Cauldre – this guy – complaining about the fact that I walk 
around all the time. Why do I do that? Why do I walk around? Just to bother him? No. No, because we’re 
moving energy. If I was just sitting up on that chair the whole time, you’re staring in one place. You tend to 
get a little too complacent. You tend to start falling off to sleep. 

So I walk around like a big energy mover. Moving, moving, moving the energies in the room. See. We just 
moved some energy – big energy – that you’ve been waiting to release for a long time. 

Let me make sure. (Adamus hits something) Okay, good. (she says “Thank you”) Better. Yes, thank you. 
Yes. (Adamus chuckles)

So, my dear friends, let’s start out this morning by inviting your soul in right now. Take a deep breath and 
invite your soul to join you.

Your soul might find this interesting, fascinating. Your soul might find me to be wonderfully charming. 
(Adamus chuckles) She laughs. Yes, sí, sí!

Take a deep breath and invite your soul to be with you right now for the rest of the day – eh, for the rest of 
your life – but right now, right now. 

I’m also walking around taking energy measurements here. Consciousness measurements. I find that this 
group is filled with joy, a little anxiety, a lot of passion. I find that there’s a sparkle in your eyes today. Yes, 
see. Beautiful. Yes. I find that you, sir, are rebalancing some physical issues in a very good healthy way. It 
has served you well. Good. Good. Doing some self-healing. Good.

Ah, yes, and I find you, sir, who have been a monk in past lives. I always like stepping on the foot of a monk. 
(Adamus chuckles) I find you are getting less monkish. (laughter) Less monkish, and that’s good. That’s 
good. Yes. Letting go of some of those old vows. 

Session 4
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I find your beauty shining, radiating from you. Ah, yeah, yes. I give you a kiss. (Adamus chuckles) 
(audience applause) 

I find that you, sir, highly intellectual. Highly intellectual. Yes I do, believe it or not. (Adamus chuckles) But 
you’re also learning to apply … stand up so everybody could see your head. (Adamus chuckles) Yes. Very 
intellectual, but he’s learning in this lifetime to use the intellect in a different way so it’s not so much just 
facts and figures. You’re actually bringing wisdom into your life. And at times, it’s challenging. Other times, 
totally beautiful. Thank you. Thank you. Yes.

So, what a good group. One of the best that I’ve ever worked with. Yay. (laughter and applause) Some of 
you are wondering, “Geez, I wonder what these other groups are like.” (laughter) 

Now, every word that I said was true. It comes from my heart, and Cauldre – this guy – is always monitoring 
what comes through from me through his mouth. Always monitoring. He doesn’t want to say anything 
that would cause harm. So when he hears my thoughts, my messages coming through, he’s like always 
evaluating before they come out of his mouth. And he always makes sure that it is true and that it is self-
empowering. So as I was walking around offering my compliments to you, he was making sure that it’s very 
true, because what I was also doing is implanting suggestions – saying that this is one of the best groups 
ever. Talking about how young you look, how smart you are, how beautiful you shine. These are suggestions 
that go into the mind. And in this example – beneficial suggestions. Ah! Oh! “I am smart after all. Yes. I am 
beautiful. I am young,” you say. This group really is good. 

So that goes into this repository or this storage tank of information, ideas, suggestions, along with the billions 
of other thoughts that are in there. But it goes in. Nice head. (some laughter) And that’s good, because then 
there’s something in your mind that believes it and you’re going to carry it with you until something either 
negates it, stops it, or something else enhances it and you move to a new level.

On the other hand, if I had gotten in front of the group this morning and said, “This is one of the slowest 
groups that I’ve ever worked with. This group is full of makyo.” Would you explain what that is? Yes. 
Makyo. Did you say spiritual bullshit? (laughter) Good. Good. And if I had said, “You look tired. You look 
worn out. You’re not doing this spiritual journey right, and I’m here to tell you how to do it,” you would 
have implanted or accepted part of that, maybe all of it, and maybe even more powerfully than when I said, 
“You look beautiful today.” 

Isn’t that a strange characteristic of human nature? More likely to accept the criticism, bring it into their 
reality. It has more power. I could tell you ten wonderful things about yourself – how beautiful, youthful, 
intelligent, witty, charming, spiritual, amazing, beautiful eyes, by the way, smile. I could tell you all of these 
good things, which are all true, by the way. So breathe it in. (Adamus takes a deep breath) Ahhh! But if I told 
you one bad thing – I won’t even make a suggestion – but if I told you one bad thing, that could override or 
negate all of the good things I just told you. 

If this sounds a little bit like your parents, your teachers, your gurus that you’ve had, if it sounds a little bit 
like, yeah, that’s how it works, it’s because the mind is very susceptible to implants and especially to, what I 
would call, a limiting im- … (a cell phone goes off) I have to check this out in my realms. Did I just hear an 
angelic cell phone go off or was it here? Oh, I get it now. It’s your soul calling saying it’s tied up in traffic, 
and it’s going to be a little late. (some laughter) Ah. So I’ll pretend I didn’t hear that, and I’ll give everybody 
an opportunity with my eyes closed to turn off your mobile phones. 
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I don’t understand. If I was back on Earth in physical body, I would not carry a mobile phone, and call me 
old tech if you want.

LINDA: Call you what? 

ADAMUS: Old tech. 

LINDA: Old tech.

ADAMUS: Old tech or just old fashioned, but actually it’s very vogue – very vogue not to carry a cell 
phone. Why? Because you really don’t need one. You don’t need those little electromagnetic interfering 
devices to receive communication. No, actually, you can impress your friends and business associates and 
just suddenly, “Hello. Spiritual connection. (laughter) Yes. Uh-huh. Mm hmm. I think I’ll be there later. 
Thank you, Adamus, for calling.” (more laughter) 

What I’m saying is use your intuition. Feel. People are calling out to you or thinking about you all the time. 
Feel it. Feel it. I know you already get those “aha’s.” Ah! I feel that my cousin is thinking about me, has a 
message. Connect to it. Become a mobile phone. Ding-a-ling-a-ling. (laughter) Ding-a-ling-a-ling. Hello. 
(lots of laughter and Adamus chuckles)

But I digress. We were talking about implants and … 

LINDA: Do it one more time. I want a good picture of it. Shake and everything. Go ahead. Ha, ha, ha, ha.

ADAMUS: I did.

LINDA: Ha, ha, ha.

ADAMUS: (chuckles) So I digress.

Implants. You have a lot of them, a lot of them, and what I want you to really be aware of today, what I 
want you to be aware of is you’ve got all of these signals and thoughts coming in right now. There are other 
entities in the room. There are signals from mass consciousness. You’re picking up on each other’s thoughts, 
feelings. Yes. Every one of you sitting close to somebody else picking up. But so often you’re not discerning 
about what is yours. What thoughts are yours?

You just accept that any thought that goes through your mind is yours. You accept that anything that’s 
rattling around in your brain was generated or created by you. I contend that 95 percent of all the thoughts 
going through here are really not yours. They weren’t created or generated by you. But yet, you accept then. 
And then you battle with them. “Why do I have such weird thoughts? Why do I feel impatient right now?” 
Because you’re accepting it from somewhere else. It’s the nature of the mind. It’s how it’s been programmed 
to work.

So I invite you throughout the rest of the day to feel into these or think into these thoughts that are coming 
through. Are they yours? Or do they come from somewhere else?

I also contend that only the ones you are choosing as yours are yours. Only the ones you’re choosing. 
Everything else is not yours. It sounds easy, but when you actually practice it, it gets a little challenging, 
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because you might have a thought of something that you did bad, something you consider you did wrong 
from many years ago. And once in a while it comes back like a ghost. All of you have that. Something from 
your childhood, something you did to another person. You’ve tried to process it out. You’ve tried to release 
it. But like a bad ghost, it’ll come back.

But is it yours? And you say, “Well, yes, Adamus, it must be, because I said this bad thing to somebody 
else” or “I did something bad, so therefore, it has to be mine, and I have to deal with it.” Really? Really? 
The Master understands that even though it was something that was done in your – in this lifetime, in this 
body – something that you identify with, it’s not yours until you choose it. 

Now, when I’ve talked to groups about this in the past, some have raised their hand and said, “Adamus, 
that’s irresponsible. That means like I can just negate or just ignore any of these things I’ve done. I can just 
delete thoughts, not accept them. Isn’t that a lack of personal responsibility?” No. No, it’s not. No, unless 
you want it to be. Unless you want to carry that burden with you, unless you want that karma, then you can 
have it. It’s all yours. But you can also say, “That was that it was. It was in the past. It was an aspect of me. It 
was pre-enlightenment. It was an experience on the journey. But right now in this moment I Am that I Am.”

In other words, you don’t have to carry all of that burden with you. An interesting thing happens when you 
do this. That trauma, that bad thing from your past is just stuck energy. It’s like a ball of stuck energy. That’s 
why this ghost of this incident keeps coming back to haunt you. It’s wanting to be unstuck. It’s wanting to 
be released, but your mind is holding it in a type of guilt, a type of shame situation. 

So when you say, “That really is not mine,” when you don’t even process it – you don’t go to counseling, 
you don’t dwell on it – it suddenly is released from that stuck energy. When that happens, it creates energy 
freedom for you. When that happens you’re released from this tube of probabilities. When that happens, you 
get a clean start. Clean start.

Now, the human mind says, “Yes, but I’ve been kind of a bad person, so I really have to limit myself. I have 
to be careful, because I might do something bad again.” That’s the mind talking. That even might be old 
programming talking. 

But is that you in this moment? Is that what you really believe? Do you really think you’re going to go do 
bad things again? No. No, because as you invite the soul in, as you are in the I Am Presence of yourself, 
you’re not even – as you bring this wisdom in, you’re not even going to have a desire to hurt someone else, 
to abuse your power, to manipulate or to feed. It’s not even in the realm of your probabilities. Just no desire 
to do it. Try it. Try it. 

I love having this little talk with the groups, because I can really see your heads spinning thinking, “Can I 
really just let go of thoughts or experiences from the past? Can I just not accept some of these thoughts going 
through my mind?” Just like that. (Adamus snaps his finger) Just choose them? Yes. 

Ever have a situation where you’re suddenly feeling very tired, suddenly feeling in the middle of the day and 
you’re very tired, and the next thing you do is you start saying, “What’s wrong with me?” That’s a mental 
favorite saying. What’s wrong with me? You think, “Did I get enough sleep last night. Hm, eh, I think so. 
Maybe I’m not eating right, you know, that’s why I’m tired. I should really take my vitamins. Maybe I need 
to go get some energy processing work done. Maybe there’s something really wrong with me. Maybe I have 
cancer or diabetes.” Oh! And the mind starts doing this self-critical analysis. What’s wrong with me?
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It’s programmed. It’s programmed into every one of you. You do it a lot. What’s wrong with me? Just feel 
into that for a moment. Just feel when you do that. What’s wrong with me? Why do I feel this way today? 
What’s wrong?

(pause)

That’s the mind. That’s the mind racing away, doing its evaluation, and that’ll make you even more tired or 
more sick. The chances are when you suddenly feel tired during the day, the chances are it’s actually probably 
not even yours. Probably not yours. It’s probably just floating around in consciousness. You’re feeling other 
people. It could even just be an old aspect lingering around. It’s feeling tired, but probably not you.

So what do you do? You take a deep breath, say, “I don’t choose to be tired. I choose to be healthy.” 
Suddenly, those thoughts go away. Your body rebalances and reenergizes itself. Take a deep breath, bring in 
the energy, and you realize what your choices are. 

You go beyond the mind, in that case. You go beyond the mind. So let’s do that right now. There’s nothing wrong. 

So let’s take a deep breath … Ah! 

So time for a little dissertation. Hm. Put this here.

LINDA: Do you need help?

ADAMUS: Yes … Good. 

LINDA: That good? 

ADAMUS: Yes. Can everybody see? (audience says “Yes”) Good. Sí. Sí.

Let’s talk about the mind. The mind. Let’s talk about how it came into being. Here you go. Let’s go back to 
the basics. Most of you know this, but just for a review. 

You are consciousness. This symbol is often called a circumpunt. Circumpunt. It is a dot with a circle. 
It represents your consciousness. This dot in the center is symbolic of the source energy, the God within 
you. God that’s always been there. This outer circle represents your wisdom. It represents your soul. It 
represents everything you’ve learned or experienced – that your soul has learned or experienced. This is 
consciousness. Consciousness.

Consciousness is also awareness. Awareness. We’ll come back to that later. So this is consciousness.

There is no energy in here. In other words, in your soul there is no energy. It’s simply awareness. It is the I 
Am that I Am. There is not a physical body in here. There is not a mind in here. It is the I Am. 

This outer circle continues to expand every time the soul’s aspect – which is you right now – has an 
experience. You could say that yesterday when you walked in, your soul might have had this expansiveness 
of awareness, and today it’s probably a little bit bigger.

The level of awareness or consciousness can never collapse. It can never be reduced. It can never be taken 
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away ever. In other words, the soul doesn’t go backwards. It doesn’t ever lose itself, and that’s a very 
important thing to remember, because oftentimes, the human worries about falling back, regressing, losing 
its identity. The soul can’t. 

Cauldre’s asking me to ask this side of the room how’s the temperature. (audience expresses approval) Fine? 
Good. Over here are you hot? (audience says “Yes” and “No”) (Adamus chuckles) Good. 

So, now, quick question or quick discussion. So there’s no energy here, but there’s energy over here. Where 
did this thing called energy come from? Where did energy come from? If there’s no energy here in the soul, 
if God is not energy, where did energy come from? (someone says “We created it”) Sure, you created it, but 
how and why? (audience is giving some responses) Getting close. Getting close. 

Passion, because when you left Home, when you left the loving arms of Mother/Father Spirit, it created such 
a desire to get back Home, a soul desire, that it literally created energy. That’s where energy came from. 
Your deep desire to get back Home. That created energy, and you’ve been using energy ever since to try to 
get back Home. Home. 

Funny thing is, you’re never going to go back Home ever. Hm. (some laughter) Bummer. Sad. Sí. Very sad. 
Ah! Not sad at all. It’s actually a beautiful creation, because what happens is instead of you going back 
home, back to some big Borg, some big homogenous oneness, Home comes to you. Home – exactly what 
we were doing here yesterday – inviting Home to be here.

I’m going to digress for a moment. (Adamus chuckles) I’m arguing with Cauldre. I won. (laughter) 

Oneness … oneness … oneness is to me makyo. (Adamus chuckles) Oneness is absolute makyo. When I 
hear spiritual groups talking about we are one, Kumbaya, let’s go back to big oneness. That would defeat 
the entire purpose, the entire beauty of your journey, if you just went back to oneness and we all hold hands 
and go back to heaven together and all at once. We can’t leave anyone behind. No, my dear friends, you are 
the oneness. You are your own one. You’re the oneness. And you don’t have to wait for the rest of humans 
to come along with you. You can accept your oneness any time you want.

There are a lot of spiritual people on the planet that are waiting for everyone to ascend at the same time. 
That’s not fair. That’s not very nice. It’s lacking in compassion. It’s basically saying, “I’m ready for my 
oneness. Fabian, I have to wait for you, because we have to go together.” Maybe he doesn’t want to go. 
Maybe he doesn’t want enlightenment right now, because he’s having too much damn fun being a handsome 
man. (laughter) It’s going to be very successful. He says, “Well, I don’t want enlightenment. I’m here 
playing in this Garden of Eden called Earth.”

So, no, I’m not a big fan of group oneness. Well, we could just have communism for that, and you saw how 
that worked. (laughter) Communism – actually a brilliant idea in its pure state, but very Atlantean. Atlantean 
was basically communism. Everybody worked together, slept together, ate together. There weren’t a lot of 
hierarchies. It was all oneness. But back then humans were also afraid to be by themselves. Back in Atlantis, 
there was so much fear of the unknown. So that’s why you would never even think about going somewhere 
by yourself. It was always in groups. And so when communism came back into modern culture, it was an 
old Atlantean concept that just is not going to work. We are in the era of personal sovereignty. 

It’s causing some problems, causing some issues – what some may call selfishness – people just doing things 
for themselves. But it’s part of learning. It’s part of the evolution of understanding personal sovereignty.
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I’ve gotten way off topic, but I love to digress. So back to here.

Energy was created because you wanted to use that to get Home. Instead, you started using energy for 
experience. Ultimately, you used energy to come on this journey to Earth. You’ve been using energy ever since. 

So you descended from the Order of the Arc – thank you – which is like an energy portal, an energy 
passageway. You descended down here to Earth in human form. Here is Earth. You descended down here. 

When you first lowered – descended your energy, your being to Earth, you were in light body. In other 
words, you didn’t have the physical body right away, and you didn’t have a mind. You brought energy from 
this big grid. You brought it in a positive and negative collection, a balance of positive and negative. You 
brought it in, what I call, light. Light is a carrier of energy. 

Light is really not energy in itself, but it’s like a highway for energy. So every time that you make a clear 
choice with passion, it calls out to this cloud of energy that’s actually everywhere and attracts positively 
and negatively charged energy particles along a beam of light into your reality, and that’s what creates this 
reality. Kind of simple Spiritual Physics 101. Real simple stuff. 

So here you are coming to Earth in a light body. You wanted to really be able to integrate with physical 
reality. You wanted to be able to walk with the animals that were already here, to be able to really sense the 
plants and the trees, breathe the air. It’s hard to do in light body, because it’s not dense. 

So what did you do? It was actually the breath that got you grounded here. You breathed in the fragrances of 
Earth. You breathed them in. And that’s why even to this day breathing is good for grounding. Aromatherapy 
is good for awakening some of the senses.

You breathed it in. This allowed you now to integrate into this very dense reality. But along the way, you 
started to develop a physical body. Your light body got denser and denser, and pretty soon you found yourself 
intermingling with the animal kingdom. Your own light body getting denser. Ultimately, you developed 
these human bodies that you have.

But the important point was you also created this thing called a mind. The mind was like a replica, similar 
to your divine intelligence. Now, back in this diagram of consciousness that I drew – this consciousness – 
there’s no brain. But inherent is what you would call intuition, knowingness or self-intelligence. But it’s not 
a separate brain. It’s just inherent in consciousness, because consciousness is awareness. 

So let’s take a deep breath. Take a deep breath … thinking a little bit much here, which is okay. Just roll 
your shoulders a little bit, get a little body movement. We don’t want to get too mental here. Have a drink 
of your water, coffee.

(pause)

Good. Now, here you are, let’s say, in the Lemurian times, and you needed a mechanism for maneuvering 
in this reality, for being able to sense colors, sounds, to be able to store information. So using the kind of 
the template of divine consciousness, you started to develop a brain. The brain – the original purpose was 
to create a focal point in this reality, in this very dense reality, to remind you to stay in body, not drift out 
back into the ethers.
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The mind was also used as a storage device, very similar to the hard drives on your computer. Storing 
information, particularly information about survival. Oh! You stored information. Stay away from the big 
dinosaurs. (some laughter) They’re hungry. They will eat me. 

You also shared information telepathically with other humans who were on Earth, because if they had gotten 
eaten by a dinosaur, they put that information out into this thing we now know as mass consciousness. So it 
becomes part of basically global mind, global database. You started sharing this information.

The mind was very, very useful in your early days on this planet. Any time you felt yourself drifting out 
of your body, which was very easy to do back then, you got back into the mind. The mind was set up as 
an energy center stronger than any one of your chakras. The mind is, even to this day, the biggest energy 
center that you have. It consumes more energy than any other part of you. Consumes more energy than your 
physical body. It consumes more energy than your consciousness or your spirit. The mind has truly become 
a huge energy center.

The mind has also become a distribution center. Basically, when there is something you want to do or 
create, you think about it. Most of the time you think about it, rather than feeling it. The moment you 
think about it, that calls out to the energy field – energy that’s floating around everywhere – and starts 
pulling it into your reality.

For instance, in about 20, 20 – yeah, about 20 minutes, we’re going to take a break. You’re going to go get 
some refreshments, hopefully. Use the toilet maybe. Think a little bit. So what you’re gong to do the moment 
we go on break is start a process of pulling in energy that’s going to get you out of your seat, into the toilet, 
drinking coffee, all pulling in energy with just the perfect balance of positive and negative attributes all 
called in by the mind. Not even so much the body. Even if you think it’s the body that has to go to the baños, 
it’s actually the mind that is thinking that.

So, let’s take a deep breath. 

Covering a lot of information here to give you a background in how the mind developed.

The mind also over eons of time was developed into the controller – into the controller – to where today the 
mind controls almost everything you do. It was given permission to initially to help you survive in physical 
body. But now it runs everything. 

It’s like giving permission to your computer at home, your laptop or your desktop, to take over responsibility 
for your life. So you program it in. You type in a code that says, “Dear computer, you run things.” And then 
it does. It does. It’s been programmed to do that. And it will continue to do that. And because computers 
now have an element of artificial intelligence, in other words, they keep building themselves to be more 
intelligent, the computer will now start managing and controlling everything in your life. And pretty soon, 
this computer that you’ve given control over to, is going to start managing even your feelings, even your 
creativity, even your love life, even the relationship between you and yourself. 

Now, I know none of you have done that with your computer, but this is an example of what happened. The 
mind, the biological computer, was given an order, a command, to control things, and it has, and it hasn’t 
stopped. It’s gotten smarter in how it does it, and it’s not only taken over the physical functions and memory 
storage, it’s taken over feelings. It’s definitely taken over creativities. 
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It’s created a thing called emotions. You know what emotions are? You know, crying, laughing, sadness, 
depression. The mind has created those. The spirit or the consciousness has something called feelings or 
sensory awareness. Sensory awareness – your feelings. Feeling hot temperature or cold, sensing energy 
coming from plants or other people. 

Your mind does not have, and never has had, creativity ever. There is not an ounce of creativity in your 
brain. But the brain, because it’s been programmed, starts pretending or creating an artificial creativity. The 
brain has created emotions as artificial feelings. 

So the brain even creates spirituality. It creates spirituality. And actually, in the brain there is no reference 
point for spirituality. There is no understanding of God. There is no intuition. But yet, it tries to mimic. It 
creates an artificial God, spirituality, an artificial creativity, artificial feelings. It’s not that the brain is bad, 
but it was told to do this, and it’s doing a brilliant job. 

It raises an issue. The hardest thing for someone on the spiritual path is to go beyond the mind and to love 
themselves, because generally what happens is – just … let’s take a deep breath here. Let’s feel an experience.

A number of years ago, maybe it was two years, maybe it was fifty years ago, everyone in this room had 
a spiritual feeling come in. Perhaps a cathartic feeling, life changing experience. Maybe it was just a deep 
inner longing for the connection with Spirit. But every one of you had an experience or multiple experiences 
related to enlightenment, a wake up call. Suddenly, you’re reading a book, and it just seems like everything 
opens up. Oh my God! I get it. You’re just out in the forest taking a walk, and suddenly you feel you’re in 
another dimension. Suddenly, you realize, yes, there is so much more. You’ve all had this experience. Some 
of you have had multiple experiences.

But what happens is then the mind takes over, and the mind starts trying to evaluate and understand the 
experience. The mind will try to duplicate the experience. Mind will try to make it happen again, and 
the mind cannot. And that’s why sometimes you get frustrated – “Why did I have that amazing cosmic 
consciousness experience?” And then it never happened again, and then you get depressed. You get sad, and 
you start this kind of sad spiritual journey. It’s coming from up here.

The most difficult thing that we, of the Crimson Council do right now, is to help guide humans over this 
chasm – the awakening chasm. Kind of like a big chasm. Because in your spiritual journey, the mind wants 
to jump in. But how do we keep the mind from trying to dominate it, because you will never truly have a 
full enlightenment if you’re allowing the mind to run it. That’s why we’re gathered here. That’s why … and 
again, Cauldre’s trying to stop me, but that’s why most religion and most spirituality is absolute makyo. Most 
of the stuff. Even things that I did back in the Mystery School. Some of it – little bit – was makyo. (laughter) 
Because at a certain point, you cannot figure out Spirit. You can only experience it. Only experience it.

There are, as you know, a multitude of courses and classes and devices and methods out there. How many 
people have graduated those courses? How many people have gotten enlightenment as a result of all this 
spiritual crap that’s out there? (someone says “No one”) I would say no one that I know of. No one that I 
know of.

Doesn’t it strike you as odd if there’s all this stuff and no one’s graduated? It strikes me as odd. I want to 
graduate. I want to have even just a few Shaumbra ascend in the body, get enlightened in this lifetime, 
because those of you who do, I’m going to use you as an example. I’m going to pull you up to the front here. 
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I’m going to say, “This is a Standard, and if they did it, how can you do it?” Absolutely. (audience applause) 
See, Cauldre, they liked it. (Adamus chuckles and audience laughter) 

But the real challenge is most of it becomes mental, even the teachers, even those who are true spiritual 
teachers. They start getting mental about it and developing all these processes related to spirituality. So 
that’s why nobody’s graduated yet. Yet. Shaumbra, I believe is going to be different. That is my goal. That 
is my goal. (someone says “Sí”) Sí. (Adamus chuckles)

So the mind over a long period of time has developed. It has taken control. Not because it’s bad, because 
you let it happen. And it’s continuing to do that. It is programmed for survival. When I say to you what’s 
more important – your spiritual enlightenment or your physical health? Your spiritual enlightenment or 
living versus dying? Would you die right now for spiritual enlightenment? (a few people say “Yes”) Crazy. 
(Adamus chuckles) Good, but you don’t have to. But good. 

But when I say that, the mind suddenly goes on alert – “Uh, no, no, no,” the mind says. “Uh-uh, no,” because 
the mind is programmed for survival. The mind is programmed to keep you going. So when I make a bold 
statement like that, a defense goes up. I’m not going to go there. That’s good, actually, because I want you 
to live. I want you to be living Masters, not dead Ascended Masters.

So now, here’s the mind becoming the focal point of all the energies coming in. All the energies from the 
Field basically coming through the mind. Mind then distributes them into the body. Mind distributes them 
into your reality to create your reality. All that is fine up to a point, and I’m trying – I’ll tell you a little bit 
and then we’ll take a break.

Let’s go to Atlantis. In Atlantis, and many of you have heard this story, but in Atlantis there was a desire to 
conform the body and the mind. Back then many of you had – many of your aspects – had bodies that were 
half animal, half human. There was a huge variation in size. Some of you were that big. Some of you were as 
big as that building. It was hard to create housing. (Adamus chuckles) Clothing, to have meetings, because 
some of you had associated with little bugs or little birds and some of you had associated yourself – your 
physical reality – to the, what was called, dinosaurs, but to the huge animal species on Earth.

So Atlantis was the time of conformity. Let’s create a human body, generally from about that tall to about 
that tall. Just about this wide to that wide. Generally, with two eyes, nose, two ears, hands, feet. Kind of 
a neat deal. You all got a similar package. Oh, there were minor variances, but humans kind of look like 
humans anywhere.

But at the same time there was also a lot of manipulation of the mind so that there would be a common level 
of mental intelligence, a common brain size, common electromagnetic dynamics going through the brain 
into the body.

So back in Atlantis, using the energy of crystals – primarily crystals – combined with a lot of knowledge 
of light. Light, the carrier of energy. There was a lot of focus, particularly with women. Particularly with 
women, because they’re the ones that birth. Actually, men used to be able to birth once in a while, but that 
was knocked out in Atlantis. So only women. I don’t know if that’s a curse or a blessing. (some laughter) So 
there was a lot of manipulation work that went into developing this thing called the mind.

We’ve talked before about these Atlantean headbands, because those were what were used to focus those 
light beam energies that were coming in. Everyone here in the room, with just one exception, has worn 
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those Atlantean headbands. Oh, and at first, it was part of the research and evolution going on. But later the 
headbands became very stylish. Very stylish and people would wear them like, well, like you wear your 
jewelry now. But it was really used for a mental development and manipulation.

So with that, let’s take a deep breath. 

We’re going to take a break in just a moment. We’ll come back for more discussion of the Atlantean 
headbands and of modern-day mass consciousness. 

But right now, take a good deep breath. Feel your body … feel your mind …

(pause)

Are you tried? Sleepy? (audience says “No”) Good. Good. And if you’re tired, if you’re feeling a little 
sleepy or unfocused, that would be very natural right about now, because of the type of consciousness we’re 
working with, the type of energies we’re bringing in. So if you’re feeling a little dissociated in the mind, a 
little zone-y, that’s perfectly natural.

So, my dear Linda, would you please send everyone out to break, and we’ll resume.
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LINDA: Feeling that it’s always there …

ADAMUS: I Am that I Am …

LINDA: And so you are. 

ADAMUS: … ready to continue. Thank you, dear Linda. And have I told you how beautiful and intelligent 
and wise you are?

LINDA: Watch it! (laughter)

ADAMUS: So, dear Shaumbra, we return. Almost like we never even took a break. We’ll continue talking 
about the evolution of the body and mind in Atlantis. 

All of this was done for good intentions. All of this was done for good intentions – to try to conform the 
body, standardize the mind. But while it was being done, which, by the way took at least five thousand years. 
It didn’t happen over night. But while this was being done using the crystal lights to conform the body and 
the mind, there was that element of, what you could say, was the human darkness – probably better defined 
as the sexual energy virus, also stated as the masculine-feminine imbalance – that got into this whole system 
particularly in conforming the mind. 

Now, again, it wasn’t intentional. It just happened. But while the mind was being reprogrammed, the, what 
you could say, kind of the weaknesses or the darknesses got into this programming as well. It would be 
like writing software code with some flaws or weaknesses in it. These were literally injected into the brain 
changing the chemical and the electromagnetic systems of the mind. And they’re still there today.

So here we have this headband that so many of the Atlanteans wore, infused with very, very powerful 
quantities of light and energy in an attempt to change the magnetic, the electrical, the chemical balances 
of the mind. And one thing that it did was to make the mind very susceptible to programming, to outside 
influences, to suggestions. 

Session 5
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The mind became very susceptible to hypnosis and ultimately to mass consciousness, because in all of this 
work with the headbands, it also tied all of the humans who were wearing these into kind of a collective 
group. You remember I said in our last session, the Atlanteans were very communal, very communist. 

So here we have now a large group of the Atlanteans with these headbands susceptible to suggestion, 
susceptible to command. 

I also want to note that the Atlantean headband work was primarily done with the elite class, the ones that 
had a bit more money or power. In the early days of Atlantis, everything was very similar, but as these 
headbands and mental experiments continued, there was more of a class separation. It became those with 
power and money, those with less, to the point that it got to be quite a problem. At one point in Atlantis, only 
about 10 percent of the population had the real wealth and power. The other 90 percent were the slaves and 
the servants. 

I also want to note just for the history books that at this point there was a certain angelic group that came to 
a lot of power, really controlling most everything in Atlantis. Came to be the ones who encouraged slavery. 
And they didn’t view it as a bad thing. They just thought it was good to have servants. 

This group of angelic – from the same angelic family – was known as Hapiru. Hapiru. H-a-p-i-r-u. If you 
look back into history, if you feel back into the past, Hapiru are what are known today as those of the Jewish 
faith. Yes. 

So it’s kind of interesting. Here we have this great imbalance now occurring in Atlantis, things starting to 
separate, to fall apart, the Jews in power and in control. Now you come to modern-day, particularly World 
War II, and as Tobias – a Jew himself – noted that this was the Jewish karma, the Holocaust. Their karma, 
their penance. Self-inflicted – not inflicted from anybody else – for atonement for what they did in Atlantis.

You see, in Europe back in the 1920s, 30s and 40s, the Jewish people were coming to a lot of power and 
money. So at a very deep level of consciousness, they knew that they had to stop it. In a sense, you could 
say – no, I’ll correct that through Cauldre. It is a fact that the Hapiru consciousness created Adolph Hitler. 
Adolph Hitler was not a souled being, not like you. It was a manifestation of Jewish consciousness. 

It’s not right that anyone should inflict that kind of karma on themselves. There are other ways to evolve 
oneself, but humans being humans choose interesting paths from time to time. 

It’s very interesting that the Germans are blamed for the Holocaust, but in a way, they were just carrying out 
what the Jewish karma was asking for. Hm.

This message, by the way, has been delivered both in Germany by Tobias and in Israel by Tobias. So, and, 
ah! I can feel Cauldre’s getting the energy chills. Yes. And it’s interesting to note that there wasn’t any 
resistance to it. As a matter of fact, the Germans broke down crying. They’ve carried this guilt for so long. 
Broke down crying. The Israelis during a workshop in Tel Aviv in Haifa, also broke down crying, knowing 
that this was a very old, old wound of Hapiru, and it’s time had come. A time for cleansing. 

The question is now is that atonement done? In other words, are the Hapiru still trying to resolve their 
karma? Yes. Yes. And unfortunately, that’s a difficult area for true metaphysical spiritual work, for work of 
compassion, because there are still so many conflicting energies in that region. 
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Palestinians, by the way, are also Hapiru. They’re the same spiritual family as the Jews. And, as you know, 
the worst fights are family fights. Hm. 

So, and I mention this not to digress, but to understand how history evolves, how karma unfolds. And also 
to point out the importance, my dear, dear friends, of letting go of your own karma. It’s not yours. It’s not. 
Your past lives really are not yours.

You don’t have to suffer, because when you suffer, others suffer. If you want to change consciousness, 
change the perception of yourself. Release that which does not serve you, and you will change the world. 

Take a look at what the whole conflict in the Middle East is doing to the rest of the world right now – war, 
violence, imbalance, lack of true evolution, to play a war between the light and the dark, the masculine 
and the feminine. Imagine if those in that region with deep karma could release it, could say, “I choose 
something different. That is not mine anymore.” It would change the world.

It is difficult to go there and talk to large groups about this very thing, but individuals like you, individuals 
in that part of the world, can make a difference by releasing that which does not serve you. 

You see, you’re really helping yourself, but you’re also helping everybody else. Becoming a Standard, not 
inflicting your suffering on them, not inflicting your suffering on your children and their children’s children. 
You’re the one that can stop this whole chain of imbalance. And that’s exactly what you’re doing here. 
Thank you.

So, moving on. 

Let’s take a deep breath … let’s take a very deep breath.

(pause)

So these Atlantean headbands were ultimately worn mostly by the ruling class. It was a sign of royalty, a 
sign of affluence and power. But little did they know what was really going on with that programming. It 
eventually affected all of human consciousness, even those who didn’t wear the headbands. It eventually 
affected everyone, because, you see, humans are tied together, bound together in this thing called mass 
consciousness. So every thought that you have goes into this cloud of mass consciousness that other people 
can feel and tap into. That’s why, again, I say when you release all that doesn’t serve you, that very act, that 
very potential goes into mass consciousness. It becomes part of the freedom. The liberation becomes part of 
mass consciousness, and it will provide a potential to help others. 

So these headbands, now, becoming a sign of royalty, supposedly of intelligence and of power, but ultimately 
making the mind very susceptible to programming, influences. Linda asked Cauldre a question before on 
the way back to the room. What about crowns? Crowns that kings and queens wore. It was just a carryover 
of the headbands, but a glorious big headband, like the master headband. So, yes, absolutely a carryover.

Each of you still has an after effect of the headband. You’re not literally wearing them, but they’re still there. 
They’re still there, because actually it was kind of comfortable wearing them. In a way, you really didn’t 
have to make your own choices anymore. The choices were made for you. You didn’t have to really think as 
a sovereign being anymore. Now you just thought according to what was coming in. You really didn’t have 
to be creative anymore, because the creativity was basically blocked out.
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So there’s a certain degree of comfort. It’s in society today. Talk about politics or religion or world finance. 
What do you do? “There’s nothing I can do about it. It’s too big. I wouldn’t know where to begin. They’ll 
handle it.” The headbands have become the big ‘they’ of your current society. Well, ‘they’ made a decision 
or ‘they’re’ going to fix the highway or ‘they’ put this on television. Everything is about them. Well, what is 
them? Well, I contend it’s mass consciousness. You just call, well, ‘they’ said that we have to do this without 
even bothering to try and identify who is them, and more so who are you.

So let’s have an experience – symbolic experience – of removing those Atlantean headsets. There’s still a 
residue there. Still a residue. 

By the way, for instance, why do people get headaches? A lot of times it’s because you still have that 
influence. Headaches aren’t – shouldn’t be normal or natural. People still get headaches because of that 
influence coming in.

So let’s remove those headbands. We’ll start with some breathing and some light background music for effect.

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

Take a good deep breath.

During this experience, we’re going to very gently remove those headbands. Not rip them off. 

[MUSIC BEGINS]

Breathe in into the music … 

(pause)

You’ve worn those headbands before …

(pause)

You’ve been part of this work in Atlantis. Started with good intention to standardize the brain.

(pause)

Started with the good intention of also standardizing the body.

(pause)

Giving everybody an equal chance. 

(pause)

There is no malice in your heart … when you allowed yourself to wear these headbands.
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(pause)

Take a deep breath and feel in as that very first metallic, crystal embedded headband was put on you in a 
ceremony.

(pause)

There are others surrounding you … beautiful ceremony.

(pause)

The headband itself looked glorious.

(pause)

The finest workmanship … the clearest crystals …

(pause)

You allowed yourself to do this for the sake of all, for the sake of the Atlanteans. 

And remember now how they put it on your head. 

(pause)

How you felt proud, honored …

(pause)

And how as they placed this on your head, you started feeling a little dizzy …

(pause)

… but good … very good. Kind of like when you have a glass of wine and just feel a little bit more relaxed 
…

(pause)

You started feeling kind of a tingling or a buzzing in your head. 

(pause)

And you started seeing colors, even though your eyes were closed. You started seeing colors in your mind … 
beautiful, swirling colors … as now the light forces were being directed into the crystals … into the crystals 
of your headband. 

(pause)
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You felt yourself starting to spin and swirl. 

(pause)

Colors becoming more and more intense.

(pause)

It felt like a dream … a dream without words … a dream without pictures …

(pause)

When you tried to make sense of it, it just disappeared. It just evaporated. 

(pause)

Then you felt yourself surrender, release, let go. 

(pause)

No resistance … 

(pause)

And when you did, it felt so warm, so comfortable. 

(pause)

And instead of the lights being intense, now they felt very gentle, very soft … 

(pause)

A part of you at this moment knew that things would never be the same again. 

(pause)

You knew something had changed, but you really didn’t know what it was. 

(pause)

Now you started seeing faces – one face after the other. 

(pause)

Didn’t know whose face it was, but there were many of them.

(pause)
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You started hearing sounds similar to human voices … 

(pause)

Not crying out nor singing, but just voices like people talking. 

(pause)

Couldn’t make out the words. Didn’t even know if these were parts of you or other people. 

(pause)

Part of you wanted to cry …

(pause)

But you felt you couldn’t even cry out against these light energies coming in. So, once again, you surrendered. 

(long pause)

As this light treatment continued, you suddenly felt a dull pain in your head. 

(pause)

Focused mostly in the front of your head – the area around the third eye. 

(pause)

It started becoming uncomfortable.

(pause)

Even though you tried to stop it, it kept on coming. 

(pause)

You wanted to take the headband off to relieve yourself of this pain, but you couldn’t even seem to lift your 
own arms.

(pause)

The voices continued. You wanted to try to stop these voices, to block them out, but you couldn’t. 

(pause)

Then you felt yourself surrender once again, feeling totally powerless. So you gave in. 
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(pause)

It was a very strange feeling. A combination of pain and pleasure … the feeling of being almost suffocated, 
but the feeling of almost liking it. 

(pause)

The feeling of wanting to think your own thoughts, but also a laziness, not wanting to think your own 
thoughts anymore. 

(pause)

The sessions – these light sessions – would last for days at a time, but you would lose all track of time. You 
do one light session and you take a break for about a month, for about one lunar cycle. Then you come back 
and have another two- or three-day session.

(pause)

This went on for two or three years, and each time you felt more resistance to doing it. You didn’t want to 
go through this again, but you also felt an addiction to it. Part of you wanting to, part of you not wanting to.

(pause)

So take a deep breath … take a deep breath …

(pause)

What we just went through was a remembering … went through a remembering. So there wasn’t any actual 
effect on you right here, right now. Just remembering. Wanted you to feel into it. I haven’t taken any other 
groups through this. 

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

Good. Good deep breath back in this space.

Now, it’s been a long, long time since you’ve actually worn one of these devices, but they set up an implant 
or kind of like a suggestion that’s still there. Still there. The good thing is, just like my damn crystal, you can 
take it off whenever you want. Remember, I told you yesterday, I just suddenly realized I could walk out of 
my crystal prison. You can take off those headbands. 

The energetic headband that’s still there, it’s still interrupting some of the flow into what you call your 
third eye, still making you very vulnerable to programming or suggestions. And, by the way, I worked with 
Mesmer for a long time with hypnosis, with what he called animal magnetism at the time. But I was trying to 
get him to do more research with human hypnosis and actually how to break the cycle, because humans are 
very susceptible to hypnosis. See, I could be hypnotizing you right now … to do good things, to have self-
confidence, to be more amazing than you already are. You see, I just hypnotized you. (Adamus chuckles)
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So, dear Shaumbra, I think it’s time to release those headbands, to take them off, symbolically. Very gently, 
though. Don’t go ripping them off. Just symbolically. We’ll do it here in a moment. We start out with some 
breathing. We’ll have some music again. 

I’m going to ask you to close your eyes to really feel into it. And why do I ask you to close your eyes once 
in a while? Why do I ask you to close your eyes? Dear Linda of Eesa, you know. What are the eyes?

LINDA: Distraction.

ADAMUS: The great deceiver. Your eyes are your great deceivers. Oh, they’re beautiful, because you can 
look out at things. But the eyes have the closest and most intense connection with your brain than any of 
your other senses. So if you don’t see something, you don’t believe it. If I say there is an elephant standing 
right here, your eyes say, “But I don’t see it, so therefore, it’s not real.” 

Close your eyes for a moment. So, no, close your eyes. Close it. There’s a big elephant standing right here. 
It’s a little easier to accept it. Please, don’t. We’re here. Out the door. Good. But the eyes literally deceive you. 

There are entities floating around the room here right now. Some that come with me. Some that are just from 
the Valley of the Spirits here. But because your eyes don’t see them, you say they must not be here.

So I ask you to close your eyes for a moment here while we remove these headbands. A little bit of background 
music. Música. 

Okay, take a good deep breath. 

If you choose, and only if you choose, we’ll remove those headbands. This is a symbolic experience, but 
it’s also very real. 

Take a good deep breath … 

(pause)

You’ve been wearing this energetic headband now for a long time. Ever since the Atlantean times. Been wearing 
this thing that’s allowed programming, hypnotism, influence of others, an undue or imbalanced influence. 

Together in this safe space with this wonderful group of Shaumbra from many different countries, you can 
remove that headband. Gently, gently remove it, and release yourself from the influences of those things that 
you really weren’t choosing consciously.

I’m going to ask you to take your two hands and place them right in the area of your third eye, right above 
your eyes. Just place them there for a moment and feel. 

(pause)

Breathe in …

(pause)
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You can choose at this moment to release that headband. You can choose now to be a sovereign being … 

(pause)

Make your own decisions, your own choices …

(pause)

And if you choose, gently now, feel around to the back of your head. Feel this energetic headband that’s 
there.

(pause)

Feel how it surrounds your head.

(pause)

Now, very gently, lift it off. Very gently, very slowly lift it off. 

(pause)

And just hold it in your hands for a moment. Just feel it with your hands. Feel its energy …

(pause)

Feel how the crystals that were once there brought in this light energy.

(pause)

Feel how in one way it felt so comfortable to wear it, and in another way it just seemed to really deprive you 
of your own sovereignty. 

(pause)

Feel how that headband helped to really regulate energies coming in, but it also kept you very limited. 

(pause)

Now, you can choose to release it. You can choose to keep holding onto it or you can choose to put it back 
on. Those are your choices. If you release it, just let it go. Just like you’d let a bird out of a cage. If you want 
to hold onto it to just remind you of times past, you can do that. If you want to put it back on, it’s up to you.

(pause)

This is a symbolic experience, but it’s very, very real as well.

(pause)
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What happens now? What happens when you release that headband? All it means you taking responsibility. 
Responsibility for your own choices, your own decisions. Not letting ‘them’ telling you how it has to be. 

(pause)

It means that instead of these electromagnetic chemical energies following certain patterns in your brain, 
your brain will re-pattern itself. Instead of your mind being a reality anchor point, it’s going to mean that 
reality is now created from your heart. 

Instead of just accepting reality as it is, it means that you’re now going to be more aware of how reality is 
created and how you are creating it. 

When you remove these headsets – these headbands – it also has a tendency to change your relationship with 
other people, because you’re not walking the same path as they are anymore. You’re not being programmed 
the same way. 

Some people actually prefer to keep on these headbands, because somebody else is doing the thinking for 
them. Some people prefer to keep them on, because when you remove these headbands, you start becoming 
more aware. More aware. And while that sounds wonderful, sometimes awareness can be a little intense. 
Sometimes humans actually choose to be dull so that they don’t have to be so aware.

When you’re aware of all of the energies and entities in the room, it’s a little overwhelming sometimes. To 
know there’s hundreds of other beings in here with us. They’re all radiating energy. Sometimes it’s a little 
overwhelming to feel everything. 

So the headbands were kind of comfortable because you didn’t have to feel everything. So when you remove 
these headbands, it means taking personal responsibility. Are you ready for that? (audience says “Sí”)

Let’s take a good deep breath with that.

And while we’re in this wonderful energy here, let’s do one more thing. Let’s take it to yet another level.

These headbands, and just even the residue of the headbands, actually allowed for a lot of programming. 
There’s another influence called mass consciousness. Mass consciousness is like a big cloud, but it’s a cloud 
of thoughts. It’s the collective combined thoughts of every human on Earth right now, every human who’s 
ever been here. It collects in this cloud. And, for the most part, it’s always there.

It actually creates something called the Near Earth realms. This is like a dimension surrounding this planet 
with very human attributes except physical qualities. This is where most people go when they cross over. 
They go to the Near Earth realms. They don’t go to heaven. They don’t go back to their angelic families. 
They hang around in these Near Earth realms, because it’s very dense there. 

Now, when you first started coming to Earth in physical form, there really weren’t any Near Earth realms, so 
in between lifetimes you’d go usually back to your angelic families. But now these Near Earth realms have 
gotten so dense, so congested, that it’s actually difficult to go beyond them when you die – when a person dies.

This is part of mass consciousness also. Mass consciousness has a huge influence. Huge influence, and most 
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people aren’t even aware what it does. It’s kind of the new headband, but it’s a cloud. It’s a thought cloud 
surrounding the planet.

So if you would like to, we can do just a release form mass consciousness. Good. Good. And if you don’t 
want to, that’s fine. You can listen to the construction noise outside. (Adamus chuckles)

Let’s do that. Let’s take a deep breath and have another experience. 

Take a deep breath …

So mass consciousness is the collection of all the thoughts, all the mental activity that humans have ever 
had. It’s like a cloud around the Earth. 

Most people are connected into it very deeply. In other words, they allow mass consciousness to influence 
or guide their life. Mass consciousness has even gotten more effective or powerful with the advent of mass 
communications – television, radio, Internet. These are all part of mass consciousness, and they all have a 
way of planting suggestions. They all use hypnosis. Not intentionally. It just is the way it is. 

So that when you hear a commercial on television, it’s like a suggestion. When you read something on the 
Internet, it goes in like a suggestion.

Now, information is wonderful. It’s good to have a lot of information that is available to you these days. But 
it comes back to being discerning. Only letting in or choosing what you want. 

Let’s take a deep breath … 

You are a sovereign being. You’re not part of a collective. You are a sovereign free being with your own 
thoughts and your own feelings. You’re a sovereign being capable of making your own choices. A sovereign 
being who can absolutely create your own reality. 

Your welcomed to use any of the tools here on Earth, but you’re not locked into things like mass consciousness. 
Wonderful to hear other people’s thoughts, to listen to other people’s music, to see other people’s creations, 
but you’re not locked into them. You’re not part of mass consciousness. You are a sovereign being. 

So take a deep breath …

Imagine this mass consciousness is a cloud. Imagine how you’ve been connected into it, tied into it … just 
going along with it.

(pause)

How the mind is adapted into mass consciousness …

(pause)

And now imagine yourself disconnecting from the cloud … flying away from the cloud …

(pause)
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Freeing yourself of mass consciousness …

(pause)

… so that you can feel your own sovereignty … 

(pause)

… so that you can create your own reality …

(pause)

… so that you can realize your own I Am Presence.

(pause)

Imagine yourself flying away from mass consciousness. You don’t need to be connected like that ever again. 
You’re not dependent on it. 

(pause)

You’re not limited by it. 

(pause)

This is truly the I Am. I Am that I Am. Sovereign, free. 

When you release yourself from mass consciousness you realize that all of the energy that you need you can 
create or bring in yourself. All of the wisdom that you seek is already there. 

(pause)

All of the support you ask for is there even before you ask. 

(pause)

All of the abundance that you would choose in your life is already there just waiting to be activated. 

(pause)

All of the energies of physical balance, mental balance are already there. You see, a sovereign being 
will see this, will understand it. Those who are still connected into mass consciousness will always be 
dependent on something outside of them. That’s the illusion of mass consciousness. It keeps people 
dependent, wanting, desiring. 

But here as a sovereign being, you realize that it’s here for you right now. You actually created it before you 
ever knew you would need it. Everything comes from within, and it’s already there. 
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That, my dear friends, is a sovereign being.

(pause)

You don’t have to worry about ever getting sucked back into mass consciousness if you choose sovereignty. 

So take a deep breath … 

Take a deep breath … releasing these headbands, releasing mass consciousness, releasing dependence on 
others, releasing your excuses for limitations. 

Releasing hypnosis …

(pause)

Releasing that thing you call vulnerability. Releasing ‘them’ from your life.

Makes you wonder, who were they? Who was ‘them’? How often did you use that term – “Well, ‘they’ said 
something was going to happen. ‘They’ devalued the peso. ‘They’ had problems getting foods to the store. 
‘They’ told me that I wasn’t qualified.” Who is they? Who is that big cloud of mass consciousness – the 
faceless nameless ‘them’?

So, dear Shaumbra, take a good deep breath back in your bodies. Good deep breath …

(pause)

Back into the room, back into your being. 

Once you’re free of these headbands and mass consciousness, it’s much easier now to start bringing in very 
balanced energies and directing them to how you want your life, your reality manifested. Much easier. When 
you have the cloud, when you have the headbands, it’s actually difficult to create your own reality. Once 
you really let yourself go from that, once you make that conscious choice to let those headbands and mass 
consciousness go, you’ll find creating things is much easier, doesn’t take nearly as much energy. The effects 
are very, very quick. It happens right away. Then you just walk through life in synchronicity. Everything just 
happens to be there at the right time, the right place. Whether it’s money or people, whether it’s an angelic 
being. It just happens to be there. You don’t even have to think about it anymore. That’s synchronicity. 
That’s living as a sovereign being.

Sovereign being also understands that energies want to serve you. You get it? Energies want to serve you. 
They really do. Some of you are reluctant. Say, “Well, I don’t want to ask for too much.” Why not?! There’s 
a lot of energy out there. There’s more than the universe, all of creation could ever use. There’s a huge 
stockpile of it. Use it! It doesn’t go away. After you’re done using it, it doesn’t disappear. Use it. Energies 
want to serve you.

Energies can come from other people. It can come from angelic beings. It can come … so many of you 
would really like to have a little bit more angelic support, but you’re afraid to ask for it. You don’t think 
you’re worthy. You are worthy. Just ask for it. They’ll be there. 
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Energy can come in the way of money, physical health, intuition. The list goes on and on. Energies want to 
serve you. Period. Even if you think you’re a bad person, those energies are going to serve you by creating 
the reality that you’re a bad person. So make a choice. Make a choice for what you want. Those energies 
will come in.

So with that, dear Shaumbra, time for lunch break. Linda’s going to breathe with you to get you really back 
grounded in your bodies. Really centered in yourself. 

So take a good deep breath with Linda. I’ll return after your lunch break. Thank you. 
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I Am that I Am, a little bit loco, oh, Adamus.

So we have our experience with removing headbands, releasing mass consciousness. It actually brings up some 
issues of potential chaos, because when the mind is no longer controlling things, when you don’t have all these 
very specific inputs of energy, you tend to feel a little crazy, a little chaotic. It’s good. Yes. The most interesting 
humans are the ones that are a little bit crazy. The most fun humans are a little bit crazy. (laughter) 

Many of you have relied on input from other people – their acceptance, also their criticism to guide and 
determine your own life. As you release the headbands in mass consciousness, it’s also important to release 
what others really think about you. How they judge you, whether you’re standing out in the crowd a little bit, 
because actually while they may criticize you at first, underneath they really do appreciate that free spirit and 
appreciate you being yourself. They’re just kind of testing you to see if it’s real or if you’re just making it up.

Chaos is nothing more than just energy. It hasn’t been put into a form yet. The mind doesn’t understand it, so 
it says it’s chaotic. It wants it to fit into a nice neat box where you who are venturing into the other realms, 
who are opening up, understand that chaos is just energy, and as you make choices in your life, that energy 
will come in to support those choices.

I love chaos. I love sometimes just letting myself expand into the very chaotic realms in the universe, 
because I know they’re not going to consume me. They’re not going to turn me inside out. I can go in and 
just experience that chaos in a very beautiful way.

So often you’ve been reluctant to be around chaos, but, you know, sometimes just being in the middle of a 
storm – lightning, thunder, rain – is an amazing experience.

So take a deep breath …

Chaos is not your enemy. Chaos will not throw you out of balance. Any time you’re in a situation, chaotic 
tense situation, and you feel that you’re losing yourself, just take a deep breath. Remember I Am that I Am. 
Play with chaos.

Session 6
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So with that said, next I’m going to have Linda do writing, so we’ll change seats.

LINDA: You just want the comfy cushion.

ADAMUS: The comfortable seat, yes. 

So, next, there is an epidemic on this planet right now. There is an imbalance that’s growing exponentially 
every day. It is mental imbalance. 

More cases right now of people with schizophrenia, delusion, depression. More people going crazy seeing 
psychiatrists, psychologists, not knowing how to cope with things. I would say that at least five percent, 
perhaps as much as ten percent of the human population will be diagnosed as having mental illness. That’s a 
lot. That’s a lot. That doesn’t even take into account the ones who have not been diagnosed, that are having 
symptoms, but haven’t sort any type of help or medication. It could be as high as 25 percent of the human 
population having a type of mental imbalance. 

Imagine what that’s doing to mass consciousness. Imagine the living hell and the torment that these people 
are going through, as I imagine you can, because so many of you have experienced it yourself.

What’s happening is that there is a shift in consciousness taking place – going beyond the mental era, 
going beyond the mind – that’s causing this pressure in the mental region, in the mind part of humanity, 
causing tremendous imbalance. Ultimately, these imbalances will actually help consciousness shift beyond 
the mind. But right now, it is truly an epidemic.

So what are people doing? Well, the people that have the issues are either suffering and trying their best to 
cope, but doing it very mentally. Remember I talked about this morning – trying to figure it out. “What’s 
wrong with me? Why am I thinking crazy? Why does everything seem to be disoriented?” Or when they 
do seek help, so often they go to, what I would call, traditional psychologists who really don’t understand 
what’s going on. The traditional psychologists are going to try to settle the situation down to a degree, but 
they’re not really getting into the root cause, because they don’t understand how the mind works. They don’t 
understand how the mind was developed and how it’s evolved.

So they tend to actually – most traditional psychologists – tend to get very caught up in a very mental 
therapy. So it’s like mental trying to treat mental. Ultimately, it doesn’t work. Yes, it has a small degree of 
success, but ultimately it doesn’t work.

Knowing that it didn’t work so well, there were some research types, medical types, who came up with the 
next solution. They’re called psychotropic drugs, psychiatric drugs, mind drugs. And because these mind 
drugs do provide temporary relief, ___ won’t like ___.

Tobias and I have talked in detail before about what happens with these psychiatric drugs. They take the 
natural rhythms, the natural waves of the mind, and they suppress them. They flatten them. Right now you 
have mental activity going in waveforms, certain waveforms. Sometimes, rather smooth. Sometimes, rather 
erratic. But these are natural. 

As you know from your own awakening process, there are some difficult times – depression or elation or 
just feeling crazy. But when one takes these medications, it flattens the natural waves. And it does something 
else. It actually energetically fools the mind into staying in that condition and dependent on these drugs, 
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even after a person goes off. A very interesting phenomena that medical researchers have not really come to 
understand yet. Even when a person goes off these drugs, the mind is still conditioned to them a year, two 
years, five years, ten years after. And right now there is not really a particularly good therapy – traditional 
therapies – for helping people get off these medications. They actually do a plunge – a deep dive – after they 
get off.

So what do most do? They reduce the level of the prescription. They reduce the amount they’re taking, 
but they never really get off. So even though they greatly reduce the quantity, the same effect of flat lining 
natural rhythms of the mind is still there.

You can almost feel into the types of problems this is going to cause for generations to come. You’re going 
to have a lot of people mentally and even physically addicted to these drugs. When somebody is flat lined 
like this, there’s not a shine in their eyes. There’s not a life force energy around them. Their personality, their 
sovereign being is hidden somewhere else. They’re existing; they’re functioning; they’re eating, going to 
their jobs, but there’s no vitality. There’s no passion.

The next thing that has been learned about these medications is after a while, usually a period of about a 
year, maybe two years, the person who’s been taking the drugs starts to experience a different and new form 
of depression, getting even more depressed than when they weren’t even taking the drugs in the first place. 
Their condition worsens and they still can’t get off of these medications.

There’s a higher incidence of suicide with people who are taking psychiatric drugs than those who don’t, in 
increased levels. This is a fact, my dear friends, published in scientific journals. But nobody’s stopping to 
say, “What’s wrong with all this? What’s really causing this problem?”

So what do they do? They come out with a new drug that you take in addition to the existing drugs. A drug on 
top of a drug. The secondary drug that they’re taking tries to push the brain waves back up to stimulate them 
again. One [new thing] can happen. Total chaos, because now you have – you’re trying to suppress some 
brain waves; you’re trying to increase others. Pretty soon the person is going to have a total breakdown. 

I’m not trying to … Cauldre’s questioning me here. I’m not trying to scare anybody. I’m just trying to tell 
you the realities of a mental society, the realities of those who are still very, very much stuck in the mind.

Now, we’re starting to have more and more people who are crossing over or dying, coming to the other 
realms. They’re getting older. They’ve been on these drugs for a while. You can imagine now when they 
get to the other realms how difficult it is for us – for the angelic beings or those who are in service to the 
ones crossing over – to work with them, to help them understand (a) that they’re dead, because they were 
feeling dead before they ever left the physical body. A more and more difficult time when they enter into the 
Near Earth realms to try to get them to keep moving to higher levels of consciousness, because when one 
goes to the Near Earth realms, doesn’t move beyond, the likelihood of having a, what I call, an unconscious 
reincarnation is very high. In other words, they’re not planning their next life. They’re not feeling into the 
wisdom of what they learned in this life. They’re not feeling into their soul self. They’re almost in a coma.

They come to the other side and generally they’re attracted to regions of the Near Earth realms that are gray, 
colorless, not very energized, dull, sad, and they just hang out. They just kind of float in these realms until 
they are sucked back into another lifetime on Earth. 

I know most of you think, “Well, yes, but when you cross over to the other realms, isn’t it glorious? You 
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meet all your friends and then angels, and you plan your next lifetime.” Not with most humans, and it’s 
getting even worse with these psychiatric drugs.

It indicates that there is a huge issue of really understanding the mind, going beyond the mind – what we’re 
doing here right now. The good news is taking even a small group of humans like this and in some of the 
other gatherings that we have, with you going beyond the mind and you creating new potentials, not only 
puts these potentials into human mass consciousness, but also puts it into the Near Earth realms. 

But I say that you’re pioneers, and I say that you’re affecting humanity. You truly are. I have to laugh 
sometimes when – I laugh a lot – but I have to laugh when I hear somebody say, “Oh, this lifetime seems so 
insignificant. I’m just a middle manager at a small company, and I haven’t done anything important or make 
a different on this planet.” My dear friends, you are. You are making a difference.

What you’re doing here is actually going to help break through this mental limitation – help break humanity 
through the mental era into the era of true consciousness. 

So take a deep breath and thank yourself for what you’re doing.

And it really is pioneer work what we are doing in discussing here is not being done in many other places. 
Truly unique work. And I know sometimes you feel a little odd – “What’s going on with me?” And maybe a 
little upset stomach or feeling a little disoriented. It’s because we’re really moving through some energy here.

So it raises the question for some of you here who have been on these drugs, on these psychiatric drugs and 
are now off. You say, “Well, what is the long term effect?” The fact that you’ve been able to get off of these 
drugs is good, and the fact that you’re doing this work here of going beyond the mind is going to make a 
huge difference in getting the brain waves back into a natural and vital rhythm. If you’re still on these right 
now – you’re still on these medications – keep reducing the quantity. Keep reducing the quantity. Breathe, 
breathe and breathe. And I know you get tired of me saying breathe all the time. 

LINDA: With the supervision of your doctor.

ADAMUS: It’s the best things that you … the doctors don’t understand, my dear. Supervision of your doctor 
– they’re going to tell you to increase your medications. I’m so sorry, but a New Energy doctor, yes. 

LINDA: This is for entertainment only, not for medical acceptance.

ADAMUS: A New Energy doctor. You see what I have to put up with. (laughter)

Breathing. Breathing, being … water. Water is good. Drinking water, being in water, all help soothe the symptoms.

Licorice – real licorice, not the candy licorice – but licorice root will help to a degree. It’s not a cure, but 
licorice root will help with some of the symptoms. Licorice. (someone’s asking “What is that?”)

LINDA: This is for entertainment value only. (she giggles)

ADAMUS: Licorice root and one other – one other. Chocolate. Chocolate. (audience responds with approval) 
Dark chocolate. Dark chocolate has a soothing effect on both the body and the mind. Dark chocolate also 
helps to get that natural rhythm going.
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If you’re on these medications now, as we’ve talked about before, it will be impossible to have enlightenment 
or ascension, whether it’s here on Earth, whether it’s in the other realms. Why? Because they suppress the 
natural energies and the natural expansion of your consciousness. So …

Okay, next. Are you ready to write?

LINDA: I know why you moved me out of that chair.

ADAMUS: I have a job for you. Good.

I want to briefly talk about my definition of the four – let’s see – five categories of mental imbalance. The 
first four are what regular humans – not Shaumbra, not lightworkers – humans are going through. The fifth 
is specifically yours. These are mental imbalances. And here I will say no that I am not a clinical expert, 
however, I am a spiritual Master. 

The first category of mental imbalance for normal regular humans is dissociation. Dissociation. 

LINDA:  I’m sorry … no …

ADAMUS: Not disassociation. Dissociation. 

LINDA: Oh, oh.

ADAMUS: Dissociation. I’ll talk. She can write.

Dissociation occurs generally when somebody is very traumatized such as in sexual abuse, such as in 
even like an accident. Could be a car accident. When there is a severe emotional trauma. What happens in 
dissociation is that a part of that person – the traumatized part – literally leaves. Leaves. It goes somewhere 
else. We also know it as aspects. Aspects. 

To a degree, everyone has some dissociated aspects of themselves. To some degree or the other. In the most 
severe cases, we have what you call multiple personality disorder where the person is so fragmented, broken 
apart, they no longer even recognize what is their core self, you know, the regular human self. So they have a 
variety of aspects moving in, moving out, all the time, trying to take control, because they realize the human 
is so weakened, so fragmented, that the human is no longer even trying to take control even through the mind. 

In these severe cases, the aspects are battling for a person’s soul. The aspect themselves does not have a soul. 
It’s a part of the soul human being. But when the human is no longer taking responsibility, the aspects are 
going to start fighting for the soul. 

In these severe cases, the aspects literally hate the human – hate the original human – because they blame 
that human for their trauma and for their dissociation. It’s very difficult to try to put back together a person 
who is extremely dissociated, because oftentimes fragments of their energy – not to the other realms – 
scatter across the universe. Oftentimes, doesn’t even recognize the other aspects of itself. There are some 
cases on Earth where a person with very high psychic energy gets very dissociated and literally can once in 
a while rebirth an aspect to another physical body at the same time the person – regular person – is incarnate 
on Earth. In other words, they have another physical self somewhere. 
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It is not a good idea for these physical selves to meet each other. They’re in tremendous psychic conflict with 
each other. These are not lost soul mates. They are psychic enemies of each other. It takes tremendous work 
on our part in the other realms to try to bring them back together after death. Not very often that they’ll ever 
come back together in this realm.

These are the extreme and very difficult cases. By the way, also most cases of what you would call possession 
– demonic possession – are just aspects. Really not the devil taking over, not Satan. It’s a person’s very evil, 
hateful and powerful aspect. So when they’re trying to do an exorcism – yes; trying to get that through 
Cauldre – an exorcism on a person, it’s really not Satan, but it’s acting like it. 

If there were experts that were trained in how to bring back the aspects, there would be more successful 
cases than what we have right now. You can imagine somebody dissociated with that level of trauma, would 
be a very, very difficult road ahead. 

Along those lines, I’m going suggest one of my books that I suggested before, but this gives you a glimpse 
into what is really happening in the other realms. This book was not an exaggeration. It’s not fiction. It’s a 
very real story. The book is called … dear Linda …

LINDA: Write it?

ADAMUS: Yes, please. And you just – yeah then say it.

LINDA: What dreams may come.

ADAMUS: Nooo. 

LINDA: What?! Red lion?

ADAMUS: The Red Lion. 

LINDA: Ohhh. 

ADAMUS: The Red Lion. (audience says “Oh”) Yes.

LINDA: I don’t like that book.

ADAMUS: I created the original manuscript of this book. Actually, at the turn of the 19th century, delivered 
it to one of my helpers. It was published in 1945. It will give you real insights into what happens. And Linda 
will be the first to say that this can be a difficult and challenging book. Not necessarily a happy story. Any 
of you dealing with counseling, psychology, psychiatry – an excellent, profound read. Yes. 

SHAUMBRA 1 (woman): Psychiatry.

ADAMUS: Psychiatry, yes. Good to read it. It’s out of print right now, but it can be found. And Cauldre’s 
telling me that this will be passed along to everybody here. You can get it as a downloadable pdf through an 
Australian source. 

LINDA: It’s in Spanish.
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ADAMUS: Yes, Spanish. Through the same library. In Spanish. Espanol. Good.

So, dear friends, so first back to our categories. First category, dissociation. All of you have a degree of 
dissociation with parts of yourself. Something traumatic that happened when you were young. Sometimes a 
car accident that was so painful and difficult, you dissociate it. 

The dissociated aspects will come back to you, actually they want to come back to you. They will come back 
to you when you do what? (someone says “When you love yourself”) Do an exorcism? (some laughter) No. 
When you love yourself. When you love yourself. That’s all they want. That part of you is – that’s what it 
wants for you to love yourself. True love for self. Not just telling yourself an affirmation “I love me. I love 
me,” but a real love for self.

If you’re interested in understanding how to really develop love for yourself and not be feeding off of other 
people, try Tobias’ Sexual Energy School. It is the clearest, easiest, best way I know to return back the love. 
But loving yourself is still difficult. One of the two most difficult things a human will ever do. 

Loving yourself, taking care of yourself, treating yourself to things – good things. This will bring the 
dissociated parts of you back. They’re like children who went away because the house – the mother and 
father are fighting or drunks or there’s so much anger in the house. So the little child runs away. The little 
child really wants the home to be a safe space, really wants to be back, but is going to stay away until he 
knows it’s safe. 

Next category. Suppression. This is pretty common with humans and it creates a mental imbalance, because 
they suppress certain things. It’s a type of denial. They pretend it didn’t happen. They sweep it under the 
carpet, so to speak. They ignore it. 

Suppression leads to delusion. Delusion is basically living in a false reality. Most humans to a degree have 
been in delusion. Some very extreme delusion. They lie to themselves. It’s interesting. They lie. A lie creates 
an energy; the energy then starts to manifest. It appears to be real. But remember it was based on a lie. Pretty 
soon you’re living a lie. You have to make up another lie to cover up the original one, and then another 
lie and another lie. These are all forms of suppression. It creates false reality. It’s like building a false wall 
around yourself. It’s really not there, but you believe that it is.

Sooner or later, suppression will lead to depression. Suppression will lead to depression, sadness, crying for 
no reason, no life force energy. You push everything down. You’ve hidden it, so it’s not calling on energy, 
not bringing in life force energy as it naturally would.

There’s a book that was written – People of the Lie – about this very subject. It gets into what happens when 
you suppress or you lie. You create false realities.

It’s better to take a look at the reality around you, take a deep breath and accept all of it. Accept yourself. Not 
trying to deny anything, not trying to hide anything, but accepting it. And then in that acceptance, reminding 
yourself that you can change it any time you want. You don’t like your reality, you can change it. You don’t 
like something about yourself, you can bring in the energy to change it. 

Suppression is generally not as traumatic as dissociation. In other words, everybody does it to a degree and 
they can still kind of function. But ultimately, it will lead to depression.
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Next category. Next category. Being up there, ready to write. Miscommunication. Miscommunication. 
Within your physical body and mind, you have an elaborate communications network called the Anayatron. 
These are like light and energy pulses constantly going at any given point. Right now there are thousands 
of these little communications taking place in your body. Your eyes watching me, your ears listening, your 
awareness of the room, you know, blood moving in your body, the organs doing what the organs do. This is 
all happening very naturally, very gracefully and beautifully. 

There are times when miscommunication occurs. This is basically when you go out of trust with yourself. 
You’re no longer trusting the natural physical and mental systems. 

So suddenly, the system itself starts responding to your mistrust. Energy is [lowered], so if you’re not 
trusting yourself, the Anayatron, the energies will start miscommunicating in perfect response to your lack 
of self-trust. 

What does this mean? Well, it means that maybe your leg is going to start going numb. It means that maybe 
you’re going to start developing some aches and pains in your body that really shouldn’t be there. It means 
that perhaps you’re going to start gaining weight, because you’re miscommunicating. Your body has a 
natural mechanism to maintain a very wonderful, beautiful balanced weight. But when you’re not trusting 
yourself, this Anayatron starts compensating by miscommunicating and storing fat. 

In the worst case situation, the miscommunications leads to things like autism and ultimately even Alzheimer’s. 
Miscommunication, by the way, this mental condition, the miscommunication, happens frequently towards 
the end of a person’s life when they start releasing themselves from the connection points that keep them on 
this planet. That’s when they start getting Alzheimer’s. Alzheimer’s is not always a bad thing. For the ones 
who don’t have it, it could be difficult. But oftentimes a person with Alzheimer’s is literally just going off 
into the other dimensions prior to death. It’s like a pre-death experience of being very multidimensional. I’m 
not saying it’s a good thing, I’m just saying sometimes it’s not as bad as what humans consider it.

To get back this communication, this natural communication network in your body, get back into trust in 
yourself, back into breathing, back into letting your body’s communication network do what it knows how 
to do. That includes integrating with the mind. That includes releasing toxins that naturally go [out]. But 
your body knows how to release them. That means letting your body go through illness, what you say is 
illness, once in a while. A good cold or flu does you wonders. Not that you should be sick all of the time, but 
pretty natural for a physical body to get a flu or a cold once every year or two. Completely natural.

Most humans try to stop it and say, “No, I can’t be sick. I have to go to work. I have to feel good.” The 
body needs some time every year or two to flush out or sweat it out, to sneeze it out or do whatever. It’s a 
purification process.

So trust your body’s natural communication system. You’ll be a lot healthier and a lot more mentally balanced. 

Number four. Mental retardation. Most of you know or met people who are mentally retarded. It usually 
occurs at birth. Born retarded. Most humans would say with a low I.Q. Most of the cases of retardation are 
karmic. Karmic. Either ancestral karma or personal karma. In other words, that soul being has chosen a life 
where they come in with certain handicaps or limitations on purpose. They’ve chosen it, because perhaps 
they had a lifetime where they abused power, and now they want to come in without that power. Perhaps in 
the past they were – they did a lot of experiments with the mind of other people. So they come back in now 
with karma to rebalance, to help them understand better what they really did. 
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By the way, yes, karma you can get off of any time you want. None of you – no one ever has to accept karma, 
but most still do. 

There’s also the ancestral karma, for instance, coming from a bloodline, a very abusive royalty. You see that 
… and that for lifetime or generation after generation a certain royalty, particularly from Europe – abuse 
their subjects, took advantage of their power. It will actually lead to a type of karmic retardation. 

There are other people, other beings, who choose to come into this lifetime mentally retarded very deliberately. 
They choose it. They don’t want a life in the mind. They want a life of experience. They don’t want to be 
consumed by mental activities. They just want to experience life. So they come in with a different type of 
mental capacity, what you call, lower mental capacity. But yet, my dear friends, look in their eyes. So many 
of them are really enjoying life. Don’t put your conditions on them. Look into their eyes. Many times they 
truly are having a grand time.

The next category, and the one probably closest to most of you, is awakening. And this has not been diagnosed 
clinically yet. Hopefully, it will be some day. Awakening is a situation of mental imbalance. (laughter) And 
that’s a good thing. That’s a good thing, because what is literally happening when a person has that call to 
awaken, that inner call from their soul and spirit, it’s also time to go beyond the mind. Sooner or later, they 
have to go beyond the mind. 

The awakening literally changes the way energies are brought into this reality, brought into the mind. How 
the energies are processed. When one starts going through the awakening process, the old brain wave 
patterns that were pretty relatively smooth start to change. They start to get very erratic. The person is going 
to experience great highs, what some of you call, spiritual experience or spiritual enlightenment, and great 
[loathe]. There’s almost nobody that I’m familiar with that’s going through a spiritual awakening that has 
not had the depression or the [loathes], because suddenly not only your brain waves, but your entire energy 
waves start taking large ups and downs. What do you try to do? You try to focus on have more highs and no 
lows. It doesn’t really work that way. 

These extremes, like kind of a like a roller coaster effect, help to build a momentum that’s going to provide a 
quantum leap. It’s building a fast up and down momentum that’s going to then shoot you into the enlightenment. 

You have these – if I could, for a moment – my pen.

LINDA: Which one?

ADAMUS: As I’ve explained it in some of our previous talks. You have these waveforms. They’re going 
something like this. Waveforms going up and down. And what happens sooner or later these waveforms now 
cross. They come together. That is the awakening zone. That is the time of enlightenment. 

So now instead of the spirit and the human waveforms never really touching, now they integrate. And 
now the rest of the journey is the dance of human and spirit, rather than the separation. But this process, 
particularly the closer you get to here, is going to cause mental imbalance. 

So what are some of the symptoms in additional to depression? Time for the microphone. What are some of 
the other symptoms of this awakening?
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LINDA: Want the microphone?

ADAMUS: Yes. What are things that you experience in additional to possible depression? Dear Linda will 
bring the microphone in a moment. She’ll bring the microphone. 

SHAUMBRA 2 (man): Times of mental vacuum.

ADAMUS: Nothing. Yeah, yeah. Nothing. Yeah. Empty space. That’s a good thing, too, by the way. Yes. 
That nothingness is when there’s not a lot of mental activity. That’s when you really can get to know 
yourself. But it can be frightening. Yes. Yes.

SHAUMBRA 3 (man): A few days ago I was on an avenue that I did not know very well. I was in a store, 
and I went out and I didn’t know which way was north or south. Knowing that it was a one-way street going 
from north to south …

ADAMUS: Yes, and what’s happening here is that you’re disconnecting your reality anchors. Every one 
of you is anchored into reality. In other words, you literally attach yourself based on electromagnetics, 
polarity, gravity, density and a lot of other elements that keeps you in this reality. But now you’re letting go 
of those. You’re letting go of the reality anchor of the mind. So suddenly everything starts getting blurry. It 
starts getting not so clearly defined. The good news is that as you go beyond the mind, you start getting into 
intuition or your divine intelligence. It’s much wiser than the mind. Good.

SHAUMBRA 4 (woman): Apathy. You don’t care about anything.

ADAMUS: No passion. Loss of passion. Absolutely, because your passion has been connected to your 
human self and your mental self. The things that you really cared about were really kind of human oriented. 
So you go through a period, a time, without a passion. It’s frightening, because you used to have a reason 
for getting up in the morning, a reason for being in life and suddenly that’s gone. What happens? Sooner or 
later you discover passion is just living. The passion is the I Am. Thank you. Yes. 

SHAUMBRA 5 (woman): The fear of being different. You’re afraid because you’re different from the rest.

ADAMUS: Yes. Are you different?

SHAUMBRA 5: Yes. (laughter)

ADAMUS: Good. Can you say that here in the crowd? Yes.

SHAUMBRA 5: Yes!

ADAMUS: Absolutely. Absolutely. Yes. This is part of the headband issue and the mass consciousness issue 
telling you that you should be the same as everyone. Don’t stand out in a crowd. Don’t be loud. Don’t talk 
good about yourself even. There are laws in certain countries, laws in certain European countries, that you 
cannot speak well of yourself. Absolutely. Thank you. Yes. Good. Yes.

SHAUMBRA 6 (man): A sensation that your body’s too small for you. Body aches and pains Your flesh, 
your bones, everything is uneasy.
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ADAMUS: Yes, yes. Absolutely. This is not so much a mental condition as a physical condition, and it’s 
very true. Suddenly, you become uneasy in your body, because literally your DNA is being rewoven or 
recreated, and so and now the rest of your body senses that. So your bones start aching and your shoulders 
start aching, and some days you don’t even want to be in your skin. Absolutely. And sometimes it develops 
into rashes and scratching. Yes, yes. Make sure you don’t have bedbugs. (laughter) 

SHAUMBRA 6: There are period of sleep … 

TRANSLATOR: She used to sleep a lot but now she wakes up many times.

ADAMUS: Terrible sleep patterns. Terrible sleep patterns, because there’s this concept of reworking of the 
biology and the mind and your dream states are going to change. So your sleep states will also change. 

I’d like each and every one of you to consider getting out of the old habit of eight hours of continuous sleep. 
As a matter of fact, you’re not going to have eight hours of continued sleep anymore. No. You may have four 
or five hours. And later in the day take a short 20 or 30 minute nap. That old pattern of 16 hours of waking, 
eight hours of sleeping, that’s going away.

LINDA: And we get winked at, because you wake up at 2:22 or 3:33. 

ADAMUS: Yes. Yes.

SHAUMBRA 7 (woman): Intense and constant sadness. 

ADAMUS: Yes, absolutely. Absolutely. That is because you’re literally – your old identity has died. You’re 
literally losing your identity, and there’s a sadness about it. Or also understand when you lose your old 
identity, you’re also getting your new full consciousness identity. 

So there’s … one more. 

SHAUMBRA 8 (woman): Besides the noticeable loss of sleep, the waking time is not so effective, not such 
a good memory. … separation … no attention. 

ADAMUS: Good. No more. No more.

LINDA: One more! We must. 

ADAMUS: No more. Then we’re going to have time for questions and answers. Sorry. 

So back to addressing the issue. Even the waking state is not as focused or concentrated. There’s a sense 
of disorientation. Again, because you’re literally changing how you understand your reality, how you’re 
connected to it. So even when you’re awake, it’s going to seem a little bit blurry, disoriented. Absolutely.

I just wanted to make my point here of these four general categories and the fifth one of awakening, because 
humans are going through tremendous mental imbalance right now. More than ever before. It’s not just 
because society is more educated or more stressful. It’s because society is going beyond the mind right now. 
You’re truly the pioneers in this. You’re not doing clinical work at the university. You’re not doing research 
work in some medical laboratory. You’re doing the real work. You’re doing the energetic and consciousness 
work for this.
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So let’s take a deep breath with that, as we continue to go beyond the mind. 

(pause)

Bring this session to a close. Short break to allow time for questions and answers and then a very special 
treat with Mary Magdalene. 

With that, it has been an honor. Thank you.
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I Am that I Am, Adamus Saint-Germain, all of the Crimson Council. 

Welcome. I love that music. I helped to write it. Truly. Yeah. Yes. I come in many, many times into, oh, 
human form. It’s an illusion. It’s temporary, but I love coming in, or I can even come in through another 
person for a short period of time, eh, kind of commingle with them.

I was with you last night. Who was I? Who did I mingle with? Who did I commingle with? Who’s the 
craziest character other than yourselves? (Adamus chuckles and Linda’s laughing) I was dancing with him 
at one point. But who was I last night? I was dancing with Jezeed. Who was I? I was a man dancing. The 
singer in the band! Yes! (some applause) Absolutely. Didn’t you notice?! Didn’t you hear the voice?!

Now, on a soul level he let me just come in and be with him. I didn’t take over his body. I just rode along 
with him for a while. So it was fun being that close with all of you last night. Some of you … (Adamus taps 
a glass; lots of laughter) Enjoyed yourself. But, dear Shaumbra, as Cauldre and Linda were saying, one of 
my greatest joys is to see you smiling. 

This journey can be difficult, challenging. You’re going beyond the mind, trying to love yourself. You’re 
dealing with mass consciousness. You’re dealing with a lot of old belief systems. You’re dealing with the 
unknown, because what’s beyond that line that separates you from being just a human stepping over that line 
into the unknown, into ascension or enlightenment?

And what you try to do is negotiate. You say, “I’ll take a little step and see how it is. How is this enlightenment? 
Am I any younger? Am I any richer? Am I any sexier?” And if not, you pull back. Unfortunately, when you 
take that step, it’s like a blind step almost, a step of total trust in yourself. It’s an experience that you’ve 
never had before. It’s an experience into the unknown.

There is a fear, and probably should be, about the demons and the dragons that are at that doorway of your 
ascension, growling and hissing at you, spitting at you, breathing fire on you, keeping you from crossing 
over. Why? Why are those demons and dragons there? Because that’s the part of you that wants to make 
sure you’re really ready, the part of you that wants to make sure that you’ve integrated your aspects before 
you cross over that line, the part of you that wants to make sure that you’ve gone beyond the mind, that 
you’ve accepted all that you are, the part of you that wants to make sure that this is what you want more 
than anything else.

Session 7
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So those demons and dragons are yours, and they’re there actually for a loving purpose. They’re asking you 
each time you approach this threshold of enlightenment, “Are you really, really ready? Is this something 
you’re really choosing or is it just a game?”

When we gather like this we move a lot of energy. We change ea lot of beliefs. We release a lot of things 
that no longer are appropriate. So that perhaps the next time or the time after that or the time after that that 
you approach this threshold of enlightenment, perhaps the next time you won’t see demons and dragons at 
that door. You’ll see angels – angels from the House of Michael and the House of Gabriel – one on each 
side. You’ll see their beautiful glow. You’ll see the love in their eyes, and they’ll say, “It’s time to step over.” 
Yes! That’s when you know it’s right. When these demons and dragons aren’t there, but rather loving angels 
acknowledging that you truly are ready.

So let’s take a deep breath with that, my dear friends.

Two points before we start our work today. First point is that mental imbalance or mental breakdown 
is a spiritual experience. It sounds odd, particularly for those of you who are trained in counseling and 
psychiatry. But actually, a good mental breakdown usually leads to a good spiritual enlightenment. It 
may take a few lifetimes, but who really cares. (Adamus chuckles) You saw the humor. Nobody else did. 
(Adamus chuckles again)

A good mental breakdown usually leads to spiritual enlightenment. Kuthumi – dear, dear Kuthumi – had a 
huge mental breakdown in his lifetime as Kuthumi. Kuthumi was very smart. Went to the university, studied 
everything. He also had an interest in the esoteric. So he was trying to study his way using philosophy, 
religion and the occult, trying to study his way into enlightenment until he had such a mental congestion, 
mental impasse, that everything broke apart. Best thing that could have happened to him, because if it 
hadn’t, he would have had another lifetime and another. He’d probably be in the university somewhere right 
now in the world studying, still seeking his enlightenment. 

But no, he had a breakdown. Caused him to be bedridden for two years, drooling on himself. Had to have 
somebody help him to use the – ahem – toilet facility; couldn’t feed himself. During that time he went 
through hell in the other realms while he was in this type of coma. 

He met his demons and dragons. He stood at the doorway of his own enlightenment filled with fear and 
panic. He had the worst of nightmares that you could imagine. He faced every dissociated aspect that he had. 
He faced every fear. He shut down his potentials and only saw his probabilities. 

Until one day in this state of mental breakdown, he said, “No more. No more. I am enlightened. Yes, I am 
enlightened.” And at that moment, he saw the angels at the doorways, and he took that step. Phew! Enlightenment. 

Kuthumi chose to continue walking on the face of this Earth for 24 years after his enlightenment. Most of 
the Masters have died the physical death shortly after enlightenment. Why? Because Earth, while it is a 
beautiful place, is also very dense, very, very harsh, very difficult on one’s psychic. Very difficult to stay free 
while still being in this very dense environment. 

But Kuthumi said, “No. I want to walk this Earth as a Master enlightened. I want to share my light with 
others. I want to do the things that I’ve always dreamt of doing, but now as an enlightened being.” So he did.
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He met other people – people who he had never encountered before in the universe setting. He learned to 
really appreciate food, learned to appreciate sex. Hm. Learned to really breathe the air for the first time – 
really breathe it.

And I tell you this story, my dear friends, because if you’ve had any issues of mental imbalance, you’re 
having problems with that brain of yours, it’s okay. It’s okay. Usually, just part of the process. Don’t be too 
hard on yourself. Don’t try to figure it out. Just take a deep breath and say, “Yes, I am enlightened.”

I tell you this story also because when you finally can accept your own enlightenment, I would love if you 
stayed on this planet in physical form. You don’t need to, but I would love if you did, because, first of all, you’ll 
get to enjoy some of the things that you’ve never allowed yourself to enjoy before – like dancing. (laughter) I 
picked a messenger who can speak but can’t dance. (Adamus chuckles and some audience laughter)

Secondly, I’d like you to stay on this planet, because there are about 70 million other people who are 
awakening right now. They’re going through what you went through three lifetimes ago, one lifetime ago, 
20 years ago. And they don’t believe so much in angels or noble Frenchmen. (some laughter) You can laugh 
now. (more laughter) They’re very mistrusting of themselves and of anything having to do with religions or 
spiritual organizations. 

They’re going through this process of mental imbalance, depression, sadness, and what they really need to 
see is a human angel – one like you, one that can stand in their own I Am Presence radiating their own light; 
one that is able to command energies to serve them; one that can laugh and smile, even at human conflict; 
one that can take a deep breath and rejuvenate their own body; one that can teach and guide others. 

They need you, my friends. They don’t need me. I’m not going to be here much longer in this role that 
I’m playing right now, because it’s you that they need. Not me. They need to see a human who has walked 
through the valley of the shadow of death, a human who has walked through the night of their own darkness 
and come out the other side as their whole true enlightened self. 

That’s why you’re here. That is why you’re here. That is why you chose to be here on this Earth right now. 
You didn’t have to be. You could’ve stayed with us in the Crimson Council helping to support and guide the 
human teachers down here. But no, you said, “I choose to be there,” not only a teacher, but a Standard for 
others. Not just a teacher, but also a human who has gone through this process of spiritual integration in this 
lifetime and stayed on the planet. That’s why you’re here. Everything else is incidental. Everything – your 
families, your jobs, your studies, your problems. They are incidental, secondary. They are not that important. 
What’s important is you being here at this time of the greatest change of consciousness on this planet.

Ah! Not just this planet, but in the cosmos anywhere. Anywhere. 

So take a deep breath with that.

It’s time to stop diminishing yourself for being critical and take a look at yourself as I see you. Eh? Are those 
big shoes to fill? Not really. Not really. 

So let’s talk – well, let’s take another good deep breath. Hmm.

Your energy smells like sweet roses this morning and a little bit of alcohol from last night. (laughter) 
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Here’s the best news that you’ll ever hear the rest of your lifetime. (Adamus is writing on the board; audience 
responds with approval and applause) I have to admit something. I told Cauldre what I was going to talk 
about and told him to look it up in Google. (laughter) 

So, dear friends, the best news that you’re going to hear is that ascension, enlightenment, is a natural 
process. You don’t have to do a thing. You really don’t. Ah! Your brain thinks that you need to do something. 
You have to work at it. You have to study it or analyze it. You don’t have to do a damn thing, because it’s a 
natural process. 

Evolution is natural. Expansion of spirit is natural. Enlightenment is natural. It’s going to come sooner or 
later. You don’t have to do a thing. You don’t have to pay for it, study for it, pray for it, suffer for it. Not at 
all. It’s a natural thing. That’s good. 

So you can take a deep breath right now and relax and stop worrying are you going to make it. It’s just a 
matter of when. Do you want it now? You want it five years from now? You want it five lifetimes from now? 
Doesn’t really matter. It’s going to happen. 

So you can just sit right back and relax into your ascension. It means you can enjoy life, means you can stop 
worrying about, “Oh when am I going to get there.” (Adamus kisses someone; she laughs) It’s a natural 
process.

The Ascended Masters – there are about 9,000 Ascended Masters – the Ascended Masters will tell you the 
same thing. They’ll say, “I wished I hadn’t worked so damn hard at this. I actually got in my own way. I 
wished I had just stood back and enjoyed life, did a little breathing, had fun and let it happen.”

When you accept the fact that it is a natural process – for every one of you, no exceptions – it changes your 
whole energy composition. It changes the way you attract energies into your life. It changes the way your 
body rejuvenates itself and the way your mind reacts to things. You stop stressing over it, you stop searching 
for it, and you let it just become. 

Then it’s a matter of saying, “How do I want to experience what’s going to happen naturally anyway? Do I 
want to experience it with a lot of mental issues?” Do you want to experience it with financial problems, a 
little disease, a little or a lot of self-doubt? Probably not. Probably not. You can experience it any way you 
want. Really. Any way you want. By doing what? (someone says “Selecting”) Making a choice. Selecting 
it. Making a choice. 

It brings up an interesting discussion. How do you make a choice? What is a choice? Most humans really 
don’t choose. Really don’t. Most humans actually aren’t free. They don’t have free will. This is one of my 
favorite discussions with Shaumbra. A couple of years ago posed the question do humans have free will? 
And everybody said, “Yes! We have free will.” I said, “No you don’t. No.” You think you do, because you 
can make a few choices. What color socks you’re going to wear today? Which way you’re going to drive to 
work? Are you going to have bread or fruit for breakfast? So you lead yourself into believing that you have 
choices, that you have free will, but it’s really a game.

Most humans select from a narrow list of probabilities, rather than a broad expansive list of potentials. We’ll 
talk about that in just a moment.

The question is how do you make a choice. I’ll make this very simple. Saying something like “I want to 
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win the lottery” is not really a very good choice. You can do it, but aren’t there a few things that are more 
important than winning the lottery? Saying that you want a really good relationship with another person, to 
find a man. It’s a common one with Shaumbra. “I want to find a man.” And even some of the men say that. 
(laughter) Why not? It’s a common one, but, eh, it’s a choice, but is that really all that important considering 
that it’s probably best to have a relationship with yourself first?

A lot of Shaumbra say, “I want happiness.” What’s happiness? What’s happiness? Probably having a man 
and winning the lottery. (Adamus chuckles) I contend that most people have no clue what happiness is 
anyway. So when you’re making a choice, you want it to be very clear, very tangible. 

There are some that say, “I just want love.” Just want love. You mean from another person? From yourself? 
I contend that most humans have a really, actually bad feeling about love. The word sounds good, but 
the experience with love is generally not so good. Many of you – right after you received a beating from 
your parents were told that I’m doing this because I love you. Peow! Many of you have had the traumatic 
experience of having a partner, a mate, a spouse say, “Oh, by the way, I’m leaving you after all these years. 
I’m walking out. I really love you, but I found somebody else.” 

A lot of you hear this word love from others – “I love you so much – um, could I have some money?” 
(Adamus chuckles and some audience laughter) I love you a lot – could you do me some favors? I love you, 
could we go to bed and have sex? 

So love is actually not that great of a choice unless you really understand what love is. So when it comes 
down to making choices of how do you want to experience your enlightenment, your ascension, what would 
you say? What would you say? How do you want to experience it? Just feel into that for a moment for 
yourself. How do you really want to experience it? 

(pause)

There’s no right or wrong answer here. 

(pause)

How do you want to experience your enlightenment? The rest of your days here on Earth?

(pause) 

(someone says “Prosperity”)

(pause)

Because you can make that choice, you truly can. You just need to be clear about it. You need to be clear.

So many of you say, “Well, I’m not really sure. I’ll think about it later. I’m not sure if I’m going to say it 
right.” We have a long list of basically human mental needs, but not necessarily the true soul desire. So how 
do you want to experience it?

(pause)
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You might want to write that down on a piece of paper for yourself.

If it was me, I’d want to experience my enlightenment on Earth with awareness. I want to be aware of what 
the hell’s going on. Also clarity – I want to be clear about things. I want to experience it with myself, with 
me, with the I Am Presence. 

(pause)

Also I want to experience it in joy … 

(pause)

And I want to experience it by my choice, not by mass consciousness or other people, but the way I want to 
experience it, and I reserve the right to change it at any time. Reserve the right to modify my choice at any time.

Now, on a secondary level, I would choose to experience it in abundance. Why not? An abundance of 
money. Why not?! That way you have an abundance of money, you could not only do what you want, but 
you can share it with others, if you want. 

I’d also do it with an abundance of relationships. Why? Because relationships with other people are a great 
thing, very enjoyable. I’d want to do it with an abundance of health. Why be sick or in pain when you’re 
going through ascension? And a lot have done it that way, by the way. 

I’d do it with an abundance of my humanness as well. You see, when Buddha was seeking or searching for 
his ascension. In his first few phases, he did it with the denial of life. Denial of life. Basically said, “This 
thing called life and my humanness are trapping me, so therefore, I’m going to deny myself. I’m going to 
starve myself just enough to keep living. I’m not going to partake in the joys of the human experience,” 
because that, he felt, was keeping him here. 

So he was in a form of denial for a long time. Had a minor enlightenment and then went mental, tried to 
recreate it through his mind. Couldn’t. Finally, totally gave up and said, “Forget this whole spiritual journey. 
Forget it. It’s all a bunch of crap; all a bunch of makyo.” When he did that, he actually did then have a full 
enlightenment, because he allowed himself to immerse into life, allowed himself to fully immerse. Rather 
than denying, he went into immersion.

So what I’d like to do right now with each and every one of you is immerse into your life. I’d like you to get 
very relaxed here. Very relaxed, comfortable. Take a deep breath … 

There has been a tendency with all of you to try to block off parts of life – your life – block off parts of yourself. 
Certain denial of this human experience or maybe a loathing, maybe a dislike of the human experience. 
Even a rejection of certain parts of yourself – non-acceptance of certain things, habits, characteristics of 
yourself, things you’ve done. Even certain things you don’t like when you look in the mirror; say, “I wish 
that I could change this or that about my physical experience.”

Some of you wish that you had had more university training or could speak more eloquently or speak other 
languages. Some of you wish that you hadn’t done certain things in the past – wasted money, wasted time 
– whatever it happens to be. These are all forms of denial. As I talked about yesterday, they are also forms 
of suppression. Suppression. 
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These demons and dragons that stand at the door of your enlightenment are going to make sure you’re not 
suppressing anything. Are going to tell you to turn back and go around if you’re denying anything about 
yourself. 

So let’s take this opportunity in this safe space for the acceptance of yourself, the immersion into you, into 
your life. 

Take a deep breath … 

Can you accept – will you accept everything about yourself? Everything. Nothing held back. 

(pause)

Will you accept the way that you look? The way that you talk? The way that you act? 

This is an invitation. Actually, an invitation from your soul to say, “Could you, will you please accept 
everything about yourself?” Everything. Nothing left behind.

(pause)

Your soul is saying to you will you accept everything about yourself …

(pause)

It’s the immersion, the integration …

(pause)

Can you take a deep breath and immerse into your own life, into you … into this body … 

(pause)

Can you immerse into this moment … take a deep dive into you …

(pause)

Into your thoughts … 

(pause)

Into your feelings …

(pause)

Take a deep breath … and if you are so bold and outrageous, take that dive into yourself …

(pause)
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… into you …

(pause)

The acceptance …

(pause)

This is what Buddha eventually did. Buddha felt so frustrated by the prison of his own mind, of his own 
self, that he finally said, “I’m just going to immerse into life, into myself. I’m going to stop searching. I’m 
just going to be within myself.”

(pause)

So like you he took a deep breath and let himself dive into his life. 

(pause)

He considered himself to be a spiritual failure up until this point. A true failure. Why? Because he had tried 
everything. He had studied with the Masters. He had starved himself. He had given all his riches and wealth 
to others, but nothing happened. So he considered himself a drastic failure in the eyes of God. 

Until he immersed into himself, accepted everything, even his, what he considered to be, his spiritual failure. 
He accepted that. 

(pause)

Take a deep breath and immerse into yourself. 

This is the acceptance. It is one of the keys to the I Am. I am all of these things. I created, therefore, I love 
these things. 

I Am that I Am, without judgment …

(pause)

I Am that I Am, without denial … 

(pause)

I Am that I Am, with open and loving arms for myself … 

(pause)

Take a deep breath … 

As parts of your life pass by before your very eyes, that go through your thoughts … 
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(pause)

The faces and the ghosts of the past come up … wanting your acceptance … 

(pause)

… wanting your embrace …

(pause)

The aspects that have been removed come forth wanting to know that you have accepted yourself. This is the 
immersion. 

(pause)

This is being in life. 

(pause)

This is being aware … 

(pause)

… and accepting the joy that’s always been there.

Take a deep breath … deep, deep, deep into your body. Immersing into your own breath …

(pause)

Take a deep breath into this life, this precious life, this precious sweet life. There’s so much more ahead for you, 
and what’s ahead can be by your choice, can be by the choice of your potentials. So much more ahead for you.

(pause)

But you can do it with clarity and awareness. You can do it as a sovereign being choosing what they want, what 
you want, in your own life. 

Take a deep breath. 

It is the I Am present, incarnate in physical form. The I Am that I Am. 

(pause)

What comes next is by your choice. What comes next for you no longer has to be dictated by old probabilities. 
Rather it will be chosen from potentials. We’ll talk about that more in our next session. 

But right now one more good deep breath. You could sneeze it out. That’s good. It’s excellent. One good deep 
breath. 
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Ah! I Am that I Am … (audience repeats it)

Good. 

I AM THAT I AM! (audience repeats it loudly) Go ahead and stand up! Stand up! Take a good deep breath!

I AM THAT I AM! (audience repeats it and someone can be heard shouting it loudly)

On the count of three – one, two, three … I AM THAT I AM! (audience repeats it loudly) Excellent.

With that, dear Shaumbra, time for a break. Cough it out. Yes, that’s right. Eh-he. Cough it out. Time for a 
break. We’ll come back for more.

I Am that I Am. (audience applause)
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I Am that I Am, beloved St. Germain, and for you Adamus.

I made a statement in our last session that I’m not going to be around for much longer. Not like this – as 
Adamus with Shaumbra. Of course, Linda … sí, sí. 

I made a statement in our last session that I’m not going to be around much longer. Not as Adamus like this 
with Shaumbra. Of course, at the break Linda asked Cauldre about that. “That was news to me,” Linda said. 
“When is Adamus leaving?” Did you want me to go?

LINDA: No! 

ADAMUS: (chuckling) Nooo! So I will tell this group here for the first time ever to any group, first time 
even for Linda or Cauldre’s ears, that within a little bit of time, maybe a few years, maybe a few mores – it 
depends – that this essence of Adamus will move away from working directly with Shaumbra. At that time, 
the energies of St. Germain – beloved St. Germain, as some of you know him – is going to be more active 
with Shaumbra. Not channeling all the time like this, but just being with Shaumbra. 

So what is Adamus going to do? Hm. Let me put it like this. Some of you , some of Shaumbra, are right 
on the verge of enlightened ascension in the physical body. Maybe a few months, maybe another years, it’s 
going to be Shaumbra starting to take that bold step over the threshold into their true enlightenment. They’re 
going to see those angels at the doorway, rather than demons. They’re going to step into the enlightenment, 
and I will be working with that group – with that group – the enlightened human Masters. 

Could be just a few, could be many, but I will work with them on a regular basis to help them understand 
how to truly teach other humans. How to be the inspiration for other humans. It will be intense work. It 
will be beautiful and joyful work. But I view it kind of like making popcorn. You make popcorn at home. 
You either put the popcorn in the kettle or some of you have these bags that you put into the microwave 
oven. And then you heat it up and you hear some popping. Pop! Pop! Pop-pop-pop-peow! Peow! And 
when you take it out of the bag or pour it out of the pot, some of the kernels will have popped and some 
will not.

Session 8
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I, Adamus, will work with the kernels that have popped. Peow! St. Germain will continue to work with those 
who are working on their cooking. (Adamus chuckles) Getting ready to pop, but not quite yet there.

My true passion is to work with enlightened humans. Those who have crossed over that threshold, those 
who’ve encountered the demons and then met their angels. Again, it doesn’t matter to me if there’s just one. 
It doesn’t matter if there’s 1,000 or 10,000. But this is the real work that I am here for. 

Again, I made a commitment when I went out of my crystal, when I freed myself, to work with humans who 
are choosing enlightenment or who have become enlightened. So that will be my work. I hope many of you 
pop. (Adamus chuckles) Good.

So we continue on. The other day we talked about potentials and probabilities. Potentials and probabilities. 
As a quick review, I mentioned that humans live inside a tube, an energy tube, and they travel a linear line 
down that tube. For those who are in this limited tube, their tomorrows are going to be pretty much like 
their todays, and their todays are pretty much like yesterday. They follow a linear path. They only embrace 
probabilities, rather than potentials. 

A number of years ago Tobias made a very beautiful profound statement, and he said, “The future is the past 
healed.” That’s exactly what this is, because when your past is still wounded and still incomplete and you’re 
still trying to process it, that will dictate your future, your destiny. The destiny doesn’t come from God out 
here. The destiny comes from the tube of your own limitations.

When you accept everything about yourself, when you take that deep breath of full immersion and acceptance 
and really do it, it absolutely changes the past. It unlocks the stuck energy. If any of you have a wound or a 
trauma from the past and you’re still carrying it around, that’s like you’re carrying stuck energy. Not only 
that, but you’re only seeing a limited viewpoint of what really happened.

Let’s say that you were traumatized as a child. You were hurt by someone in some way. That creates an 
emotional wound. And remember emotions come from the mind, not from the heart, but it still creates a 
wound. You carry that wound around. It like a – it’s a ghost. It keeps coming back and haunting you. You try 
to process it with psychology or psychiatric means, and it’s still there.

Processing gives energy to a wound, to an aspect, to a fragment, and allows it to continue to live on in the 
limited perspective that it sees itself. 

Let’s say, and I’ve done this before with a pink cowboy hat, but now I’ll do it with a beautiful straw white 
hat. You have a wound, and it’s like seeing only the front of the hat. When you had something bad happen 
to you when you were young. Let’s say you were physically abused. That’s all you see is that abuse, another 
person coming at you in rage and terror raising their hand to strike you, beating you, feeling the emotional 
wound and the physical pain. So you carry that around with you, and that’s all you see – that incident that 
happened. “Why did my father beat me?”

The reality is once you let that go, once you accept it, once you let yourself move past it, suddenly you’re 
going to see not just the front of the hat or the perspective of the wound, you’re going to see the top, the 
inside. You’re going to see the entire situation, and you’ll realize at that point a lot more happened in that 
moment than just being hit by your parent. You say, “Well, that’s all I remember.” 

A lot of things could have been taking place. It could have been a moment where the angelic beings were 
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surrounding you, letting you know that they were leaving for a while, because that does happen. It could 
have been a point where it was an aspect that suddenly came in that needed or wanted to feel pain and its 
shame. It could have been the fact that it was just a moment of infusion of your spirit energy. 

A lot of times spirit energy is infused into the body at a point of trauma. When you’re a child you might have 
tripped and fallen or fell out of a tree, lost your breath for a moment. It’s a great opportunity for an infusion 
of spirit energy.

My point is this. What happened to you back then is not the complete story. It’s only the front of the hat. A lot 
of other things happened. (audience responds “Ohh”) A lot of … thank you. (laughter) Photo? Photo time? 
Yes, yes! (laughter, Adamus is chuckling and lots of laughter when photo is taken) 

So, dear Shaumbra, as a way of saying the future is the past healed, when you let go of that stuck energy, 
suddenly you see what really happened. Not just what your mind remembers happened. Suddenly, the pearl 
– the pearl inside the clam is revealed. The wisdom of that situation comes forth. Releases energy – energy 
that’s going to serve you now in a new way.

Here’s my point. Most humans, even you, live in the probabilities rather than potentials. I’d like you to take 
a moment to reflect on this. 

When you came into this room on Friday at the beginning of our workshop, you had a certain set of 
probabilities in your life. Certain things that were probably going to happen. I want you to write these down. 
Write these down. The probabilities. The probability of what’s going to happen next week, one year from 
now and one five years from now.

Now, just be honest with yourself. Be honest with yourself. The probability. The probability was that most 
of you are going to return to your jobs next week, because you’re traveling along in the tube. The probability 
is that most of you are going to stay in the same relationship that you have right now, a year from now, five 
years from now. The probability is that most of you are going to die when you’re 70, 80 years old. 

So consider here, when you came in on Friday, what were the probabilities most likely to happen? Not 
dreamy, not wishing, but most likely to happen. Write down probabilities of what would happen next week, 
a year from now, five years from now. The most likely thing based on the fact that you are traveling along 
in the tube, and be honest with yourself here.

(pause)

Take a few minutes. Probability. What was most likely to happen?

(pause)

Based on the path that you are on, what was most likely to happen?

(pause)

Good. Take a deep breath. Think you get the point. 

By the way, I have never met a real psychic. Never met a real psychic. There really aren’t any. There are 
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people who can feel into energies. And what they’re really doing is feeling into probabilities, so when they 
sit down to do a reading, well, they’re just feeling your aura, reading your hand or tea leaves. All they’re 
doing is just looking slightly ahead in this tube of probabilities that you exist in. They’re just seeing what 
probably will happen. You can be an amazing psychic in your own right, because probably, if you felt into 
the energy of this group on Friday, you could have predicted that most of the people are going to go back 
home next week back to their jobs, back to their family. Very high probability. 

Most of the people here in the room probably would have gotten some physical ailment in the next 18 
months, something that required them to go to the doctor to seek some sort of remedy. Most of people 
probably would have had a mental challenge, mental imbalance – depression – here in the next two to three 
months. Probably, because you are heading down that tube of probabilities. And you come here and we 
shake all that up and then you’d probably gotten depressed afterwards, because you didn’t get out of that 
tube. You wanted to, but you didn’t. Then you would have probably taken another class thinking that, “God, 
just one more class! I know I’m there. I know I’m there.”

You would have probably continued having a difficult time with finances and money. You would have 
probably thought about going back to college or school and probably not gone. Probably dreamt of traveling 
– never traveled. You would have probably had a difficult time sleeping, more so than even now. You would 
have probably had a difficult time with somebody that’s close to you in your life – a child, a parent or a 
spouse. Probably … see how psychic I am. (Adamus chuckles) You’d sit down and do a reading for anyone. 
Yes. (some laughter)

You would have probably retired and had a lot of aspirations of things you wanted to do, but probably 
wouldn’t have done them, because you weren’t feeling good enough and you didn’t have enough money and 
you were too busy taking care of everybody else. See I’m so psychic. 

You would have probably crossed over, passed out of the physical body, come into the other realms. I would 
have been waiting for you. (laughter) And you would have probably said, “Oh, Adamus, I really tried, but 
…” And then you would have probably given me a long list of excuses, and then you would have probably 
got mad at me and said, “But if you had given me a private session, if you would have just helped me 
…”[AUDIO DROP OUT] Thank you. And then Linda would have probably fixed the batteries. 

My point is there is no destiny whatsoever. There is no gods in heaven directing how your life should be. 
Spirit, All That Is, doesn’t really care. Just wants you to have an experience. Doesn’t really care what that 
experience is.

So destiny is really your probabilities. See – important point. 

When we come here and we talk about going beyond the mind, we also talk about getting out of the tube. 
We talk about opening up to the potentials that are out here. Potentials. There are a limited number of 
probabilities. There are almost an infinite number of potentials.

Some of you say, “But what are they? What are they? What are my potentials?” Anything you want. Anything. 
But when you come to me and say, “What are my highest potentials in life?” “Whatever you want,” I say. 
When you say, “What would I be really good at doing in my life?” Anything you want. Anything you want.

The field of potentials is unlimited. It does not contain a tube. The tube that really is the limitation from the 
mind. The field of potentials is unlimited. It goes everywhere. It goes even on the … everywhere! It’s not 
just on this pad of paper. It’s all over. You see! Yes, everywhere! Everywhere! (laughter) 
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Some people say, “Oh, potentials, that’s great.” But even then they limit it. They say, “Well, just the potentials.” 
No, potentials are floating around. They’re everywhere. When you go beyond the mind, suddenly you begin 
to be aware of potentials that you have never seen before. You’ve never felt before. You didn’t even know 
were there.

So let’s take a deep breath and let’s feel into potentials.

Now, this requires going beyond the mind. Not thinking about something specific, especially something 
specific to your human condition. In other words, not just thinking about the potential for more money. 
That’s secondary. That just comes anyway. 

Feel into the grand potentials beyond time and space. Feel into the potentials of anything you can experience, 
anything you want to do. And here is just a little note about potentials. 

Take a deep breath …

The potentials are outside of time and space. In other words, they’re not dependent on what happened 
yesterday. They’re not dependent on what the mind would view as rational in this reality. You’ve already 
created the potentials when you left Home, when you went through the Wall of Fire. You already created 
them, so they’re already there. It’s like picking apples off a tree. Anything you want. Anything you want.

So I’m going to spend a few minutes letting you feel into your potentials. 

Take a deep breath, and let’s go on a journey together. This is like a DreamWalk. Like a DreamWalk. I’m going 
to select some music for our DreamWalk experience. While I do that, just take a deep breath. Prepare yourself. 

How do you prepare? From the Now moment. Get very grounded in this reality. Feel the chair, feel your 
body, your mind even. You’re all going to go on a journey.

(pause)

Take a deep breath. 

We’re going to go on a DreamWalk into your potentials.

(pause)

[MUSIC BEGINS]

It’s that vast field of experiences … without the details … 

(pause)

So as we go into this DreamWalk, it’s going to be more about feelings. Don’t expect to necessarily see 
anything, but rather to feel it. Don’t necessarily expect words, but rather feelings. 

When we go out on a DreamWalk, it always begins in the Now moment, and you take a deep breath and we 
begin expanding … expanding from the core, expanding from the I Am Presence of Now …
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Oh, we’ve started our expansion across time and space … 

(pause)

… through the universe … expanding out into the other dimensions … 

(pause)

Take a deep breath … expanding beyond physical reality … expanding beyond the mind … expanding 
beyond the tube …

(pause)

Freely, openly, safely expanding … very safe, because we’re here together in a group … very safe because 
you’re choosing it.

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

… as we expand into the dimensions beyond time and space where the potentials are more clear …

(pause)

Kind of like at night you can look into the sky and see some stars, but a lot of them are hidden because of the 
atmosphere of this planet. But if you go up on top of the mountain, they’re much more clear. You see stars 
that you never knew existed. But they were always there. 

If you were to go up in a spaceship, you’d see even more stars and galaxies. 

(pause)

They’re always there, but just couldn’t see them. So as we travel beyond time and space, as we travel into 
the realms of your full I Am-ness, into the realms of Spirit, of pure consciousness, of pure energy … more 
and more of the potentials will be revealed … potentials that have always been there.

(pause)

Take a deep breath and feel into them. Let them be without structure …

(pause )

Let them be without words. 

(pause)

Even without pictures. Feel into all the potentials that are out here. These are yours.
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(pause)

Let yourself expand into this field of potentials …

(pause)

Out here these potentials don’t belong to anyone else. They’re just yours. This isn’t a communal field of 
potentials. In this DreamWalk, they are just yours. Personal. All yours.

(pause)

There are thousands, millions, billions of potentials.

(pause)

Swirling around …

(pause)

Waiting to be chosen …

(pause)

Waiting to be brought into your reality … potentials waiting to serve you.

(pause)

Potentials of grandness …

(pause)

Potentials of failure …

(pause)

Potentials of fulfillment …

(pause)

Potentials of hope …

(pause)

Potential of love for self … as well as the potential for denial of self.

(pause)

The potential to meet grand angels and to be aware of it in your human self. 
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(pause)

The potential to be lonely … sad … depressed …

(pause)

The potential to be a creator – create anything at will simply by choosing it and breathing it in.

(pause)

The potential to be in peace …

(pause)

Potential to just float down the river of life … calmly, gently, easily … 

(pause)

The potential to develop a New Energy source for this planet …

(pause)

A potential to teach other people how to heal themselves.

(pause)

The potential to forget who you are … why you’re here …

(pause)

The potential to integrate all of your past lives …

(pause)

Or the potential to hide from who you are …

(pause)

The potential to have a spontaneous healing of your own physical body right now …

(pause)

Or the potential for disease.

(pause)

The potential to paint with grandness. Ah! to paint … and have others look upon your painting, to feel its 
energy … to be inspired by your work of art. 
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There’s the potential for you to create music – music that heals and soothes … brings in life force energies.

(pause)

Or the potential just to continue in the tube of life that you’ve been going down one lifetime after the other. 

(pause)

Out here is your potential for so much abundance that you can help to fund New Energy schools, help to 
fund New Energy hospitals … 

(pause)

Out here is the potential for you to say no to everything … the potential of fear …

(pause)

The potential to hide …

(pause)

The potential to keep feeling like you’re small, tiny, insignificant. Oh! These potentials … they’re grand. 

(pause)

You created each and every one of these. 

Out here is the potential to create a universe. Yes, for you to create a universe. 

(pause)

Out here is the potential for you to sit with the high angels of the Crimson Council … to advise them, to 
share with them what you’ve learned here on this planet.

(pause)

Out here is the potential for you to die lonely and broke … nobody even showing up for your funeral.

(pause)

Out here is the potential to come back next lifetime – a new lifetime to try it again. 

(pause)

Next lifetime to see if you’ll be one of these little kernels of corn that pops … but here is the potential also 
for you to burst open right now in this life. 

(pause)
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Feel into your field of potentials … 

(pause)

They’re all here. There’s not one potential that’s missing. They’re all here. 

(pause)

You just weren’t aware of them. Every potential of everything you could ever do or think is here. 

(pause)

And as you’re feeling into this field of potentials, remember that potentials are not just things that are going 
to happen in the future. Potentials are also things that are going to happen in the past. The mind says, “Well, 
that’s difficult to imagine.” But your heart knows exactly what I’m talking about. 

(pause)

Only a part of the past has been experienced.

(pause)

Yes! You can still experience what has already happened in a whole new way. The past is not as it appears 
to be. 

(pause)

The past, also called history – his story – but only part. Do you realize that out here in this field of potentials 
is where you can also choose the past? You could also choose the past. Imagine that for a moment.

(pause)

Go beyond the mind to imagine that the past has not already happened. 

(pause)

It is a potential that still could be chosen and experienced. 

(pause)

Imagine not being locked into your own past, but rather having it as free and as opened as your future.

(pause)

That changes everything. It changes everything. 

(pause)
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Here in this field of potentials you can also have the potential of not being locked into mass consciousness.

(pause)

Not being limited by the mind, and all of these potentials are out here.

(pause)

What do you choose? What do you choose?

(pause)

Feel in for a moment. What do you choose?

(pause)

What feels the best?

(pause)

Which potential shines the brightest light for you?

(pause)

Which potentials do you want to experience?

(pause)

Play with them. Don’t think about them too much. Play with them. Feel them in your heart.

(pause)

It’s always a good idea to play with potentials first, to explore them, to drift in and out of them. 

(pause)

To roam around every different side or perspective of the potential. Don’t just feel into it head on, straight 
on. Go inside of it, underneath it, all around it. 

(pause)

When you’re playing with the potentials, don’t base it on what you think has already happened in your life, 
in other words, your past. Feel into that potential based on this right now, this moment. 

(pause)

The expansion of the self right now. 
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(pause)

What potentials will you choose? 

(pause)

You have the potential here to choose large or small, limited or open …

(pause)

The potential here to choose what comes in love for yourself … or the potential to choose what’s limited. 

(pause)

All of these potentials are yours. 

(pause)

You created them. They belong to you. 

(pause)

What do you and your soul want to experience together?

(pause)

There’s no price to pay for them. You don’t even have to ask permission of God or anyone. These are yours. 

(pause)

Take a deep breath …

(pause)

I’m going to ask you to choose just one right now. Just choose one. Oh, you can go back out here any time, 
but choose however many you want. But for right now, just choose one. Feel into it. You don’t have to define 
it. You don’t have to put words to it. It’s a feeling. It’s a feeling. 

(pause)

Breathe it in … 

(pause)

Breathe it in … if you choose it …

(pause)
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And then let’s start coming back to the present moment, back to your physical reality on Earth, but bringing 
this with you … bringing it with you … letting it follow you back in, clearing the way of any obstacles … 
bringing it back into this moment …

(pause)

… bringing it back into the Now … 

(pause)

Feeling it enter into this 3D atmosphere … 

(pause)

Bringing it back into the Now … feeling it now coming down through a portal, a light portal, down through 
the top of your head … 

(pause)

Beaming down in through the top of your head into your body … into your eyes, into your shoulders, down 
into your feet … anchoring in you … becoming part of your blood, your DNA …. 

(pause)

Becoming part of your flesh and your bones … becoming part of your mind and your thoughts. Breathe it in. 

Bring it into your heart …

(pause)

Bring it into your heart … breathe in, dear Shaumbra, breathe in.

(pause)

Now, will it stick? Will it stick? You brought in this potential so beautiful … so beautiful. Will it hold? Will it 
anchor here in this reality? Will it stay with you? Will it manifest? Will it birth? Will it be part of your reality? 

It can be … it can be … the one thing that will assure that it will be is ahmyo. Ahmyo. 

What is ahmyo? It’s a trust in self. Total trust in self …

(pause)

Ahmyo – without doubt. Ahmyo is the opposite of makyo. 

Take a deep breath … bring it in.
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We talked about makyo before. Makyo is the illusion and the distraction. It’s bullshit. Caca. 

Ahmyo – unconditional trust in yourself. Remember I said earlier today that enlightenment is a natural 
process. Totally natural. Somewhere. 

A natural process. In the state of ahmyo – ahmyo – is just trusting. Trusting that what you did just now was 
real. There’s a tendency for the mind to pop in and say, “Well, were we just playing? Was it just a game?” 
That, my dear friends, is totally up to you. If you want it to be a game, it is a game. If you want it to be real, 
it is real. 

The state of ahmyo is the state of trusting, saying, “I went out there. I felt into my field of potentials. I 
brought one to come back here. I brought it into my body, my flesh and bones, and now I trust that it’s here 
unconditionally.” That’s ahmyo.

Ahmyo is the state of grace. Grace. In the state of grace, things just happen. And you’re so trusting, it’s 
bringing in absolutely the energies of trust, of appropriateness, and then it just happens. Money is there 
before you even know you need it. The people that are going to support you are there before you even know 
that that’s what they’re there for. Everything is just there.

You never worry about what’s next on the path. You never look down the path and say, “Yeah, but there’s 
stones and there are some ruts.” You walk without ever having to look at the path, knowing that it is 
absolutely perfectly safe. While other people might say, “Watch out! There’s a big hole in the road.” Say, 
“Not in my road there’s not.” (Adamus chuckles) That is the state of ahmyo. Total grace. Total grace.

So it’s up to you. You brought in a potential. You chose it. I didn’t. You brought it in. Now in the state of 
ahmyo, it can manifest. Or if you want to play the game of doubt, mistrust, mental being in the tube, that 
potential can just slip right out and go right back into the Field waiting for some other time, some other 
lifetime for you to choose it. It is totally up to you.

Let’s take a deep breath … deep, deep breath … ahhh!

Beyond the mind, beyond time and space, beyond the illusion of past and future … into this moment. Ah!

Life is easy when you let it be. Life is amazing when you let it be. Or it can be totally confusing, very harsh, 
filled with disappointments and sadness. And you know what? In the words of Tobias spoken in the King’s 
Chamber of the Great Pyramid – it doesn’t matter. You’re going to ascend anyway. It doesn’t matter. How 
do you want to experience it?

With that, dear Shaumbra, we’re going to take a break for your lunch. As Linda’s going to guide you with a 
little breathing right now, bring it all back here, be in the moment. Have some lunch and we’ll be back later 
for questions and answers. Do you really have questions at this point? 

Thank you. (audience applause)
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I Am that I Am, prepared for your questions.

Before we do go into the first questions, I want you to feel your own wisdom, your own intuition, as each 
question is asked. I’ll, of course, give you an answer. But I want you to feel what answer you would come 
up with as well, to feel how compatible these are, to feel what you already really know.

So let the questions begin. 

QUESTION 1 (read by Linda): How do you choose enlightenment in abundance and consciousness?

ADAMUS: Just … would you read the question again please?

LINDA: How do you choose enlightenment in abundance and consciousness?

ADAMUS: That’s the answer. (someone says “Yes, choose it?”) Just choose enlightenment with 
abundance, consciousness, whatever else you want to go with it. Thank you. Great question, great answer. 
All combined together. 

QUESTION 2 (read by Linda): How should a person who loves him or herself be, act like? What is that like?

ADAMUS: (chuckling) I’m having a little conversation here with Cauldre. What is a person who loves 
themselves act like? What do they sound like? What do they do? Do a kind of cha-cha? (laughter) Do you 
act a little arrogant? Mmm. Do you hug yourself? (laughter) 

First of all, it doesn’t matter. Secondly, you can’t plan it. I can’t give you a guideline for what that looks like. 
And third, even if I told you something now, it would probably change when you got to that point of really 
loving yourself.

What I can say, though, is there is a glow around you. A noticeable glow. People will kind of look, trying 
to figure out what this radiance is around you. And then they’ll try to test it. They’ll give you a good kick. 
(laughter) Is it still there? Hmm. Or maybe they’ll come up and slap you. (laughter) Wanting to know is it 

Session 9
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real and is it sustainable, you see? And really look into your eyes wondering what it is. But you’ll just stand 
there, take a deep breath … let your radiance, your light shine, knowing that nobody can ever take it away 
from you. Nobody can ever take it away. So. 

It’s an interesting question too, because there’s still a lot of humans that think a guru has to look a certain 
way – wear a funny robe and maybe a turban and sit cross-legged. (some laughter) There’s a lot of people 
– this is from Cauldre, not from me – there’s a lot of people that think a spiritual teacher can’t smoke a 
cigarette (laughter), have a glass of wine, wear blue jeans and sandals to a meeting.. It doesn’t matter. The 
New Energy teachers and Masters, they’re just going to do their own thing. They’re not going to fit into a 
stereotype. Good question.

QUESTION 3 (read by Linda): Are there tools that we have access to once we are enlightened?

ADAMUS: Are there tools? Absolutely. The funny thing is – the hilarious thing is that you already have 
them, that they’re already there. In enlightenment you suddenly realize, “Oh, all the tools are here.” And 
then you’re going to realize, “Oh, they were always here.”

You see … I’ll demonstrate here. Ascension is something that you already have actually. The moment that 
your soul said, “Yeah, I want my sovereignty. It’s a gift from Spirit. I accept it. I choose it.” Then it happened 
a long time ago. A long time ago your ascension already happened, you see.

Now, you are going back in time to experience what it was like getting there. So literally, ascension is the 
process of going backwards – backwards through time, space, experience to see, to experience how you 
got there. Did you get there easily? Did you have fun? Were you abundant? Doesn’t really matter, because 
you’re already there. And that’s why I keep saying to you how do you choose to experience the ascension 
that you already have. Take a trip to Egypt. Great way to experience it. Thank you.

QUESTION 4 (read by Linda): When a drug addict dies in the midst of his fragmentation and he becomes 
conscious, how does DreamWalker Death help connect the parts and pieces of this being?

ADAMUS: Hm. We’re talking about a severe case here – a drug addict that dies. He basically has some 
very dissociated aspects. These are difficult ones to DreamWalk. Actually, I would recommend that you do 
not try to DreamWalk those that died of suicide or those who have extreme addictions. When they get our 
side, when they get to the nonphysical realms, they are immediately met by angelic beings who are trained 
to work with them. That’s the good news. The bad news – most of the time they totally ignore these angels. 
They don’t even see them, because they want to continue with their addiction and their self-abuse. But just so 
you know, there are constantly angelic beings ready – ready for when that person says, “I want resolution.”

The DreamWalk that we teach is designed for people who are going through more regular transition – dying 
of old age, yes, even of disease, even those that were killed in an accident – for you to be trained to escort 
them through the other realms all the way back to their angelic families. There’s quite a few Shaumbra that 
are doing this, and it’s also a beautiful personal experience for yourself. Literally, taking that time each day 
to work with the DreamWalk. It’ll give you a greater understanding of what happens after death so that it 
will help reduce or eliminate your fear of death, because you really experience what it’s like in the other 
realms. It is a beautiful thing. So thank you. 

But in answer, again, to this. I’d advise any of you not to try to escort or DreamWalk people who have died 
from suicide or things like drug or alcohol overdose. “Why?” you ask, because when you go into these other 
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realms, it’s no longer your backyard. It’s their territory. It’s the territory or the realms of these disincarnate 
spirits, these ghosts that know how to manipulate. The reason why they want to manipulate you is they feed 
off of your energy. Your energy is their food, so they will mess you up if you think you’re just out there 
doing good. You need to be trained to do this type of thing. So thank you. Good questions.

QUESTION 5 (read by Linda): You mentioned psychiatric drugs. What about wine and grass? You 
know, marijuana.

ADAMUS: There’s a market difference. Psychiatric drugs have very strong chemical components in them. 
These chemical components attached to the chemicals in the mind, and ultimately the brain waves in the 
mind. They fool the mind into believing certain things, even when the person goes off the drugs. Typically, 
with something like alcohol, I wouldn’t put wine in that same category, but with other substances, once you 
stop using them, the effect goes away after a relatively short period of time. These psychiatric drugs, these 
chemicals will literally fool the mind into dependency long term, literally alter all of these wave forms and 
keep them in those patterns even after the person stops using drugs.

So while any of these substances can be used and abused, there is also quite a difference between cigarettes, 
wine and what else? (someone says “Grass”) Ah, grass. Yes, I forget. (Adamus chuckles)

LINDA: Well, there was some commentary that tobacco – nicotine – is actually in the same category as 
psychotic drugs.

ADAMUS: Different – totally different chemical composition. I wish that we could draw some of the carbon 
chains here. But tobacco actually is …

LINDA: No, nicotine. Nicotine.

ADAMUS: Nicotine, yeah, from tobacco is actually what you would call a natural source. Nicotine actually 
enhances belief systems for short periods of time. So if you believe that nicotine is addictive, then it is. Or 
if you believe tobacco is addictive. If you believe that – let me back up. Many of the indigenous tribes, 
whether North America, South America, Africa, have used tobacco as part of their sacred ceremonies for a 
long time. Sometimes they smoke it, sometimes they sprinkle it on the ground, other times in the ceremonial 
fire, because nicotine actually enhances belief systems. So if there’s something you want to believe in more 
strongly, have a cigarette. Just don’t believe that the cigarette is addictive.

With all of this mass hypnosis – Linda’s not going to agree with me here …

LINDA: You’re right.

ADAMUS: … and this is Adamus, not Cauldre talking here. Just to clarify. 

So with all of the mass consciousness hype about the unhealthy nature of cigarettes, it has now – the nicotine 
has enforced that, made it even strong. So, yes, now cigarettes are unhealthy. Cigarettes are addictive. If that 
same logic had been applied and said actually cigarettes are very healthy for you, it would have enhanced 
that belief system and made cigarettes healthy. So, it’s all about beliefs. 

And, ultimately, dear friends, any of you can … and what do you believe? 
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LINDA: I believe that Geoffrey cannot live without cigarettes. 

ADAMUS: Yeah, I’m sure he could, he’s saying. But does he choose it? Does … I’m asking you, Cauldre. 
Do you choose it? And he saying he’s busy channeling right now. (laughter) Yes. Microphone.

LINDA: Thank you. 

QUESTION 6 FROM SHAUMBRA 1 (woman): Well, I have a good voice …

LINDA: Wait, wait. We can make this work, because I want your good question recorded. Wait, wait, here. 
One moment. That’s bizarre, because it’s on. It says it’s on, but it’s not doing what it’s supposed to. Hmm. 
It’s not working. Oh! That’s too bad. That sucks. I don’t know why that mike isn’t working. It’s on. I don’t 
know what that was about. It’s all on the same machine.

SHAUMBRA 1: I was so afraid …

ADAMUS: Belief systems. 

SHAUMBRA 1: First of all, I’m very grateful to you and Tobias. I used every bit of information for changing 
my life. I did. I quit my job, my marriage, my job in the university and in the health field. Now I work free 
in my home, and I have a student of psychiatry at home, because they choose to be there.

ADAMUS: And are you happier?

SHAUMBRA 1: Yes! 

ADAMUS: Yes.

SHAUMBRA 1: Yes. I’m doing my way in my terms, and I’m trying to teach them what I learned from you.

ADAMUS: How did your energy change when you did these things? How is your energy different now?

SHAUMBRA 1: I’m less neurotic. I’m happier. I’m free and more secure. And I am teaching them a new 
way to treat patients. I apologize. I don’t say it comes from Adamus and angelic being. I steal the work.

ADAMUS: Probably best not to. They’re crazy enough without interjecting that! (he’s laughing)

SHAUMBRA 1: It’s beyond Sigmund Freud and our regular science. But I have a problem. I cannot tell 
them not to use medical drugs. 

ADAMUS: Right.

SHAUMBRA 1: Because … ah … seventy years ago several patients in schizophrenia, they didn’t work in 
the conscious at home. They were in psychiatric [colonies].

ADAMUS: Correct.

SHAUMBRA 1: I don’t want to go back.
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ADAMUS: Correct.

SHAUMBRA 1: I have patients that have walked into the fire with plastic shoes or try to chop the family 
with machete and big knife. 

ADAMUS: Yes.

SHAUMBRA 1: I can’t them off the drugs. So how do I make the change while they are still [trying]? Their 
brains, they’re all in where I live.

ADAMUS: Excellent question. Want to make sure everybody hears it. 

As I mentioned yesterday, this severe mental imbalance is reaching epidemic stages in the world, and it will 
get worse before it gets better. So you say how do you work with these clients. They’re taking drugs many 
of them – the medications – some of them. It’s difficult to get them off other than to slowly, slowly reduce. 
Ultimately, to get them into breathing. But the breathing is just going to … thinking this through.

The problem with breathing is it actually gets them more aware, and that’s one of the problems they have to 
begin with. They’re too aware, so they’ve gone out of their mind trying to escape. 

Breathing will bring them back into awareness, but many times it’s also going to bring up more trauma and 
actually more chaos in their brain waves. This is a delicate balance, because they’re breathing and becoming 
more aware. Now their brain waves start going into chaos, but at least the brain waves are getting active 
again. With continued breathing, it’s going to balance them out and get them back into a regular rhythm. But 
there will be a time of a lot of – where it looks like it’s getting worse. 

Here, now, is something that you can do. I’d be happy to help you, and if we find some other psychiatrists 
or counselors that are interested. 

When a person gets to a severe level of mental imbalance, only part of them is existing here in this reality. 
There are other broken parts in the other realms. Basically, you start doing a DreamWalk for them in the 
crazy realms, in the mentally disturbed, the psychotic, these other realms. This is also where you try to go 
deep into the other realms and to get as close as you can to their essence, to their, what you would call, their 
soul self. Working with that part. Although the soul self doesn’t really have an agenda. In other words, the 
soul self is allowing itself to go through an experience. But sometimes when your soul talks to their soul, 
connects with it, it helps them to understand that this person is truly traumatized. It will help bring the 
energies together.

You can also go into these other realms to meet these fragmented aspects, working with them energetically. 
Not from the mind, but just basically compassionate – constant compassionate energy to them. It will help 
settle them down, and ultimately help settle the human on the Earth back into themselves.

It’s strenuous work – strenuous but very, very rewarding. It’s important if you do this kind of work that you 
are also very mentally balanced before you do, because it can be like going into hell itself. So you want to 
make sure you know how to go out there, and more importantly, how to get back.

There are those who go into these other realms and forget to leave their little breadcrumbs, forget how to get 
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back, because once you get out there, no matter how good your intentions are, most of the time you forget 
how to come back. So you have to leave yourself a reminder back here, a reminder object that you basically 
implant into your memory that’s always the guide getting you back here.

But I would love to work with a group of psychiatrists and psychologists on this, because that is my passion.

QUESTION 7 (read by Linda): How can I go, once and for all, without being afraid and be the divine human 
my soul longs for?

ADAMUS: By taking a deep breath and saying, “It doesn’t matter.” Really. I mean, by just being outrageous, 
by stop looking for more tools or, you know, stop trying to get more wisdom or something else. You just have 
to take that deep breath and be outrageous and say, “I Am that I Am.” Step over that line. That’s the simple 
answer, and I know you’re saying, “But how do I do that?” Just do it. Yep. And do it with that outrageousness 
that … you could evaporate off the planet. You could lose everything you have. You could go crazy and end up 
as one of her clients. I thought it was funny. (laughter) But it doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter.

You see, in ascension there really is no negotiating. You either do it or you don’t. There’s no middle ascension 
or three-quarters ascension. It is or it isn’t. So thank you.

QUESTION 8 (read by Linda): What’s the difference between enlightenment and ascension?

ADAMUS: Enlightenment, ascension, about the same thing. I use the terms interchangeably. Although, I 
would say that by definition, ascension – when people think of ascension, you think of suddenly a glow of 
light and whoosh! raising up through the skies. You think of enlightenment and it’s more like right here, 
right now. So I kind of prefer the term enlightenment.

QUESTION 9 (read by Linda): What’s the difference between spirit, soul and higher self?

ADAMUS: Oh! Your mind. We can get into a lot of discussion about terminology. What’s the difference 
between spirit, soul, higher self. Spirit is – spirit is consciousness without energy. The soul is your specific 
consciousness without energy. The higher self is a term I really don’t like so much, because then it makes it 
sound then you’re the lower self. (Adamus chuckles) The little tiny insignificant self. But generally people 
refer to the higher self as the nonhuman parts of themselves. 

But it really doesn’t matter, because what we’re talking about here is divine human – you, souled being here 
on Earth, divine, aware, enlightened. Good. Good questions so far.

LINDA: Mm hmm.

ADAMUS: Great questions.

QUESTION 10 (read by Linda): I’m really confused about being responsible, becoming responsible for 
everything in my life, living in grace, ahmyo. How can I live in ahmyo without the stress of embracing a 
responsibility?

ADAMUS: Good. A responsibility is just understanding that you’re choosing it, that you’re choosing it. 
No matter what, that you’re creating it. Most people have a very difficult time with that, because they say, 
“But it’s not me. It’s my parents.” It’s the mayor of the city or the president of the country or the Illuminati 
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trying to take over the world or NESARA or any other conspiracy that’s out there. These are all distractions. 
It’s basically saying, “I’m creating this reality, and now I want to be aware of how I’m creating it. But I am 
creating it.”

Ahmyo is the trust that what you choose, what you choose, is going to manifest one way or the other. Maybe 
not like how your human mind thought it was going to manifest, but ahmyo is knowing that it will. Here’s 
an example. You say, “I want to be abundant.” Good. You should be. And then you think right away, “Well, 
I didn’t get a raise at work. I didn’t win the lottery. As a matter of fact, I have less money in my checking 
account than I had last week. Either I’m doing something wrong or all this stuff that Adamus is saying is a 
bunch of makyo.” 

Well, consider this for a moment. Just choose abundance, not how you receive or necessarily even when you 
receive it. Just know that it’s going to be there, and it will. If you insist on testing the concept by running out 
today and buying a lottery ticket to test your abundance, you’re probably going to lose, because that test of 
running out is probably the indication that you really don’t trust it anyway. 

Real grace, real ahmyo, is just understanding it’s always there. It’s always there. And I know sometimes for 
the humans it’s difficult for you to understand, and it’s like, “Yeah, but I want proof. I want the exact steps and 
procedures.” Just take a deep breath and just be in grace. It’s a lot more fun anyway than all that stress. Good.

And by the way, there’s always energy in, energy out. And remember when you’re applying energy in one 
area – toward your abundance, towards yourself – it doesn’t mean it’s going to come back from that same 
area. It could come back from somewhere totally different. The example is this – you’re working away 
at your job, and you say, “I chose abundance, so now I should get a raise.” Probably actually won’t come 
through your job. It’s going to come from somewhere totally unknown or totally unrelated. 

Cauldre’s piping in here for his little example. He says, “If you go to the casino and you put 2,000 pesos 
in the machine, don’t expect that the abundance is going to come out through that machine. It could come 
from somewhere else, some other time. But it’s always about energy going in, energy coming back to you. 

And the energy that comes back to you is always exactly in the quantity and in the ratio that’s perfect for 
you. It truly is. In other words, you reach a point where you realize you don’t even need to save money 
anymore, because it’s just always there.

Kuthumi, when he got his enlightenment, had more money than he ever knew what to do with, and he wasn’t 
working. He didn’t have a job. It just was there. He was amazed. He would give it away and more money 
would be there. It got to the point where money was a nuisance, because he had so much of it, he didn’t 
know what to do with it. So. Thank you.

LINDA: I can always figure out something to do with it.

QUESTION 11 (read by Linda): Is it necessary to die in order to ascend?

ADAMUS: If you want. Is it necessary to die in order to ascend? (audience is saying “No”) No, no, no, no. 
No. It used to be kind of the common way of doing it with the Masters in the past, and, of course, the big 
one that you’re all familiar with is the dead guy on the cross in the church. (some laughter) We can laugh at 
the dead guy on the cross. We really can, even here in this Catholic country. 
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Isn’t it almost obscene that in the, what’s supposed to be a holy place of honoring humans, there’s a dead 
guy. At least you guys have a butterfly! (some laughter) 

Could you imagine if and when the aliens finally do come here, little spaceships land and they say, “Take 
us to your most holy sacred temple.” And, of course, then they’re brought to a church, and they walk in and 
they see a dead guy nailed on a cross! “What kind of planet is this?!” they’re going to say. (laughter) Quick! 
Pack up and leave! Get out of here! These people are sick! Give them drugs! (laughter) 

LINDA: Twisted. 

ADAMUS: I’m not the one that’s twisted. Whoever did that and is worshipping it is twisted.

So, dear Shaumbra, dear Shaumbra, doesn’t it sound ridiculous, really? I mean, sí, but yet it persists. Tobias 
had a wonderful workshop one time in Germany and had the whole group – 400 people on a boat – chanting 
take Jesus off the cross. Yes, chanting, as the boat pulled into dock with thousands of tourists. I thought it 
was good. 

LINDA: Ha, ha, ha, ha.

ADAMUS: So. No, but so you have this archetypical energy of having to die to ascend. A lot of the Masters 
did just because they found it so difficult to stay in this physical reality. But that’s why you’re here. That’s 
why I’m here is to say you can continue to live and actually really enjoy life. 

Kuthumi talks about it in – dear Linda, would you hold up that Kuthumi session “Yes, I Am Enlightened.” 
He talks about his 24 years on the planet after he ascended. So, yes, absolutely, you can be enlightened and 
ascend and stay here. Thank you. 

QUESTION 12 FROM SHAUMBRA 2 (woman): My son was diagnosed with Tourette’s syndrome. 
He’s now on psychiatric drugs, and even more now with yesterday’s channel, I would like to know what 
consequences the medicine that he’s taking now can have?

ADAMUS: And how old is he right now, and what drug specifically is he on?

SHAUMBRA 2: Ten years old. 

ADAMUS: Yes. Form of Ritalin? 

SHAUMBRA 2: Risperdal. 

TRANSLATOR: She doesn’t know what the active principal is, but …

ADAMUS: Yeah. 

TRANSLATOR: She doesn’t remember. 

ADAMUS: Good. 

SHAUMBRA 2: Okay, so it has an effect on Dopamine. 
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ADAMUS: Yes. Good. A derivative of Ritalin or similar to Ritalin. Ritalin, the medication. Good. Okay. 
Oh, good. Okay. 

I’ll be very direct, very clear. When young children are put on these and they stay on them through their 
pubescent cycle, through puberty, that’s going to be very restrictive on the long term – his long term energy. 
It’s going to basically dull him, make him not very energetic, and if he goes through puberty on these drugs, 
it’s going to be very, very difficult to ever get that real light back. So I would suggest as best you can in the 
next few years getting off of that.

This Tourette’s syndrome is a combination of a neurological and a mass consciousness condition. I’ll give 
you some additional input offline about it, because there’s quite a bit of information. It’s actually more of a 
… of a … trying to get the right words through Cauldre. It’s actually … bear with me just a moment.

(pause)

It’s not a karmic issue. It’s more like an attachment to mass consciousness energy. He’s very, very sensitive, 
always has been. Very deep – also deep in his thoughts and feelings. What’s happening is he’s attaching to 
parts of mass consciousness that are very confused or angry, and he’s allowing that to come through himself 
and express it through the Tourette’s. The Tourette condition is an outbreak of anger usually associated with 
cursing, and oftentimes temper tantrums.

It’s more a fact of working with him in managing his own sensitivity, not taking on these outside energy. 
Getting him back into his own consciousness, his own energy.

This is a form of mass hysteria. Mass hysteria as when people will adapt or adopt certain energetic conditions 
and act them out, even thought there’s not a particular medical issue. 

With your son it’s also a matter of – because of his sensitivity, he has a neurological pattern that lets him 
stay very open to any kind of energy impulses coming in. So even if right now you’re able to control the 
Tourette’s through medication, there’s still part of him that has tremendous sensitivity and is going to pick up 
another condition, because the Tourette’s is being suppressed or controlled. But his sensitivity will come out 
in another area. He’ll pick up another mass hysteria condition as well. And I’ll give you more information 
later on the things you can specifically do with him. So thank you. And Cauldre slightly apologizes here, 
because, again, he doesn’t have a medical background, so sometimes it’s a little difficult to get that kind of 
information through. So thank you.

QUESTION 13 FROM SHAUMBRA 3 (woman): I just wanted to say that I really, really appreciate all the 
work you do. 

ADAMUS: Thank you. It’s no work at all.

SHAUMBRA 3: No, I know.

ADAMUS: I do this to entertainment myself.

LINDA: Are you going to ask the question in English or Spanish?
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SHAUMBRA 3: English. 

LINDA: Oh, then let’s give her this mike. 

SHAUMBRA 3: I feel your support and love, and it’s been great for me from you and Tobias and Kuthumi, 
and I thank you from my heart.

ADAMUS: Kind of the Three Musketeers. 

SHAUMBRA 3: Yeah. I call them my three ami, actually. 

ADAMUS: Three amigos. 

SHAUMBRA 3: My three ami! Okay, my question is I’ve been experiencing Candida for like three years 
now, and sometimes I get confused, because I came out of the, like the black, black hole already. Right. Like 
it was really, really like it was to a point that I feel I was going to die or no? Or stay. 

ADAMUS: Dark night of soul.

SHAUMBRA 3: Yes. Dark night of the soul. Exactly. But I still feel some effects of it. So sometimes I think 
is it an aspect or is it a belief that I have? Or is an issue that I have to resolve? And I’m trying to follow 
everything, but now what I feel is right and what you’ve been discussing in Astrodoc, for sample, but it’s 
still – I say to myself, “Why do I have this response to food that I would love to enjoy, because I love food.” 
Right. But I still feel I have to eat this, and I don’t have to eat that. I have to stay away from this. So I’d like 
to clarify what else I could do. I still feel, you know, I’m losing weight again, which I lost like almost 30 
pounds three years ago. So it’s like now what’s going on? I don’t know if you could give me some light on 
this. I would appreciate it. Thank you.

ADAMUS: Yes, absolutely. Absolutely. I’m going to make a medical/non-medical statement that every 
disease and every illness is just an allergy. For those of you who are doctors, you may disagree, but it’s a 
sensitivity or a resistance to certain things. You could say that you might have a resistance or an allergy to 
certain foods. It’s really not the foods, actually. It’s just life. It’s the stress of life. It’s the density of living in 
a biological body. And now it’s showing up in your body as a type of infection or imbalance. 

It’s a couple of things. It’s – I go back to breathing, breathing in, because that will actually increase your 
level of sensitivity, but it will actually help you manage the sensitivity better. And this is also, I’m going to 
suggest drinking for about 21 days, drinking a lot of water. Three times, yes. More than what you do, and 
always keep a bathroom close by. Your body is trying to release a lot of Old Energies, particularly from what 
you’ve gone through over these last years. There’s still residue inside. So the water will help flush that out. 
But more than anything, the activity of running back and forth to the toilet will kind of release some of the 
energies. Seriously. So it’s residue Old Energies and it’s your own sensitivity.

You can learn to manage your own sensitivity with the breathing, with the deep breathing, into your body, 
and I know you have been, but I recommend you continue doing that. Just be aware of your sensitivities. It’s 
really not the food. It’s simply life in the human form. And I see this clearing up within the next six to seven 
months. So. And try not to over-medicate it either. I know. But there’s a … yes, good. 

SHAUMBRA 3: Because I medicate it with desserts.
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ADAMUS: Yeah, good. 

LINDA: Thank you.

QUESTION 14 FROM SHAUMBRA 4 (man): Hello. Thank you for the hug. Can you give me some advice 
regarding [ninety-eight] creations. I want to know about a specific case of a patient. Her name is Marianna. 
She’s an autism –self-aggressive autism syndrome. She doesn’t have any drugs. She’s not taking anything. 
Her mother is conscious of alternative therapies, but she is tied, because if we let her loose, she will harm 
herself so badly that she could probably kill herself. And, as a doctor, I am trying to invent and I feel 
powerless as a doctor. Can you help me out in this case? Thank you.

ADAMUS: Yes. Autism is often occurs because of the sensitivity that new ones have when they come to 
this planet. Sometimes an absolute over-sensitivity to this environment. I’m speaking of angelic beings who 
are here for the first time or second time. They cannot handle the density of this planet. They cannot handle 
all of the stress and the chaos going on. They wanted so much to come into the physical body, but now they 
can’t handle it.

Some of them are not going to do so well the first time. They’re going to pass when they’re quite young, and 
it’s important to become passionate to this. They just had no idea of how difficult it was going to be here. 

In other cases of autism – with these new ones that are coming in – and generally autism is with the first 
or second timers. In other cases, when they are young the parents are worried about them, because parents 
consider them to be abnormal. But as they mature, as they get 15, 16, 17 years old, they actually will prove 
to be quite brilliant. Not according to the current educational system, but according to special talents, special 
gifts. Magnificent memories, magnificent abilities to see energies that the ones who have been here for a 
long time cannot see. Phenomenal abilities to compose and play music. True symphonies, abilities to do 
mathematics in their heads that would normally take computers to do. So they come in with very unique 
gifts and talents, because they are very sensitive.

And now to your case. It’s important, first of all, for the parents to understand that they have a special child 
– its first time here on this planet. This child is extremely sensitivity, so they need to provide safety. What 
I’m seeing right now in the household is it’s not always a safe space. There’s conflict – there’s emotional 
conflict in this household. That the child cannot stand. It’s too harsh for them. So the child needs absolute 
safe space. The child needs to be aware that they’re not different, they’re not odd, they’re just sensitive. 
Again, the breathing helps one like this to adapt to the sensitivity. 

The less outside influences that are inflicted onto the child, the better, because inflicting any electromagnetic 
impulses, inflicting even light sources, definitely chemicals or drugs, is going to have an adverse effect. 
So it’s basically the concept here cleanse the environment, cleanse the space of ill emotions, of too many 
outside interferences and distractions. Things like medications. But the first one to look at is an emotional 
issue going on at home that’s really causing this one to have difficulty. That’s why they will abuse themselves 
if they’re not restricted. Good. Thank you.

LINDA: Last question, if you choose. 

ADA,MUS: We’ll do two more. 
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QUESTION 15 FROM SHAUMBRA 5 (man): This question is really similar to the previous one, but it 
might have a little variation. The boy’s name is Diego Alejandro Aveya. Is there any tool that the parent’s 
can have to help this boy? He’s been with alternative therapies and therapies with horses. Yes, this is a 
case of autism. He doesn’t speak. Sometimes he’s kind of stubborn, rebellious. What insight can you give 
regarding tools for the parents and the grandparents? As we know that he is in another dimension, what can 
we do to make him grounded or to have the safe space? What can the parent’s do to provide the safe space?

ADAMUS: Good. Good questions. Good questions. Again, about autism. Autism is generally – generally, I 
say – an over-sensitivity and most of the time the autism is actually with beings who are coming into physical 
body for the first, maybe second time. Very sensitive to the environment, to energies and to emotions. So, 
again, similar to the last question, creating the safe space, reducing the level of stimulation or reducing the 
energetic noise as much as possible. Creating a safe space.

In the case of Diego, it is – I also feel that music, good classical music, not the kind of stuff Cauldre plays, 
but good classical music. Yes. A little Mozart, Beethoven, some of this, played at a fairly soft volume is 
going to help. 

SHAUMBRA 5: In the case of the father and the grandmother who are going through an awakening process 
like ours and an understanding that his DNA and the field of bands is helping the connection of the DNA and 
the bands of the parent and the kid, is that going to help any? Help Diego to have a safe space?

ADAMUS: It will help from the standpoint that the parents will be more understanding of the sensitivity 
for Diego. The fact that he is a relative newcomer to this planet. But yet, because they’re going through 
an awakening and they’re going through a lot of personal energy changes, even those stimulations, those 
energies, can be felt by Diego as well. So it’s important for the parents to do their own breathing, even to 
breathe with Diego. But it is so much about creating a safe space for these first timers. Good. Thank you. 
Thank you.

QUESTION 16 FROM SHAUMBRA 6 (woman): Thank you. Hello, Adamus. Thank you for so much 
you gave us. I enjoy your sense of humor and the Three Musketeers very much. I’ve been in this situation 
where I live in a very uncomfortable body. Electricity, zooming sounds in the head all the times. I’ve been 
through the dark night. I’ve been through everything. I’ve done everything. I’m still in a zooming electricity, 
uncomfortable body. What can I do?

ADAMUS: Good. Good questions. Letting her finish the translation. So.

TRANSLATOR: I just want to hang onto that, because I was talking to another person and it’s mine own 
case too that we have these kind of stubborn illnesses, and even though we know about Aspectology and the 
breathing and the whole lot, we’ve been through everything, it’s the same thing.

ADAMUS: Same thing. 

TRANSLATOR: Okay.

ADAMUS: So, as you’re going through the awakening, the enlightenment process, also you’re not just 
going through enlightenment, but you’re going through a whole transformation in your body preparing it for 
New Energy, preparing it to receive New Energy, preparing your body to hopefully stay on this planet even 
after enlightenment. So you’re totally under construction right now. Like this building next door. It would 
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like having your meeting over there rather than having it here. Rather sleeping over there right now, rather 
than sleeping at a nice room over here. Having a nice quiet safe space like we have here right now versus 
having that. That’s actually a good illustration. 

You’re being reconstructed. You chose it. Sorry. (they’re laughing) And you chose to live in the house while 
it was being totally overhauled. So you’re going to have ringing in the ears. You’re going to have electrical 
impulses. You’re going to have some aches and pains. You’re going to have strange sleeping patterns and 
all the rest of these things. 

The ones that come after you, they’re not going to go through so much, because you’re all the pioneers 
going through it first. And I remember – I remember working with all of you, whether it was back in the 
Mystery Schools hundreds of years ago or in the astral realms, even in this lifetime saying, “Here’s the set 
up. You go to Earth. You’re probably going to have a challenging biological family. You’re going to be 
living through some really difficult and challenging times on Earth. Your body is going to be going through 
a major reconstruction project. You’re going to go out of your mind. You’re going to lose all your friends. 
You’re not going to remember who you really are. You’re going to get depressed. You’re going to go through 
the dark night of the soul. Do you still want to do it?” And you said …

SHAUMBRA 6: I said yes.

ADAMUS: Síííííííí! (laughter) Sííííííííí! And so here we are. 

SHAUMBRA 6: Adamus, 30 years of this …

ADAMUS: Here we are saying let’s stop for a moment. Let’s take a deep breath …

It’s an amazing journey. You knew you were going to be here. You never really knew it would be quite like 
this, but you knew it would have challenges. You knew it would have some difficulties. So here we are. 

I can tell you this. You’ll get through it just fine each and every one of you here. You’ll get through it, unless 
you choose not to. But I think you’ll choose that you will get through it just fine. 

I can tell you that a lot of the body issues are going to be going away I’d say in about a year. About a year, 
maybe sooner, but about a year. Mental issues – pretty much all gone. So I’m here to tell you you’re doing a 
grand job. I’m actually kind of surprised. I lost some bets in the other realms with the other angelic beings. 
(laughter) I thought this was going to take you three, four, five lifetimes. (someone says “Nooo”) No, but 
you’re trying to do it in one. 

SHAUMBRA 6: This one.

ADAMUS: So, dear Shaumbra, you’re actually absolutely at the right place, the right time. The physical 
issues they will go away, but they are kind of one of the challenges of the New Energy. And please understand 
the difference between just the enlightenment and then choosing to be here to receive New Energy and to 
live in New Energy. You could have enlightenment right now – poof! All the pain’s gone. You’re back with 
me. (someone’s saying “No”) Or … or you could choose to stay here.

One other quick note that … a lot of questions – very good questions here about autism and even the psychiatric 
drugs about Tourette’s, so I think it would be appropriate to do a special session just on those topics. 
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LINDA: On which two? Let me write this down.

ADAMUS: Autism, Tourette’s, even Alzheimer’s, some of these issues. We’ll do a special session.

With that, dear friends, I have a dinner appointment. Yes, yes. I do need to leave. I have some beautiful 
friends waiting with a fine bottle of French wine. So it is time for me to take a deep breath with you … take 
in a good deep breath …

(pause)

I honor and thank you for being here. We’ve moved a lot, a lot of energy in these last couple of days. You’ll 
notice it here. When you go back into the regular world, you’ll notice it in the next few days. I invite myself 
to come back. (someone says “Sí”) And I’ll even bring Cauldre and Linda. (audience applause) 

Let’s take one good deep breath together … and when you’re back out there and in the world, you’re 
wondering about things, you’re wondering if you’re doing things right, you’re wondering what you really 
learned here this weekend, just take a deep breath and remember – as I like to say – all is well in all of 
creation. Adiós. (audience applause)
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